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welcome
The start of a new year gives us the perfect opportunity
to look back at our music production achievements
from the past twelve months, and also identify areas for
improvement. Yes, it might sound a little ‘self help’, but
it really is the best way to up your studio game and

fast-track your skills
for the coming
months. That’s why
this issue’s cover
feature, starting on
p22, is designed to
give those production
chops a premium
workout, with an array
of challenges, ideas,
exercises and

strategies to help you make better music than ever 
before… starting from right now!

Speaking of looking forward to the next year,  
I already can’t wait to see the new music software 
products that will drop in 2018 – especially if this issue’s 
reviews section (from p85) is anything to go by. This 
month sees a stellar new powersynth, a creative  
modular playground, an ear-tickling 
mastering bundle and a couple of uber-
compressors land on our test bench. To 
set the record straight, our reviews are 
always 100% unbiased – we’re simply 
proud to test and recommend the best 
music-making tools out there.

While I search for my passport  
for NAMM 2018, I’ll leave you to…

Joe Rossitter Editor

ENJOY THE ISSUEWhere to get

DOWNLOAD
See page 5 to find out
how to download this
issue’s exclusive content

“Up your studio 
game and  
fast-track your  
skills for the 
coming months”
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Subscribe to 
Computer Music!

See p44

HOW TO USE

There’s extra video content  
wherever you see this icon.

See and hear the latest software in  
action! Get the video from FileSilo, or 
youtube.com/computermusicmag.

This icon means there are extra files  
to help you follow a tutorial feature: 
project files, audio examples, etc.

We’ve got a new system for downloading 
files. Whenever you see this icon, you can 
grab the files on your PC or Mac by going 
to filesilo.co.uk/computermusic.DOWNLOAD

Tutorials featuring this icon make
use of our own  Plugins – find  
out all about them on p107.

TUTORIAL 
FILES

2MINUTES
WITH…

VIDEO
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Your FileSilo 
downloads
Plugins
Download T-Chain CM and the rest  
of our 80-strong plugin collection

Tutorial Videos
See and hear exactly how it’s done 
with our expert video guides

Samples
Press play and record for our Cassette 
Club samples, plus a bonus pack

Tutorial Files
Follow along in your DAW with WAVs, 
project files, MIDI clips and more

Get this month’s content from our new website

Get started

01Register your FileSilo 
account and log  in. Even 

if you have a subscriber ID, you’ll 
still have to unlock each mag 
separately or migrate your old 
Vault account (see step 3).

02Head back to the 
Computer Music page 

(filesilo.co.uk/computermusic) 
and choose an issue to unlock. 
You’ll need to answer one 
question to prove you’ve 
purchased the issue. 

03 You can migrate your 
old Vault account over 

to FileSilo to retain the issues 
you’ve added – head to 
filesilo.co.uk/vault and enter 
your Vault email address. 
Reset your password via the 
email you receive, and log in!

The home of great 
downloads, exclusive to 
your favourite magazines

Secure and safe online 
access, from anywhere

Free access for every 
reader – print and digital

Download only the files 
you want, when you want

All the downloads from all 
your issues, in one place

Register this issue
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Free  
for digital 
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computer
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video
Download this month’s videos: filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

Get better, more productive, and
make your best tracks yet in the studio

Read the full article on p22
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12 Three routing recipes 
that offer extra inspiration

18 Creatively routing delay 
and reverb effects

1 Get a track under your belt

6 Six ways to make better 
use of samples

14 The odd couple – 
interesting interactions

11 Stacking sends for 
creative processing ideas

16 Pro vocal processing 
using multiple sends

 STUDIO 
 WORKOUT



Read the full article on p46

 video

The Australian production wizz takes us through the
making of Piñata in this illuminating in-studio video
Note: this video is only available using the link on p47

THROTTLE
 Producer Masterclass
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5 Aggressive
wavetable Reese

4 Loading and using Cubase
9.5’s Flux wavetable synth

1 Keeping tabs on
your media in Cubase 9.5

6 Creative filtering for a
modern Reese sound

2 Cubase 9.5’s maxed-out
metronome in action

3 New automation
tricks in Cubase 9.5

5 Offline processing in 
Cubase 9.5

REESE RECIPES 
WITH SERUM

THE CM GUIDE  
TO CUBASE 9.5

Just Want Another Chance at creating those deep, 
dark basslines? You’ve got it with our video guides

Get a load of the 
worldbeating DAW’s  
new features across  
our written guide  
and video tutorials

T-CHAIN CM
This issue’s software
giveaway is a stunning
modular channel strip –
see and hear it at work!

This issue’s videos are now available from FileSilo – see p5

 video

Cinematic percussionRoman numeral notation

/experts
Our resident music production
gurus walk you through their
specialist field every month

Read the full 
article on p72

Read the full 
article on p76

Read the full 
article on p65

Read the full
article on p54

Read the full article on p57
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NEW RELEASES • COMMENT • INDUSTRY HAPPENINGS

A true legend of synthesis completes its epic journey to your DAW

Korg ARP Odyssey

During the Noughties, a fresh
epidemic of analogue hardware  

fever took hold of producers. With no 
known cure – and full-scale treatments 
being costly – Korg offered affordable 
relief in 2010 with the Monotron, a tape 
cassette-sized micro-synth for just 50 
quid. Further analogue goodies followed, 
including a 2015 reissue of the classic 
Odyssey synth, originally released by 
ARP in 1972. Now, following on from last 
year’s Odyssei iOS app, Korg have
released an official emulation in desktop 
plugin form.

So why is the Odyssey such a legend? 
Well, when it debuted, it was among the first 
instruments to put the power of synthesis 
into a practical, compact package – one that 
the average musician could afford,
understand and transport single-handedly. 
And it sounded great, natch. The Odyssey 
was used on everything from Elton John’s 
Rocket Man to Herbie Hancock’s
Chameleon, and by artists as wide-ranging 
as Abba, LTJ Bukem, 808 State, Vangelis, and
Nine Inch Nails.

The Odyssey offers two oscillators
playable in monophonic unison or
duophonic (one oscillator per voice) mode; 
saw and pulse waveforms; hard sync; FM 
(frequency modulation); and PWM (pulse-
width modulation). There’s a noise
generator, too.

This
“cinematic
machine”
has 500
presets

Sugar Bytes Aparillo
Aparillo is a “16-voice orchestra from another planet.” 
Two-operator FM synthesis runs the show, with 
multiple ratio modes, granular jitter, formant shifting, 
waveshaping, feedback, and more. The Orbiter is a 
“mass-controller for immediate, instant blockbuster-
sounding themes," while effects include filters, Poly-
Autopan and Sugar Bytes’ “best reverb yet.” For 
modulation, there are 2 Complex LFOs, Envelopes and 
an Arpeggiator. The price? €99… and your sanity.

 URL  www.sugar-bytes.de

On the filter front, you get simultaneously
employable high- and low-pass filters. As
synth history nuts know, ARP updated the
low-pass filter in 1975, with a design inspired
by that of the Minimoog – Moog took
exception to this, and a third design was
soon rolled out. Models of all three revisions
are available in the plugin.

Modulation comprises two envelopes, an

LFO, and a sample+hold generator. Modern 
enhancements include a polyphonic mode 
for chordal play, with up to eight-voice 
unison; a 16-step arpeggiator; X/Y 
modulation pads; and six effects.

Out now, it’s $100 on its own, or available 
as part of the $249 Korg Collection bundle 
with five more virtual Korg classics.

 URL  www.korg.com 

The ARP Odyssey adds raw analogue firepower to Korg’s Collection
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Another wavetable synthesiser enters the fray – we’ll be reviewing it soon

Initial Audio Sektor
Over 200 wavetables power this synth’s two
main oscillators. The Osc+ feature allows 
adjustment of six parameters – including 
wavetable position – on a per-voice basis, 
with up to eight voices. There’s also a sub-
oscillator and sample oscillator. The latter
works as a noise source and loads

multisamples (and the sounds from Initial’s 
Heat Up ROMpler). There are dual filters, FM, 
two ADSRs, three MSEGs, four LFOs, three 
Macro knobs, a sequencer, 500 presets, and 
nine effects. Standard Edition is $139; 
Signature Edition costs $189 with 200 extra 
presets, six bonus skins, a T-shirt, and more.

 URL  www.initialaudio.com

Wave Alchemy Evolution
What would you do with 28,000 drum 
sounds at your fingertips? Wave Alchemy’s 
“redefining drum engine for the modern 
producer” allows you to finally answer that 
most burning of production questions. 
Whereas its spiritual predecessor, 
Revolution, was based entirely on classic 
drum machine sounds, Evolution’s hits are 
built from a wider range of sources, taking in 
modular synths, acoustic instruments, 
processed foley, found sounds, etc. You get 
clean recordings, as well as three versions 
recorded through a vintage Studer A80 tape
machine. There are 12 voice slots, with each 
voice comprising three layers, and an X/Y 
pad for layer blending. Eight Macro Controls
per voice can be assigned to mix, filter and 

FX parameters; and for getting your groove 
on, there’s a 12-voice Note Sequencer and an 
FX Sequencer. Effects include filters, delays, 
dynamics and tape simulation. It’s £150.

 URL  www.wavealchemy.co.uk 

Golden Frog Music 
AudioSwift
Apple’s trackpads are pretty slick 
technology, combining multitouch tracking 
and – in recent models – pressure detection. 
Sounds perfect for DAW and MIDI control, 
right? Golden Frog Music clearly think so, as 
they’ve released AudioSwift, transforming 
your trackpad into a four-mode controller. 
Mixer mode works with Logic Pro, Pro Tools 
and Ableton Live – control one or two faders, 
set panning and send levels, write 
automation, and more. Trigger divides the 
trackpad into zones that trigger up to three 
MIDI notes simultaneously. Slide your finger 
in Scale mode to traverse a scale – pressure 
applies aftertouch. Finally, there’s an X/Y 
mode. AudioSwift is £22 and for Mac only.

 URL  audioswiftapp.com 

Version 2 of Akai’s iMPC Pro feels like a 
much more complete proposition than v1.

You can now record audio tracks and 
use Audio Units, and there are 
pitchshifting and timestretching features. 
The interface has been redesigned, and 
the sound library updated to reflect 
current electronic music trends. The new 
Song Mode, meanwhile, promises to make 
it easier to create complete tracks.

iMPC Pro 2 (iPad) costs £24.
www.akaipro.com

Having made their name with the excellent 
Elastic Drums, MoMinstruments have now 
released the equally pliable Elastic FX.
A multi-effects processing app, it features 
four effect modules, each of which can be 
filled with one of 32 processors covering 
all the usual bases. An XY pad provides 
hands-on control, and support for 
Audiobus 3 and Inter-App Audio means 
that you can use Elastic FX to process 
other apps. Grab it for £6.99/$6.99.
mominstruments.com

If DX7-style sounds are your bag, check 
out AudioKit Pro’s free FM Player: Classic 
DX Synths. This sample-based emulation 
offers 50 presets and includes various 
effects (reverb, auto-pan, bitcrush, stereo 
fatten and more). There’s support for MIDI 
Learn, Audiobus 3 and Inter-App Audio.

While you’re there, you might also want 
to scope AudioKit Pro’s free development 
tools, which promise to enable anyone to 
create their own iOS apps.
audiokitpro.com

App watch

We report on the latest
developments in phone 
and tablet music making
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Your Phonec synth is, in your own
words, inspired by the sound heard at the
start of VHS films. What is it about that
style of sound that inspires you to create
music-making tools?
JR “I remember sounds like this from my
childhood. There was just something strange
and mysterious about them. These ‘video
logos’ were typically accompanied by really
weird sounds from some kind of obscure
electronic instrument. The audio was slightly
warped by the worn out VHS tape, which
added an eerie quality to it. That’s what
Phonec is all about. It’s the strange electronic
instrument from a child’s imagination. I
created Phonec to tap into that vibe.”

What’s actually going on with a piece
of VHS tape to make it sound the way it

does? And how do you implement that in DSP?
JR “When I first designed Phonec’s Melt system, it was all by ear, rather
than based on components and how they operate. It’s really a complex
system of modulation going on under the hood. With EchoMelt, we took
the concept a little further and implemented an extra Snag system. This
mimics the way a tape might get caught in the rollers during playback and
then taken back up the reel. What you hear is a wild jump in pitch. So the
Snag system uses a kind of momentary, random modulation that had to
be specially crafted.”

Your synths and effects are said to virtually ‘melt circuitry’. Tell
us more about that…
JR “The ‘VHS Sound’ is kind of a mythology. I use the term ‘Melt’ because

that’s what it sounds like to me. It’s
just an imaginative way of describing
what’s happening to the signal. Like, if
I decided to stick a VHS tape in the
microwave, this is what I imagine it
might sound like.”

How do you see music
technology advancing, and how will this affect the process of creating
music software designed to emulate the imperfections of ‘broken’
equipment and retro gear?
JR “I think eventually the line will begin to blur between digital and
analog, software and hardware. More efforts will be made to bring our
vintage analog gear into a virtual environment, and at the same time, I
think we’ll start to see virtual instruments and effects being taken out of
the box. Perhaps as modular components that can be customisable via a
virtual environment. Who knows? But I think we’ll see more of a move in
the direction of creating speciality modules and components in both
hardware and software.”

What do you have planned next for Psychic Modulation?
JR “I’ve got several ideas going on right now. I’m planning a new drum
machine. What I’ve got in mind here is in the vein of the gritty, sample-
based drum machines of the 80s. I’m going for an early EBM/Industrial
sound with this one.

“I’m also slowly working on an atmospheric FM-hybrid synth. It’s in the
early stages, so nothing is set in stone, but it’s heading down a path that is
not often explored. It will be a very unusual instrument.”

URL www.psychicmodulation.com

“I use the term ‘Melt’
because that’s what it
sounds like to me”

Jack Resweber

We leave pristine sound quality behind briefly and get
on the blower to the developer of the Phonec synth

Psychic
Modulation

Get with the
programmers

AudioThing Type A
Back in the days of analogue tape, Dolby 
offered several noise reduction systems to 
tamp down the hiss. Dolby A used multiband 

technology to compress the 
signal before it hit the tape 
(encode), then expand it again 

upon playback (decode). By using only the 
encode stage, though, a magical treble-
focused enhancement effect was created – 
and that’s what Type A emulates. The four 
bands and direct signal are individually 
toggled, and a Mix knob controls overall 
balance. A hidden second panel offers 
control over attack/release, band levels, 
noise amount, and more. Yours for €49.

URL www.audiothing.net

Plugin Boutique Radio
Internet radio is a limitless and unpredictable 
well of sonic inspiration, yielding everything 
from rare grooves to off-kilter soundbites. 

Radio streams it right inside your 
DAW (or outside of it – it’s a plugin 
and a standalone app). As well as 
musical content, channels cover 
sci-fi, comedy, police scanners, 

paranormal content and more. You can add 
your own stations, too. The software
constantly buffers the last 30 seconds of 
audio – save a clip, then drag it to your 
DAW’s timeline for use in your tracks.
Naturally, you’ll need to clear copyrighted 
material if intended for release. Radio is £25.

URL www.pluginboutique.com

Acustica Audio Crimson
According to the Acustica, many believed 
that their effects sampling technology, 
Acqua, would never be able to recreate the 

“creamy” tone and texture of real
analogue overdrive. So here’s one for 
the naysayers: Crimson, the first Acqua 
overdrive/saturation. The main plugin is 
a channel strip comprising compressor, 
preamp and saturation modules; the 
former two are also included as
individual plugins. They say it’ll impress 
mastering and mixing engineers with its 

“precise, punchy, clear compression,
colourful distortion flavours and ‘Super
Saturation’ mode.” Fire it up now for €129.

URL www.acustica-audio.com

SKnote Marconi1
Named after the knob design of the original 
hardware, Marconi1 is a component-level 
model of the Neve 1073 preamp and EQ. The 

featureset is familiar, with gain 
introducing drive and grit, high-pass 
for curtailing bass, low shelf and 
midrange bell for tonal shaping, and 
a fixed-frequency high shelf for 

treble tweakery. Every component has been 
recreated, preserving all the “non-ideal” 
behaviours that give the real thing its
signature sound; but what sets Marconi1 
apart are its switchable transformer, inductor 
and capacitor models, with three options for 
each. It’s $50.

 URL  www.sknoteaudio.com
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Ins & outs
RIP RICK HALL
One of the architects of the 
Muscle Shoals sound, producer 
Rick Hall was also the founder of 
the legendary FAME Studios. He left 
a defining mark on music history, 
working with the likes of Aretha 
Franklin, Candi Staton and Duane 
Allman, and will be sadly missed.

CP-BLUE
There was panic in January when 
it was revealed that security flaws 
in countless CPUs could leave 
them vulnerable to attack. The 
story was playing out as we went
to press, but the naming of the 
flaws – ‘Meltdown’ and ‘Spectre’ 
– wasn’t exactly reassuring.

BEHRINGER’S BOO-BOO
Having posted details of multiple 
classic synth and drum machine 
emulations on their website 
recently, confusion reigned  
when the company swiftly 
removed them. They blamed a 
technical glitch, but not everyone 
was convinced...

Audionamix Xtrax Stems
Have Audionamix delivered the Holy Grail of audio processing? Yep,
we’re talking automatic audio separation of complex musical material.
Xtrax Stems claims to be able to take one song in and spit three stems
out: Vocals, Drums and Music. You can level, solo, mute or export
stems, and there are “four powerful cloud-based separation
algorithms.” Suggested uses include remixing, creating content for
live sets, acappella creation, and practicing (singers can mute vocals
and sing along, for example). So does it really work? The upcoming

 review holds the answer, but if you want to take a punt right now, 
it’s available for $99 (and Mac only).

 URL www.audionamix.com

NAMMER TIME
The 2018 NAMM Show 

takes place between 25 
and 28 January, and is sure to yield 

new music technology products
aplenty. We’ll tell you about the

best of them in 254, but in the 
meantime, check MusicRadar.com 

for all the big news as it happens.

STREAM BIG
The music streaming business 

model might not be perfect, with 
many artists complaining that they 

don’t receive a large enough slice of 
the pie, but it helped to increase UK 

music revenues by 9.6% in 2017. 
Revenues from streaming services 

were up by more than 41%.

years 
back

‘Is solid state technology the future of
storage?’ was our Burning Question back
in 123 (March 2008). Although some of
us still have hard disks clicking and
whirring away in our machines, our
answer from the future is a definite yes.
Shame it’s still a bit pricey, mind.

Speaking of storage space, we were
going to need plenty of it to install
Spectrasonics’ Omnisphere, which made
its debut at the 2008 NAMM Show in
front of a “stunned crowd”, according to

our slightly hyperbolic newshounds. We
also reported on the rumour that Apple
were planning on launching a dedicated
multitouch MIDI controller, but that never
happened, and looking back, we can’t really
understand why we ever thought it would.

In the reviews section, we took a look
at the Asus Eee PC, the compact ‘sub-
laptop’ (as one of our readers called it)
that helped to kickstart the netbook craze.
It wasn’t exactly a powerhouse, and the
7-inch screen was a bit small for making
music on, but we still sort of wanted one,
if only to feel part of the zeitgeist.

Finally, our chiptune tutorial showed
you how to emulate the already vintage
8-bit sound with plugins that themselves
now look pretty dated. Old-school all
round, you might say.

What did the future hold  
for the world of music 
software one decade ago?

We took a complete tour of vocals in our 123rd 
issue, with a guide to recording, editing and mixing

“Old-school all round, 
you might say”

We can see it but we’re not sure if we believe it – can Xtrax Stems really separate your mixes?

and 28 Jan

XG AND YOU KNOW IT
If you fancy a new multitouch 

display, how do you like the sound 
of a 39-inch transparent panel 
atop an all-glass stand? That’s 

what you get with Touch 
Innovations’ XG series, if  

you can pony up the $6,000 it 
takes to buy one...
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We close out the year with a weird and wonderful sequencer, a VST
host, a very un-piano piano and more modules for your VCV Rack

freeware news

HY-Plugins 
HY-RPE
The ultimate arrangeable automaton, 
HY-RPE may leave you scratching your 
head, even while tapping your toes

Yo! You like sequencers? We put sequencers in your sequencers... HY-RPE is a mega meta-sequencer!

> news
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Modern electronic musicians seem 
utterly obsessed with the sequencer  

in all its forms. From simple arpeggiators 
that play back a handful of notes to 
complex algorithmic contraptions  
that self-compose entire musical 
passages, there is no shortage of 
methods for pressing the play button  
and kicking back while the machines  
do all the work.

HY-Plugins are offering a brand new  
take on the sequencer in the form of  
HY-RPE, available in both commercial and 
free variants. The approach is somewhat 

confusing, and frankly, the cut-down free 
version is enough to boggle our brains!

As a sequencer, HY-RPE doesn’t generate
any sound on its own – it’s designed to drive
other plugins.

Like so many others, HY-RPE allows  
the user to enter notes on a grid. There  
are – in the free version – three ‘Grid  
Tracks’ used to control four SeqBlocks.  
Each SeqBlock is a sequence with its own 

play direction and step size. These 
SeqBlocks are freely arranged using a Block 
Chainer on the right side of the interface. 
The free version offers three Block Chainers 
to play with. 

HY-RPE is far too complex to describe in 
detail within the confines of Freeware News, 
but suffice it to say that this is the sort of 
flexibility that sequencer lovers dream of.
hy-plugins.com

Looking for an authentic
set of ivories on which to
play your latest opus? Well, 
keep looking! Room Piano 
makes little attempt to 
emulate, say, a concert 
grand. Instead, it’s based on a physical modelled 
piano that has, in turn, been sampled and 
mapped across the keys. LFO and envelope 
controls have been added, as has reverb, filter, a 
sub-layer for bass, and even some vinyl noise. 
Weirdly appealing, this one. Good for adding 
loads of elegant atmosphere to a track.
www.samplescience.ca

Released a little over a
year ago, the original
version of vPlayer 
offered a quick ’n’ easy 
way to laod up a 
couple of VST or AU 
plugins for quick testing or demoing. As it  
was free, it was hard to complain about the 
limitation of two plugs. Now, however,  
vPlayer 2 is out and this time, the number  
has been doubled, making this a viable plugin 
host for live performances, mastering, or even  
a bit of recording.
www.digitalbrain-instruments.com

No doubt about it,
though it’s a
standalone app, the 
open source  
Eurorack-styled  
modular VCV Rack is 
quickly becoming established as a viable  
format in its own right. All manner of module 
collections are popping up for the thing, and  
this one from Autodafe is a doozy. Comprised  
of a quintet of signal generators, it offers three 
fairly standard oscillators plus a pair of drum 
sound generators. Rack ’em up!
www.autodafe.net

SampleScience
Room Piano

Digital Brain
Brain vPlayer 2

Autodafe
REDs Modules

CLASSIC FREE SOFTWARE
JIM BUMGARDNER’S SYD
Released two decades ago, Syd is a cross-
platform modular synthesis environment. It
shares some similarities with other graphical
synthesis programs such as Reaktor, SynthEdit,
and Max. However, Syd is a strictly offline 
affair – sounds are made by patching up 
various modules with virtual patch cables, 
after which they can be played back.

Along with basics like oscillators, mixers, 
and envelopes, there are Butterworth and 
2nd order filters, Karplus/Strong plucked 
string generators, and the ability to play 
back CSound scores. Still available (as a 
Java app), Syd remains a great way to while 
away the hours.
https://jbum.com





What’s on your
hard drive?

APPLE LOGIC PRO X
“It’s been Logic all the way for me. When
you’ve been using something for that
long, you kind of evolve along with it;
you alter your technique to suit each
upgrade. I’m almost at the point where
I could make a track with my eyes closed!
And surely that’s the best way to use any
tool or instrument in the studio. When it
becomes second nature, there’s no
interruption in the creative process.”

UNIVERSAL AUDIO LEXICON 224
“When I’m putting a song together, all the
production side of things gets done in Logic.
But once I’m ready to get a finished product,
I’ll bring in the UAD stuff. The 224 is
spectacular and gets used on all my vocals. I
don’t think I’ve heard a better reverb.”

REVEAL-SOUND SPIRE
“I grew up with hardware synths, but I’ve
put them all in storage. These days, the
studio is in the laptop. OK, you lose
something from the sound, but you gain
so much more in workflow. Like Logic,
this is a piece of software I know so well.
Unprocessed, it has its limitations, but with
the right plugins, it’s a brilliant and
texturally-interesting all-rounder.”

ROB PAPEN PREDATOR
“Every now and then, you convince
yourself that you need a radical new bass
sound. I’m sure it happens to every
producer! When I first had a mess around
with Predator, I really felt like I’d found
something different… that mix of sub and
hard pitching. If you listen to the track One
More Night In Stars from the new album,
that’s all Predator bass.”

DOLBY ATMOS PRODUCTION SUITE
“The first time I heard this, it blew my mind! 
It gives you the feeling that you’re really 
flying; being able to move sound anywhere 
in the 3D space. And, as a listener, you feel 
like you’re in the middle of a totally 
immersive piece of music. At the moment, 
the price of the hardware is quite limiting, 
but… will this be the way we listen to music 
in the future?”

Matt Darey
The UK trance producer is taking sound in a new
direction... his latest album’s been mixed in 3D!

Wolf is the first electronic music release to be specifically written and  
produced for 7.1.4 3D surround sound in the Dolby Atmos format
 www.soundcloud.com/mattdarey

“You’re in the middle 
of a totally immersive
piece of music”
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Join us on Facebook to have your say in the  
mag every month – computer.music.mag

 Joost Mono-Amine 
“I love that it makes music more 
accessible for people globally. I 
hate that it more or less killed the 
charm of full albums and the way 
full albums are best listened to 
instead skipped through.”

 Aidan Goulet 
“Streaming is great for 
underground artists to be heard 
by ‘discovery’ algorithms. Getting 
your music to the public is easier 
than ever, but it’s killing the ability
to make a viable income as a 
musician. I think it’s around 
$5000 for every one million 
streams on Spotify, which is 
ridiculous. Imagine if even a 
fraction of those people bought 
the CD. The days of selling CDs 
and getting platinum records are 
sadly coming to an end...”

 Hartej Dhiman
“Streaming is all fine and well, but 
I have yet to see good predictive 
modelling of musical affinity. If I 
love Radiohead and Miles Davis, 
but I also love Pet Shop Boys and 
David Bowie, the predictive 
algorithms don’t really lead me to 
where I like being.”

 Nick Minieri 
“Streaming furthers choice 
paralysis for most casual listeners,
where they are so overwhelmed 
with the number of things they 
can listen to that they end up just 
going back to only listening to the
things they already know. For 
serious listeners, it’s great, 
because it encourages discovery, 
but we’re in the minority.”

 Balron 
“Streaming services raise the 
chance of your music being heard 
thanks to the huge amount of 
listeners and algorithms which 
will help them discover new 
music they are likely to enjoy. 
That’s what I want as a drum ’n’ 
bass producer.”

 Jack Lucidic 
“Streaming is a great medium for 
the audience to consume music. 
The issue is the payment to the 
artist. Some will argue that the 
artist has had more of their fair 
share since the days of vinyl (pre 
cassette). However, with the 
introduction of cheaper 
technology to make music and 
wider availability to consume 
music, is it safe to say the 
audience has now become 
musically ‘thick’? I don’t think so.”

 Tom Coxen 
“I like streaming services. The 
ability to inexpensively explore 
back catalogues is great. I’ve also 
discovered loads of new and 
interesting things, too.”

 Nathan Hocken
“Streaming is just a tool like 
anything else, and it can be used 
conscientiously to the benefit of 
everyone, or not. Right now, it’s 
corroding the value we place on 
music through its bulk pricing, 
and it’s not distributing that value 
fairly to the content creators. In 
the long run, this will only hurt the 
music we get to listen to, because 
fewer people will be able to afford 
to make it.”

How do you  
feel about  
music streaming 
services in 2018?



roundup
Patch your own virtual sonic adventures with these systems
Modular environments
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Karma FX Synth
A simple setup with all the building blocks 
you need to create complex routings
www.karmafx.net

Softube 
Modular
An emulated 
Eurorack setup  
in your DAW
www.softube.com

Audulus
A thoroughly digital-style virtual modular
setup available for Mac/PC as well as iOSsetup available for Mac/PC as well as iOS
audulus.com
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Reaktor Blocks
These Eurorack-style modules blur  
the lines between Reaktor’s zoomed-in  
and zoomed-out ways of working
www.native-instruments.com

VCV Rack
Free and open-source 
modular environment for 
Mac, Windows and Linux
vcvrack.com

A
gr
w

Veteran environment, excellent for
live play and complex signal trickery
www.plogue.com

Plogue B ule 

SSon en Mo ullar
PC-only rig decked with realistic-style ca le 

raphics, ready to be patched to the hilt
ww.sonigen.com







STUDIO 
WORKOUT
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The dawn of a new year is always a time when
people look to build on what they’ve done in the

last year by making resolutions for the new one –
such as going to the gym five times a week to burn
off the obscene amount of food and drink
consumed over Christmas! While most of the gym
memberships purchased in January end up
gathering dust by March, however, for the
musically minded, the new year is often the time
we look to up our game in the studio. An admirable
intention, for sure – but it’s easy to get stuck in a
musical rut without a bit of extra guidance or
motivation. So to help you achieve those music
production goals once and for all, we’ve put
together the  guide to to help you make 2018
your most creative and productive year to date!

Over the next few pages, we’ll let off a whole heap
of expert ideas, strategies and tips to push you out of
your comfort zone and towards reaching your studio
goals for the year, including some great time
management hacks, sensible ways of making your
sample library work for you, and different ways of
approaching your music-making endeavours.
Whether you’re looking to become more productive
with your studio time, sort through the 5,000 sci-fi
laser samples you found on the interwebz, finish up
that EP you’ve been sitting on for three years, or learn
how to use your Christmas studio gifts like a boss,
then this guide is an essential read. So, let’s leave
behind the cliché ‘new year, new me’ memes this year,
and make 2018 the official year of owning the studio
and achieving your goals in style!

Shape up your music-making
habits for the new year in the

studio, and make the next
twelve months your most

productive ever!
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Once we’ve got the rhythm track and 
musical elements sounding on point, 

we can arrange the loop into a longer piece 
of music. We add sound effects and fills 
from other sample packs to beef up the 
arrangement, making the whole track 
more interesting. A sprinkling of ambient 
reverb adds extra flavour.

3
After a bit of basic mixing (volume 
levels, EQ and filtering) to sweeten the 

sound up, we’ve ended up with an arranged 
track that sounds great. People consider 
making tracks from sample packs and 
premade sources to be cheating, but 
whatever your attitude, it’s a superb 
motivational exercise!

4

Start 2018 as you mean to go on and
get a track finished as quickly as

possible using only sample packs, synth
presets and other easy solutions. This is
great psychological motivation to get you
in the headspace of a ‘track finisher’ for
the rest of the year. We’ve started with
some drums from an old  sample pack.

1
Cubase’s Chord Pads make light work 
of creating musically polished chord 

progressions. These not only sound slick 
when triggering a virtual synth, but can 
also be a great way of learning more about 
music theory. We can deconstruct these 
chords further to create complementary 
leads and basslines in a flash – easy!

2

Evaluate
your progress
Want to move in the right
direction for 2018? Evaluate your
success over the last year, then
scrutinise that info and set fresh
goals for the next twelve months!
You might be a serial ‘loop maker’
who can’t finish tracks – if that’s
the case, then 2018’s mission
could be to simply complete X
number of tunes. Equally, you
might feel that lacking certain
skills in the studio (such as music
theory or synthesis knowledge)
has held you back in 2017, so it’s
time to knuckle down and
improve those skills once and for
all. To make your goals less
daunting and easier to stick to,
we suggest you break them down
into smaller chunks for individual
months, weeks or even days.

For example, if you struggle to
turn sketches into finished tracks,
try to complete just one or two
tracks a month over the year. It
might not sound like a lot, but by
the time 2019 comes around,
you’ll have an album’s worth of
material which might have never
left your DAW otherwise!

To aide motivation, write all
this down in a luxury notebook or
diary, or even on a whiteboard in
the studio – ie, not on a
disposable scrap of paper that
you might easily discard. This’ll
reinforce your goals and give you
the satisfaction of ticking
completed tasks off the list.

> Step by step 1. Get a track under your belt 

Why not try and make a whole tune
using only one sound as your starting

point? Try loading in a generic hi-hat, for
example, before using it to create all the
rhythmic and musical parts of the track via
clever resampling, timeline audio mangling
or less common techniques such as
frequency shifting and granulising. Not
easy, but it’s satisfying and fun!

1
Go to your local charity shop and ask 
the cashier to pick you out any DVD at 

random, then take that DVD home and 
make a whole track using only the sounds 
you’ve sampled from it. The complexity of 
this challenge can vary, or course: a 
blockbuster epic will provide lots of 
orchestral fodder, but a celebrity exercise 
video could prove more challenging… 

2
Set yourself a budget of £10, then buy 
some random studio or electronic kit to 

make a track with. A £5 karaoke mic from 
the second-hand shop for recording 
combined with a few £1 Fisher Price toys off 
a car boot sale could be turned into your 
next banger – with little chance anyone else 
will have used those sounds already!

3

> Step by step 2. Three wacky studio challenges
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 > Technique 3. Mash it up

Ever find yourself jumping from instrument to
instrument without becoming an expert with
one particular plugin? Well, it’s time to use the
new year as a reason to pick one synth or
sampler, and only use that one piece of
software for an entire month. Learning one
tool inside out can be hugely beneficial: you’ll
push the instrument to its limits and discover
exactly what it’s capable of.

If you’ve chosen a synth as your weapon of
choice, use it to make every single element of
a track. This way, you’ll brush up on drum
design, synthesis, music theory, FX creation
and more! And, of course, swot up on your
chosen tool by reading the manual or
watching tutorials.

If you’re a DJ, there’s few better things than 
having some exclusive heat in the bag ready to
smash up the club. Why not make some 
bootlegs and mashups that can become part of
your set through the year? Making those killer
riddims now will give you a fully-stocked arsenal
of ammo ready for festival season.

An easy way to make the studio a better place to
be is to have an annual clear-out and tidy-up – 
both of the room itself and your computer, too! 
Giving the studio a thorough hoover, dust and 
polish is a great start, and makes the room a nicer 
place to be. If you’ve got any unwanted software 
or kit lying about, why not consider selling up and 
investing the money in something else you’re after? 
This is not only great for clearing space, but helps 
to keep things fresh – as does giving your computer 
a clean by removing underused plugins, 
software and downloaded files. A clean, 
inviting studio with a freshly tidied-up computer 
will kick 2018 off as you mean to go on.

 > Technique   4. Sort out your studio 

 > Technique   5. Weapon of choice 
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> Step by step 6. Six ways to make better use of samples 

Make your sample library leaner and
meaner by binning all of those samples

you never draw for, such as that bumper
folder of 3,500 12-bit cowbells or that tired
collection of acapellas in awful 16kbps MP3
format. If you’re not sure about deleting
these sounds, however, there’s no harm in
backing them up on an external drive, just
in case!

1
A wicked tip for making the most of 
your sample library is to organise your 

samples into a clear and concise filing 
system. A core set of folder categories 
(drums, bass, pads, sample packs, etc) 
which you then fill with relevant 
subfolders is a great starting point. Once 
you’ve organised your sounds, make sure 
you stick to the system religiously.

2
An ideal way of quickly squirrelling 
useful samples away in a safe place is 

to use Automator scripts in Mac OS or 
Send To shortcuts in Windows to create a 
handy right-click menu option to instantly 
copy any files to a specific folder for later 
use. Great for when you find a usable 
sound but don’t need it there and then!

3

If you’re struggling to find a certain
sound you’re after in your library, why

not consider joining a sample subscription
service such as Noiiz, Splice or Loopcloud?
For a monthly fee, you can browse their
extensive collections for that killer loop
you’ve been hunting down, with Loopcloud
even offering a native plugin that allows
you to dig for sounds directly in your DAW.

4
Most DAWs now have a comprehensive 
sample-auditioning feature for built in 

content, which lets you search sounds by 
genre, key and various other parameters. 
This not only works with the included 
content, but can be used with your own 
samples – so try cataloguing your sounds 
as you use them so they’ll pop up when 
you’re searching the library.

If you’ve snagged an old-school 
sample CD or scratch record, you’ll 

likely find that each track has lots of short 
samples. Instead of cutting them up 
manually, try using your DAW’s Remove 
Silence function to quickly chop ’em up. 
This removes the silence between 
samples in one click, saving both time and 
your sanity.

5 6

Unless you’re in the lucky position of being a
man or lady of leisure, you’ll probably have less
time available for creating music than you’d like,
so it pays dividends to manage your studio time
to get the most from every session. Work out
your allotted time in the studio for each week,
then come up with a rough schedule for learning,
gathering sounds, composing/writing and mixing
that fits well with your other commitments. By
breaking up all your musical endeavours in this
way, you can keep things interesting while
making the most of your precious studio time.

Another great way of being more efficient
when you’re working on music is to improve your
workflow. There are lots of ways you can do this: a
good start is to change your DAW settings to
ones you work with best. For example, if you’ve
decided to take up Studio One for producing but
have a deep knowledge of Cubase, it’s simple to

change Studio One’s keyboard shortcuts to 
Cubase’s letting you keep things moving rather 
than constantly getting stuck looking for certain 
functions. On the same theme, if there’s a 
function you use a lot that doesn’t have a 
shortcut assigned to it, why not make your own? 
This’ll speed things up no end, and make your 
time in the studio more efficient. 

It’s also really important to keep your 
enjoyment levels as high as possible when 
creating music, and to help with this, we suggest 
having a few projects ongoing at once that are 
at different stages of completion. If you’re not 
feeling inspired to mix down the track that’s 
nearly finished, just jump onto another one that 
needs sound design or arrangement instead. 
Working on one piece single-mindedly can be 
great, of course, but breaking things up into 
smaller tasks is always better for workflow.

Time management and workflow

If you’re not used to one DAW’s keyboard shortcuts, 
some programs let you swap them all around
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 > Technique 7. Last year’s projects

> Technique 8. Out of the loop

> Technique 9. Custom sample packs

Give your 2018 productions a unique 
flavour by building your own custom 
sample packs for the year ahead. 
Source unique sounds to build your 
pack, whether it be hitting everyday 
objects in front of a mic, using your 
voice to make sound FX, or putting a 
mic by an open window. If you want to 
grab some even more specific sounds, 
arrange a day out somewhere noisy 
with a field recorder. A trip to the 
seaside arcades, anyone?

If you’re looking for a new way of making beats, why not try spending
a full day making 16-bar loops? After this, go through all the sketches
you’ve done at the start of your next session and choose the best
ones – listening with fresh ears will instantly give you a new
perspective on the ideas you’ve come up with. Don’t chuck the other
loops away, though – they might be ideal inspiration for a collaborator!

The new year is a perfect time to sift through your DAW projects
from the past year and note down which ones are worth finishing.
While you’re going through your old projects, don’t forget to hoover
up all the best one-shots, loops, synth patches and effect chains for
use in the coming year. Once you’ve done this, make sure to get in
the habit of rendering things out as you work to keep your sample
folders filled with inspiration.

Get your workflow through the
roof with our selection of tools to
keep you on track in the studio

AURCHITECT MYRIAD
($79) (MAC-ONLY)
Myriad boils down over 100 normally
long-winded audio processes such as
converting stereo files to mono,
resampling and suchlike into an
easy-to-use app that can be left doing
the donkey work while you’re being
creative. Ideal for batch processing
your latest custom sample library!
aurchitect.com

FREEDOM ($2.42/MO)
How often does that quick check of
Facebook become an hour or more of
browsing through cat photos or obscure
synths? That’s where Freedom’s web
blocking technology comes in. It’s ideal
for locking off your biggest distractions
while still allowing access to your most
essential websites.
freedom.to

EGG TIMER
Timed production s
can be a great way o
achieving lots in a fi
period… but not if
you’re checking you
phone’s timer every
five seconds! To
avoid this, buy a
dedicated egg timer
from any kitchen
shop. Sounds silly, b
take our word for it
really works!
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> Technique
 10. Three inspiring tools
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REMIX READY
Tackling a remix to start your studio year can
be a great source of inspiration. Similar to our
earlier sample pack tune-making tip, working
on a remix gives you a structured path to take
that’ll get you into the right groove when
making music during the rest of the year. Find
some suitable source material by asking a pal if
you can reboot one of their tracks, downloading
one of the many stem packs available on the
internet, or asking around at your local record
or music shop. If you’re looking to learn about
The Art of Remixing in more detail, check out
our huge cover feature in 247.

IN THE WILD
Laptop user? If so, why not charge your battery
and head outdoors to work on a beat on
headphones? It can be truly amazing to take
inspiration from your surroundings when
writing or arranging, and it makes a nice
change from topping up your studio tan in
your usual spot.

LINK TO THE PAST
If you’re working in the studio with a fellow 
Ableton Live user, try linking your two 
machines together via WiFi and Live’s  
handy Link function (top left of your screen). 
This’ll let you jam along with each other in  
sync, and bring Link-enabled apps and plugins 
from other manufacturers into play – ideal for 
increasing the productivity levels and 
generally having more fun with  
your studio buddy.

MIX IT UP
A great challenge for all us producers and 
engineers is to take an everyday production 
skill (such as creating a synth sub bass or 
slicing up a breakbeat) and learn to do the 
same thing but using a totally different 
method. Same results; different techniques.
This is great practice, as it not only keeps  
things fresh, but also teaches us to think 
outside the box when solving problems in  
the lab. Good luck!

WRITING’S ON THE WALL
A simple way to keep your studio life on track is
to identify three positives and three points for
improvement from your studio time in the last
year, then write them down and pin them on
the wall behind your setup. Those things will
then always come to mind when you’re
working. Once you’ve hammered the positives
home and refined those negatives, write a new
list to replace the previous one.

TWO HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE
If you’re finding things in the studio are
becoming a little stale, why not look to other
people? Collaborating with other musicians,
vocalists or producers can put some new ideas
on the table and give you valuable second
opinions on what you’re doing – all while
allowing you to build a valuable network of
contacts that can be useful for future solo
endeavours!

MUSIC MAKEOVER
Every producer has made one track that’s
either their most successful release, or just
their personal favourite. With this in mind, why
not dig that tune’s stems out of your archives
and give it a fancy 2018 makeover? This is not
only a great way to spark creativity and
address anything you felt was missing from
the original track, but can also see you through
times of writer’s block. Plus, once finished,
you’ll have an exclusive VIP remix to ape the
original version!

TAKE A SHORTCUT
Speed things up when you’re making music by
creating a ‘cheat sheet’ of oft-used keyboard
shortcuts that you can keep close by when
you’re in the studio. After a while, you’ll
naturally learn these, which’ll speed things up
even more. Or, if you’ve got Christmas money
burning a hole in your pocket, invest in an
Editors Keys keyboard overlay. This’ll show
you every common shortcut for your chosen
DAW and which modifier keys (Ctrl/Cmd, Shift
etc) trigger them off.

8 more workflow boosters

Ableton’s fancy Link technology makes working with other users a cinch

Editors Keys are a timesaver  
for navigating your DAW
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The Dirtybird duo take
the hotseat to talk
album-crafting workflow,
inspirational techniques,
low-end theory and more
More than just a collection of club bangers,
Sam Walker & Gavin Royce’s first album, Self
Help, is a schooling in both bass-heavy house
grooves and diverse vocal performances.
In the wake of the LP’s release, we cornered
the US duo and grilled them for their top
production tips and track-finishing tactics.

Computer Music: How long did it take you
both to finish Self Help?
Gavin Royce: “It took us about eight months
to make. When you get the opportunity to do
an album for a label like Dirtybird, it’s a bit of
pressure. But we didn’t want to say no! Based
on the feedback thus far, we’re doing OK!”

: Did you have tracks finished for it
already, or did you start from scratch?
SW: “Pretty much from scratch. We had one
track finished – we’d just finished it, and we said

to ourselves that it was definitely an ‘album
track’. But we wanted to mainly start from the
beginning. We went out and got vocals and
material specifically.”
GR: “Yeah, going into the album, we didn’t just
want it to be a ten-track EP. We wanted specific
vocals that would work. Although there was a
time where we’d reached out to a bunch of
people, and no one was getting back to us, and
we started to freak out! We had one week when
we didn’t know what to do… but then five or six
people sent over their vocals at once!”

: Logistically, how you work as a duo? 
GR: “We used to have a studio together in 
Brooklyn. We’d get together in the studio for  
a couple of days a month, but we worked 
separately a lot.”
SW: “A lot of times I’d be working on something, 
then I’d call up Gav and play it over Skype or 
FaceTime, to work on things remotely. Getting 

back and forth is a real pain, but there are so 
many tools for people to work remotely. Gav 
doesn’t need to hear if the bass is 1dB too loud – it 
was more for arrangement and the feel of the 
track. But with Warkin It, we both worked on it 
together in the studio, and we banged it out in 
one night, pretty much. A lot of production is 
actually really tedious, and the two of us don’t 
need to be together for all the boring stuff!”
GR: “In terms of our backgrounds, Sam is the 
‘engineer’ and is more hands-on with technical 
stuff, whereas I’m from more of a DJ background 
– I’ve been a full-time DJ in New York for over a 
decade, so I come from more of an arrangement, 
vibe, idea and direction angle; whereas Sam 
comes at it from more of a technical standpoint.”

: Did you sample a lot for the album?. 
GR: “We didn’t want to do as much sampling as 
we’ve done in the past. We didn’t want to sample 
anything you’d have to clear – not because we 
didn’t want to clear it, but because we wanted to 
make this our own original music. So for the 
album, we went out and sought specific types of 
vocalists. Dancing With White Girls is an old 
friend of mine, and I hit him up for some vocals. 
The two tracks he turned out for us are great.”

: A lot of the vocals on the album are heavily 
processed, and sound quite ‘sampled’. How 
do you prepare an instrumental for a vocalist?  
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GR: “Yeah, they were basically half-baked ideas
and ‘scratch’ tracks that we could send out. We
sent the same tracks to multiple singers, knowing
we would switch things out. So with my friend
Dancing With White Girls, he just went off the
cuff – his vocals are ridiculous. He asked me what
we wanted, and I sent him maybe three beats,
and told him to turn on his microphone and
record himself for an hour! Take Me To Your
Leader, the lead single from the album, is just
him one time through. When we filmed the
video, we were debating on what he said in this
one part, as he couldn’t even remember!”
SW: “His voice is so clear! It just cuts. He’s got a
Shure SM7B [mic] or something, and he just
recorded it right there in his living room. What
you hear on the record is just what he did in one
take. I processed it a bit with the Slate Digital
stuff, and a bit of noise reduction to remove the
room sound, but it didn’t need much at all.”

: It must be fun to work with vocal takes
like that.
SW: “Oh, yeah! It’s the crucial difference
between having to go in and fix every single
thing versus just being able to use them. We
didn’t have to do much processing to
SophieGrophy’s vocal – we took the bass out
and applied a little bit of compression. She just
sounded great. But there’s a flipside to that… the
challenge then was that there was too much
good material! As house producers, we’re used
to working with nothing – just one word, like our
track I.T.B., which uses just a few sampled words
that carry the entire track. Now it was the
opposite: we had so much good material, and it
all sounded great. It was the first time we had to
sit down with a full vocal and make it into a track,
with stacking and takes, and have so much
potential. I wish it was fun, but we were sweating!”

: That pressure is an interesting
consideration.
GR: “For sure. That track took a while to do.
After working on it for two months straight, we

had to put it down for a little bit and step away,
then come back to it with fresh ears.”
SW: “Yep, we started over from scratch. The
original idea was always to do a ‘whisper’ song
kinda thing. Every time we tried to make it, it
would go off in a different direction and lose the
thread. Finally, we got it right, and decided that
we need to keep it really minimal, without a lot
going on in the high end. It’s just this sub-kick-
bass, a clap, then all the things when she’s not
singing. She’s singing in triplets, not like a typical
house track where you can throw whatever on
there. That’s why it took a few tries.”

: The weird synth work and crazy sounds
on the album really slap you around the face.
How do you come up with those sounds?
SW: “We use both hardware and software. We
have a [Novation] Bass Station 2, and an MFB
Dominion 1, and we also had a modded 303 for a
while. A lot of that stuff might be a sample from
some dubstep pack, or one bass sound. In the
earlier part of the writing process, we sample a
lot. We’ll sit here with a synthesiser, start pressing
notes on the synth, mess around and capture a
whole bunch of audio. Then we’ll go back and
sample that, and build the track from there. It’s
usually a combination of 808 basses, sampled
bass stuff, sampled synths, samples from packs.”
GR: “Plus old stuff we’ve never used – using
Ableton [Live], it’s so easy to go back and dig
into old folders from other projects. So you
might make five minutes of really cool sampling
from a synth, but only use one or two notes of it,

so you’ve got all that cool material that you
never used, so you can go back and get it.”
SW: “Our ‘buzzy’ synths are usually a bit of
square wave with a little bit of sawtooth mixed
in, from the MFB or the 303, or TAL-BassLine-101,
an SH-101 clone. NI Monark also gets a decent
amount of use, and some of the Reaktor Blocks
stuff. But that’s mainly for glitchy stuff – most of
our synths come from the hardware, or sampling.
We love to sample! I don’t like MIDI or plugins
– I want to cut it to audio as soon as possible.”

: So you’re using audio on the timeline
instead of samplers?
SW: “It’s OK to trigger it in a sampler, as that’s
much more predictable. What we can’t stand is
a plugin that you open it one day and it sounds
great, then you open it another day and it sounds
different, because one parameter didn’t load
right. How many times has that happened?!
I hate that! So as quickly as we can get a cool
idea and concrete it down to audio, the better.
From a creative standpoint, that matters a lot.
Let’s say you’ve got a hardware synth like the
Bass Station 2: you record a bunch of audio, and
then you leave it. You’re not constantly going
back, fiddling and twiddling, changing
parameters. ‘Oh, but it’s not quite perfect’
– that’s OK, don’t worry about it! As producers,
we forget how good these synths sound, because
we hear them hundreds of times. But when you
hear them in the record, it sounds fresh every
single time. So don’t keep twiddling with it!

: That is definitely a creative barrier that
stops artists from moving forward. You

ways think you’ll come back and change
at one sound…

W: “What we do do is save a new project when
e make any significant change. So our Ableton
ders are full of versions 1, 2, 3, all the way up
about 300! It frees up your mind – you don’t
e your synth or automation in the project any
ore… but if one part is bothering you, you can

o back and hunt down the sound earlier. You
n see the exact date and time when the file

as written, and go grab it.”
R: “We’ve made projects where we realised
e exact change that caused the project to go

ownhill. So we can see, ‘Oh, we changed the
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SW: “We’ve had this problem for a long time: how 
do you write a track for a vocalist if you don’t 
know what the vocal’s gonna be? You can’t write 
a track around something you don’t know. Do 
you leave a big empty spot in the middle of the 
track? I don’t have good lyrical ideas, or ideas 
for what the singer should do. We know we want 
to use vocals, but it’s a giant question mark. So it 
was always a workflow problem. What we did is 
compiled a bunch of ‘bed’ tracks – failed projects, 
maybe ideas that couldn’t be arranged.”



“These KRKs aren’t cool or sexy, but
they certainly get the job done for us”

The boys like Soundtoys Microshift for vocal widening, but nothing beats old-fashioned panning techniques     

time in the studio, with your monitors set up 
right so you can hear the depth of the soundstage
in order to make the right decisions. The vast 
majority of home studios aren’t set up well, with
lots of echoing in the room, so you’ll exaggerate
things too much or place sounds into the wrong
spot. I have my studio acoustically treated a lot 
for that reason – not just Auralex on my walls.

“Then there’s going from the studio to the 
club and back. We knew our track Why Tho 
wasn’t going to come across, because we played
it out and it didn’t have the right punch. But we 
had the luxury of going back and fixing it. We’d 
switched our monitors to the Neumann KH310s,
and they sound amazing, but I’m used to using 
my KRK VXT8s. We switched because I wanted  
a better level of control I wasn’t getting with the

KRKs. We wrote the track on those Neumanns, 
and it just didn’t sound right when we played it 
out. So I switched back to my KRKs, and 
immediately it sounded like it did in the club. It 
was missing the kick. So I still use the VXT8s – 
everything else was written on them! And 
another track written on the Neumanns didn’t 
sound right, either! These KRKs aren’t cool or 
sexy, but they certainly get the job done for us.”
GR: “A lot of it is being familiar with your space. 
Big producers have ‘wrong’ studios from a sound 
standpoint, but it works for them. Learning how 
your speakers and room sound is all part of 
being comfortable and learning your craft.”

: How about the act of finishing tracks? 
Initial ideas and loops are one thing, but 
getting them over the finish line is another…
GR: “I think that’s the beauty of being a duo, and 
us not working on everything together all the 
time. We’re able to give things fresh ears – when 
Sam gets to a certain point, I can come in and 
suggest how it should be arranged. We have our 
yin and yang, which is why we were able to 
finish the album quicker. Claude VonStroke was 
surprised that we turned it in on time! He said 
he’s never had an artist turn in an album on time!”
SW: “I’ll usually know even if a track can be 
finished as soon as we start to arrange it. That’s 
where it’s gonna fail or not. In Ableton [Live], we 
load up the Session View with stuff, and we don’t 
commit anything to the Arrangement View until 
we have all parts of the recipe. Like making a 
chilli! There have been lots of times when we 
think we have a track, and we start to lay it out, 
but that’s where it falls apart. If that happens 
when you start to arrange it, you stop, delete 
everything and go back to the Session View  
– you either need more stuff, or you have to 
change what’s there. 

“It’s like a poison, because in the production 
process, every time you play your track, you’re 
getting more and more sick of it; you’re losing 

“He said he’s
never had an 
artist turn in an 
album on time!”

bass three days ago at 3pm’, and we go back and
find that we made that fatal change last
Wednesday at lunchtime!”
SW: “You’ll realise there were a couple of very
subtle parts you forgot or took out, that were
adding a significant amount of ‘oomph’ to the
track. And you don’t realise why it sounds like
garbage now – it’s because you removed that
special sauce earlier!”

: That must shape your process going
forward, as you’ll learn from those moments.
SW: “Yes! The production process is definitely a
case of remembering all the mistakes you’ve
ever made. You might have a natural inclination
to do something, and your earlier self would’ve
just done it, and it would’ve come out terribly.
But now a red flag goes up.”

: Hardware synths often output in mono,
but there’s a lot of clever stereo stuff going on
in your record. What’s your approach for
getting width and stereo movement?
SW: “Good question. I’ll tell you what we don’t
do – we don’t use stereo enhancement plugins!
We’re trying to do it old-school rather than
artificially. So panning things, panning a slightly
different sound to either side at the same time,
like two different takes from the same
instrument panned out. Or having things move
around with auto-pan – the underlying principle
is to not try to ‘fake’ it.

“Record producers from the 70s and 80s
didn’t use crazy tools, but they still had huge
soundstages, because they had real acoustic
space and would pan instruments widely, and
they’d record the guitars multiple times and pan
them across the soundstage.

“Although, one tool that does a good job of
widening is Soundtoys Microshift, specifically on
a vocal if you don’t have multiple takes and you
want it to come out to the sides. It doesn’t seem
to fail when you collapse it to mono, but it’s not
perfect – we prefer to not use stuff like that. We
always sum to mono to check everything’s cool.”

: And because of your panning, it probably
sums to mono nicely…
GR: “Almost always. That was a lesson we
learned early on. We were listening to Disclosure
tracks that were insanely wide, and you try to
emulate that as a beginner… but then you get
into a club and it sounds like garbage and
sounds empty in the middle. So we realised not
to do that. Stereo has to be done carefully.”

: Mono compatibility for the club versus
width for headphones is a tricky compromise!
SW: “It’s part of learning the ropes of production.
It’s not an easy thing to do – you need to take
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perspective. It’s like playing a vinyl record that 
wears down with every play – it’s getting worse 
and worse in your mind. So it’s a very sensitive 
time. Sometimes, I might go to bed and arrange 
it the next day. But sometimes, that’s a terrible 
mistake – maybe you really need to keep going 
at 3am and lay it all down, otherwise you’ll lose 
the thread and inspiration.”
GR: “But, if the arrangement gets going, and 
you’re confident with it, the track becomes an 
ever-shrinking to-do list.  And at the end of it, 
you’re done. We never have problems finishing 
a track when we’re confident with the 
arrangement. Then it’s just a track, and if the 
track sucks, then OK! The very best or most 
successful tracks seem to come together so 
quickly, in an afternoon or so.”
SW: “And usually, those great, quick tracks are 
the ones that are written after the tracks you 
struggle with! The one you had to finish – like a 
remix or something – had a deadline, and then 
with the next thing you pick up, you start right 
away and want to flush out all the stuff from the 
last track. Boom! That one will be a hit, because 
your mind is so sick of the other one!”

: That momentum makes perfect sense!
GR: “Your perspective is good, but then your 
chops are honed because you’ve been  
working on that other project for three or four 
days. So you know where all your files and 
plugins are – you’re kinda ‘hot’ and in the zone. 
Our tracks I.T.B., Take Me To Your Leader and a 
couple more were made like that. We were sick 
to death of other projects, then started a new 
track that became way better than the last one, 
as it was way more spontaneous.”

: You can finally do all the things you
couldn’t do in that other project!
SW: “Exactly. Shaping things is very different
from throwing in new stuff. And sometimes you
forget to throw new stuff into a project when
you’ve been stuck with it for a while. ‘What, I can
create new synth sounds?’ You forget to take
out the stuff you’re struggling with. No one’s
keeping track – delete it! It’s fine to start new
stuff. If it’s something you’re really married to,
you can always go back to it – thanks to Ableton,
like we mentioned earlier – without even
stopping playback!”

: Your tracks have lots of bass weight. 
What’s your agenda with coming up with 
ideas and getting low elements to fit?
SW: “One big thing for us is making sure the kick
drum isn’t too long. I started to notice that tracks 
we really liked had really short kicks – long 
enough to get the point across, but with a really 
tight decay. So I look at my kick’s tail on a scope,
and I bring it into [Ableton’s] Sampler. The basic 
Simpler only has convex and concave envelope 
slopes, so you can’t get a full volume then a 
completely cut-off decay. We convert to Sampler,
and bend the curve all the other way, so you 
have a shape that’s full-volume with a sudden 
drop-off. We either use a sampled kick, or Nicky 
Romero’s Kick plugin, or layer up a bunch – then
we resample it, throw it into Sampler, then do 
that enveloping. That creates a whole lotta 
space to allow other bass stuff to happen. If 
you’ve got a giant 808 kick with a long sustain, 
where’s the rest of the bass gonna go?

“Also, many sound systems have a lot of
resonance in the bass end, so even if your kick is
really short, it’ll keep resonating on the system.
Those 15" drivers continue to move. So a short
kick will sound long enough to get the point
across, but then you’ve got room to shove in a
lot of other cool stuff and get a groove going.
We use 808 hits, little toms, and little dull tom
‘knocks’. Then we might throw in a wide-open
sawtooth or square. And switch back and forth
so they’re alternating. Our track Hit Dem
Drawers has a lot of bass; we’re breaking all the
rules. There’s a kick, two 808s, and a huge synth
note. But somehow the track still works.”
GR: “It’s good having a pair of speakers like the
KRKs, which are ported, so you can feel if the kick
is poking through. We’re getting away with it on
these honest monitors. And the kick doesn’t
need to be the loudest thing in the world – if it’s
a bit smaller, you can fit other bass elements in.”

: And all that club and DJing experience
must help too…
SW: “That’s the thing: the first time you hear
these tracks in a club that you’ve never heard
on a home system, you think ‘woah, how is this
even possible?’. But then you listen to it on a
normal system, and it’s all very controlled. It was
just that sound system magnifying things to a
crazy degree. So having the ability to listen to a
track on a sound system, then listen at home
‘under a microscope’ is invaluable. I’d advise
younger producers to try and listen to those

records in both environments, to understand the
relationship between the two. That’s something
you need to get good at as a producer – it might
sound a bit unimpressive at home, but it’s going
to sound awesome in the club.”

Walker & Royce’s debut album,
Self Help, is out now on Dirtybird.

www.walkerandroyce.com

soundcloud.com/walker-and-royce

twitter.com/walkerandroyce

facebook.com/walkerroyce

Why Tho
bit.ly/WRwhytho
Sunday
bit.ly/WRsunday
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In today’s world of insanely technical
plugins and DAW packages, it’s easy to

forget that some of the most hallowed
techniques used by producers and engineers
today originated from the use (and abuse!) of
the auxiliary sends and buses provided by
mixing consoles. Parallel compression, gated
reverb… many of today’s workhorse
techniques came about as the result of
flagrant abuses of the norms of technique.

Indeed, revered engineers such as King Tubby
and Lee “Scratch” Perry took the use of aux sends
and buses to extreme lengths when creating
original dub versions of reggae classics back in
the 1960s and 70s, turning their mixing consoles
into musical instruments in their own right, with
on-the-fly tweaking of plate reverbs and tape
delays to create dubbed-out soundscapes and
feedback loops that came to define whole genres.

There’s obviously tons of scope for adding 
creativity to your music by using aux sends and 
buses, but where do you start? Don’t worry – 
we’ve got your back with our guide to routing, 
merging and piping signals in unusual ways. 
Over the next few pages, we’ll help you get up to 
speed with your sends and buses by running 
through a heap of great techniques including 
some awesome sound design chops, explaining 
the difference between pre- and post-fader 
sends, and a pile of top send based tips; as well 
as lifting the lid on some classic manoeuvers 
you can use from the comfort of your DAW. To 
complement these golden nuggets of 
information, we’ve supplied the usual detailed 
tutorial files, audio examples and tutorial videos 
so you can follow along with ease. So, let’s get 
our DAWs fired up and delve deeper into the 
world of creative routing!R
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Find out how to funnel, split 
and combine signals in 
creative ways with our guide
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Now we’ll get some signal going to
our auxes by setting up a 0dB send

from our Bass channel to each of the four
aux sends. Having four sends’ worth of
effects layered up over our original dry
signal sounds rather messy, so we’ll print
the aux sends to audio, then mute them so
that the audio is playing alone.

3
We can listen to each bounced aux
send individually and choose the best

parts of each to complement or replace
the dry bass signal, allowing us to quickly
and easily make our bass part more
interesting. This technique can work
equally well on any other parts of your
track, of course – give it a try!

4

Let’s kick off by exploring how to
make a series of wicked variations on

any sound by stacking up tons of creative
plugins on different returns in any DAW,
before sending the same signal to them
and seeing what variations come out the
other end. After loading our DnB parts
(from the Tutorial Files) into a 174bpm
project, add four blank aux send/returns.

1
First, we’ll select plugins to place on
each send. Feel free to use whatever

plugins you like – we’ve gone for Sugar
Bytes’ WOW2 on our first send, SoundToys
Little Plate and FilterFreak on the second,
Rob Papen’s RP-Distort CM on the third
and Eurydice CM on the final send. Next,
open each plugin and select a preset of
your choosing.

2

Sizing up sends
Plugin effects make it easy to mix 
processed and dry signals, so 
effects such as parallel 
compression can usually be 
whipped up without a bus. This is 
convenient, sure, but there are 
still tons of reasons to take your 
time and make full use of send 
and return setups.

The most obvious reason for 
using auxes is that the effect 
you’ve used can be processed 
separately using your choice of 
plugins, without touching the dry 
signal. This is ideal for tasks like 
removing the boomy sub 
frequencies from a drum reverb, 
or applying compression to rein 
in a wild delay line, for example. 

Another use of sends is to 
apply stereo processing such as 
reverb, chorus or phasing to a 
mono signal. If you insert a stereo 
plugin on a mono channel in most 
DAWs, the output signal will be 
summed to mono – but with a 
stereo send, you’re good to go!

 > Step by step 11. Stacking sends for creative processing ideas

When applying aux-based processing 
to a part of your mix, it pays to group 

the dry and wet signals together 
afterwards into one bus. A little EQ and 
compression can be applied to the entire 
bus afterwards, gluing the dry and wet 
signals together into one cohesive sound. 
We’ve done just that with some drums in 
our tutorial video.

1
After adding two fresh aux returns,
we’ve sent our bass to them pre-fader

before pulling the volume down to silence.
Now we can split the bass apart into low-
and high-frequency bands using EQ filters,
and then process the parts individually.
This allows us to distort the high
frequencies without affecting the lower
harmonics, for a more controlled sound.

2
If you’ve got a few effects on auxes as
part of your mix, try sending the output

from one return to the input of another,
rather than routing all of them directly to
the master bus. By doing this, you can
create some interesting and unique sounds
as the wet signal from one aux drives the
effect on another.

3

 > Step by step   12. Three routing recipes that offer extra inspiration

Get superior control over your signals  
by processing on an aux channel
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Typically, distortion is applied directly
on a channel as an insert effect. But
how about distorting using send and
return setups? This way, you can
apply much more overt settings in
parallel, and customise the amount
of distortion applied during a track:
by automating a send to a distortion
during busy parts of a song, for
example, you can add presence to
softer instruments such as violin or
delicate vocals without destroying
their smoothness during gentler
parts of the arrangement. Also, dial
in low-mid power to a basic sine sub-
bass by sending the sine to a return
featuring distortion followed by
100Hz high-pass and 300Hz low-
pass filters. Balance these midrange
harmonics to help the clean bass
poke through on smaller speakers.

15. Customising distortion

A great way of creating your own weird,
customised special FX is to place a long
chain of creative effects on a return and
send elements of your mix to it. To make
this one work well, being bold is key! As
an example, we’ve chained together a
cave-like sound design preset from
Soundtoys Effect Rack, followed by
some distortion courtesy of
AudioThing’s ValveFilter CM, and an
octave’s worth of pitchshifting from

MeldaProduction’s MUnison. After
sending a healthy slug of vocal
through the chain, our dull vocal chops 
turn into an evolving, spaced-out texture 
that will work well as a synth pad. Once 
you’ve made your chain, a glitch plugin 
such as iZotope’s Stutter Edit can be
used to mangle the sound even further 
on the fly via a MIDI keyboard – ideal for 
making the chain into a bespoke
performance instrument.

13. Chain reaction

Next time you’re working on a 
mix, try grouping two unlikely 
elements and applying some 
processing in parallel. For 
example, sticking some heavy 
preamp saturation on a kick 
and synth keys combo will 
make the two elements crunch 
when the kick hits. Bury this in 
the mix for unique interactions!

14. The  
odd couple
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 > Step by step   16. Pro vocal processing using multiple sends

By setting up a selection of processing 
plugins on aux returns, we can make a 

great sounding, custom parallel vocal mix 
balance that can be used as a starting point 
for any other vocal mixing. First, import the 
files beginning “House…” into a blank 
128bpm project. We’ll need a selection of 
aux sends, so create four empty sends to 
use later on.

1
Adding distortion behind our vocal
will give it high-frequency bite. Load

Soundtoys Decapitator on the first aux
send, then set the send amount from the
Vocal channel to -30dB. Open Decapitator,
then enable Punish mode with the Drive
at 10 to crunch our input signal up.
Decapitator’s Low Cut and Tone dials let
us remove unwanted bass from the signal.

2
After turning down the distortion send
to blend it in, we’ll add a slapback

delay into the mix. Insert any mono delay
onto the second aux send with the
Wet/Dry set to 100%. After creating an
-18dB send to the aux, set the Delay time
to around 80ms with 10% Feedback to
slightly delay the signal, giving it a thicker-
sounding timbre.

3

Next, we’ll add some tasty plate 
reverb. Call up LiquidSonics’ 

Reverberate CM onto the third aux send, 
then load the Long Plate preset. After 
setting the Wet/Dry to 100% wet, create a 
new send from the vocal to the reverb aux. 
We’ve set our send level to -14dB for a 
subtle reverb effect, but feel free to 
experiment in your own track, of course.

4
To even out the vocal dynamics
without squashing the dry signal, we’ll

use the fourth send for some parallel
compression. After inserting SunRuysCM
onto the aux, set up a 0dB send from the
Vocal channel. Set up compression with a
Ratio of 4:1 ratio, a fast Attack and a
Release of around 40%, with the
Threshold set to give 10dB of reduction.

After turning the compression aux
send down to around -20dB, you’ll

hear that the hyper-compressed signal
decreases the dynamic range of the dry
vocal, giving a fuller overall sound and
increased dynamic consistency. To finish,
select all of the aux sends we’ve created
and save them to a handy preset which
can be used again for future projects.

5 6

We’ve established that auxes are damn useful 
for both mixing and creative reasons,  
but you might not be aware that they come in 
two distinct flavours: pre- and post-fader sends. 
What’s the difference? Well, as the name 
suggests, a pre-fader send is taken from the 
channel’s signal path before the volume fader, 
whereas a post-fader send is routed from after 
the fader. This means that, when you’ve got your 
send set to pre-fader, the volume of the signal 
that’s sent to the aux isn’t affected by the level of
the volume fader. A signal sent post-fader, 
however, will disappear when the fader is pulled
right down.

Pre-fader sends are used in recording 
scenarios to create headphone mixes, as their 
level isn’t dependent on the position of the 
volume fader, meaning that adjusting or muting 
the channel’s volume level has no effect on the 
amount of signal sent to the aux. This allows you 

to set a rough mix up during a recording session
without having to constantly adjust the aux
send levels to maintain a balanced headphone
mix, which is both easier for us and more
comfortable for the artist.

In contrast, a post-fader send is generally
used for sending signal to processing such as
reverb, delay or chorus as, when the fader is
pulled down to silence, the effect receives no
signal at all. This also means that any onboard
EQ, dynamics or plugin processing you’ve
applied directly to the channel will be present
on the signal that’s going to the aux send.
Generally, this is more desirable in most cases,
because if you’ve applied some processing to
tidy up the signal going through your channel,
then the processing will also apply to the
signal going to your return. However,
pre-fader sends do have creative uses in the
studio. Next time you place reverb on a vocal
or synth part, try using a pre-fader send and
pulling down the dry signal’s volume to create
a more spaced out, reverb-soaked sound
that can work amazingly well as an edit or in
a sparse breakdown section.

Pre- vs post-fader sends

A post-fade send is the norm, but setting the send
to go before the fader has some creative uses, too
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Applying processing to your 
vocal reverb and delay sends 
can help to give your mixes a 
pro edge. One great tip is to roll 
off high frequencies from your 
vocal sends using a gentle  
12dB/oct low-pass filter at the 
frequency that your vocal 
de-esser is set to. This’ll stop 
those harsh frequencies building 
up excessively in the mix. 
Drawing for compression after 
your reverb or delay is also a 
winner if you want to give the 
effect a denser sound, without 
having to boost the feedback or 
reverb time too much.

Experimenting with your delay and reverb sends can give some unique, 
creative results. For example, try sending the output from your delay send 
to the reverb send – this’ll coat the delay repeats in reverb, which can add a 
spacious feel when using longer delay times of 1 to 4 bars. Sending some of 
the reverb send to a delay send can create a more unusual space than 
using the effects alone, particularly if you push the send level to the max!

Set up a polarity inverter plugin
on a return (your DAW’s utility
plugin should do the trick), then
flip the polarity. Now, when you
send groups or track sections to
the return, they should cancel
out of the mix in a similar way to
doing a null test. This on-the-fly
method can be easier and less
destructive than deleting audio if
you need to quickly mute
elements within complex loops.

17. Null and void

18. Delay away

19. Reverb roll-off

These awesome plugins add plenty of stereo width when applied in parallel
Send/return effects for widening

WAVES DOUBLER ($99)
A winner for creating convincing automatic 
double tracking (ADT) effects with ease. 
Placing an instance on a return (with the direct 
signal disabled) lets you add serious width to 
parts of your mix, while leaving scope to 
process the added width afterwards with EQ.
www.waves.com

JST SIDEWIDENER 
We might be biased, but the fantastic 
SideWidener (free with this issue – see p107) is 
just the ticket for adding mono-compatible 
width. Try Sidewidener on a send with the  
Tone dial dialled in at 0 to add lush midrange 
width to guitars, vocals, drums or synths.
www.joeysturgistones.com

SOUNDTOYS MICROSHIFT (£119)
Soundtoys’ take on classic stereo effects from
Eventide and AMS nails it with a lush, hardware-
like sound that fits the mix like a glove. Try
MicroShift on a return to accent the spread of
vocal harmonies, sound effects or – with the
Detune set to Max – synth bass!
www.soundtoys.com
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QUICK HARMONISER
Make a quick stereo vocal harmoniser by
setting up two aux sends with a pitchshifting
plugin placed on each. Pitch one plugin up by
7 semitones and the other down by 5
semitones, then pan the sends apart by
opposing amounts. After this, bus the sends
together and apply a little chorus or phasing
to complete the effect. You can use this to add
huge width to a mono vocal, or automate the
send amount to pick out certain words – great
for hip-hop tracks or spoken-word samples.

REVERSE PARALLEL COMPRESSION
Happy with the overall sound of your super-
compressed drums but wish you could make
the snare crack through more? A bit of
reverse parallel compression will do the trick.
Create a new return, then send your
unprocessed snare drum to it before mixing a
little of the dry snare send in to taste – even a
small amount of the dry snare in the mix will
give the overcompressed snare more snap.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
A neat trick for embellishing the room sound
of a multitrack drum recording is to place a
5-10ms delay on a return, with a little
feedback and a 100% wet mix. After sending
a bit of the room mic to it, the resulting delay
will sound just like the room the kit was
tracked in, giving the overall sound a more
consistent tone and realistic feel than using a
drum reverb for the same job.

DUCK AND COVER
Sometimes, adding serious power to a clinical
synth part using some distortion or
saturation mixed in on a return is a must.
However, saturation or distortion can mask
other important parts of the mix when you’ve
got it at a satisfactory volume level. A great
workaround is to use a sidechain compressor
to duck the return’s volume – brilliant for
giving the kick some room when heavily
saturating bass, or making your snare pop
out more. Best of all, as you’re ducking the
return rather than the dry signal, you’ll avoid
an obviously sidechained sound, retaining
more solidity in the mix.

 ATTACK OF THE REVERB 
Add the perception of attack to your drums 
without making the actual drum kit sound 
spiky by placing your drum reverb on a  
send and adding an attack boost after the 
reverb using a transient shaper. This’ll  
give the overall sound more bite and sheen 
without making your hats and rides sound 
too sharp.

 NEW DOGS, OLD TRICKS 
Pretty much the oldest rock mixing trick in 
the book is to group the kick and bass 
together to a bus before strapping a 
compressor over it. Aim for 2dB or so gain 
reduction when the kick hits. This’ll glue 
together the kick and bass by pulling up the 
level of the bass in between the kick hitting, 
giving a more solid low end than leaving the 
two elements processed separately. 
Although this one’s a rock mixer’s staple, it
can also work amazingly well with other
styles of music – give it a go!

SHAPE THE GROUPS
Next time you’re mixing, try bussing all the
relevant parts together straight away
(drums, bass, synths etc) before starting to
shape the mix by focusing on processing your
buses. This can be a liberating technique as,
if your basic levels are already good, it’ll
speed up the mixing process without you
getting too bogged down in what each
individual channel is doing.

ACCEPTABLE IN THE 80S
One of the most legendary uses of send-
based processing in music is the gated reverb
snare effect beloved of artists such as Phil
Collins. To ape this sound in your own
productions, first place a big reverb on a
send with a sidechain-enabled gate after it.
Then, send your dry snare signal to the reverb
return, and also send it to the gate’s key input,
so that the gate is activated by the dry signal
rather than the reverb-soaked one. Also try
replacing the reverb with delay!

8 more creative routing ideas

Transient shaping on reverb can give a whole extra dimension of control over ambience dynamics

Vocal harmoniser plugins are great – but why shell out for one when you can roll your own?

Make mixing easy by bussing all your track elements
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Unlock the top-secret techniques of the
world’s best engineers with our guide
to crafting truly state-of-the-art mixes

SIDECHAIN THE SIDECHAIN

EMPHASIS AND DE-EMPHASIS EQ

FRONT-TO-BACK DEPTH

DIY PARALLEL EQ

MONO-COMPATIBLE WIDENING

CUSTOM COMB FILTERS
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PLUS! THE GUIDE TO RHYTHM / FREEWARE DAW SESSION / DRUM
PROGRAMMING / PRODUCTION TRICKS / MUSIC THEORY + MORE!

download/dvd

REVIEWS ARTURIA V COLLECTION 6 / ROB PAPEN SUBBOOMBASS II / SONIC ACADEMY
ANA 2 / WAVES BASS SLAPPER / UA DYTRONICS TRI-STEREO CHORUS + MORE!

SAVE CASH AND NEVER MISS AN ISSUE!

Dial in mix-ready dynamics
with the full version of IK
Multimedia’s compressor Found-sound grooves, loops and more

FREE PLUGIN

BLACK 76

WIN!
a FabFilter Pro
Bundle worth 

£549!
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Australia’s hottest dance music export shows us
how he makes big room anthems, and dispenses  
some tasty production tricks in the process

THROTTLE
Producer Masterclass
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With millions of YouTube views and
some impressive remix credits

including Ed Sheeran, AlunaGeorge and
Earth, Wind & Fire, Spinnin’ Records signee
Throttle (aka Robbie Bergin) has already
had an incredible career despite having
his first release as recently as 2012. We
met up with the rising star at Red Bull
Studios Amsterdam during Amsterdam
Dance Event 2017 to discuss his love of
music making and find out what went
into creating his hugely-popular
collaboration with Niko The Kid, Piñata.

: How did you get into production?
RB: I started in the DJ world as a lot of
young kids do. I was 13, I started listening to
dance music through Ministry of Sound CDs,
and I became interested in how the music
never stopped, how these compilations
were one or two hours of just continuous
music. I was always trying to work out

where one song started and the other
ended, and that kind of sparked interest in
mixing, which then led to doing mash-ups
and things where I could combine different
songs on my computer.”

: What software did you use for those
early mash-ups?
RB: “When I started it was GarageBand, which
is the slowest thing ever to do mash-ups in!

Then it was Virtual DJ, which is similarly
slow, and then into Ableton Live eventually.”

: How long did it take you to properly
get into Live?
RB: “A couple of years at least. I was DJing
house parties for about six months to a year,
and that was my main focus over production.
Then I switched my focus to learning
production, but I probably gave up five or
six times in the process of learning Live.”

: How come?
RB: “Just because it’s such a steep curve
– diving into production off the back of
something like Virtual DJ, which is so easy
to learn. It would have been a year before
I actually got the basics down.”

: How did you manage to learn so
quickly, and what kept you coming back?
RB: “I think it was just the curiosity to
create. There were a lot of young producers
at the time coming up: Madeon was the
main one, who was 16 at the time; he was
coming up, and I was 14, I think. Just seeing
that made me realise I could do it, but it
was just so hard at the start – there was a
lot of hesitation towards doing it. I think
I’ve just always wanted to make music,
and I think that kept drawing me back.
The process of learning was just YouTube
for me, really. I mean, I was just a kid in
Australia – it wasn’t like I grew up in the
Netherlands and went to dance music
school! I just watched YouTube videos
and bought all the music magazines, that’s
how I learned.”

: Who were your influences back then,
and what style of music were you making?
RB: “Madeon was the biggest one as far as
getting me into production. I really looked

up to him as a producer, as far as
the quality of his productions, and
sonically a lot of the stuff he was doing
I was chasing, which was quite
synthesised; really nice-sounding synths.
After Madeon, I was looking at guys like
Daft Punk and Calvin Harris’ early stuff
– both the I Created Disco and I’m Not Alone
sort of sounds. So that was where I started,
somewhere in between Madeon and the
early pop Calvin.”

: So the more commercial end of
house music?
RB: “Yeah, plus Porter Robinson too,
and early Skrillex, so I was kind of
trying to do the complextro thing – that
was the first genre I tried to make:
complextro, kind of in between Porter,
Skrillex, Madeon and Calvin. So there
was always a commercial element about
my music, but also trying to push the
boundaries sonically.”

“I switched my focus to
production, but I probably
gave up five or six times in
the process of learning Live”

Kit List

In this exclusive
in-studio video
tutorial, Robbie

shows us the work
that went into his Niko
The Kid collab Piñata in
Ableton Live.

WATCH
THE VIDEO

bit.ly/throttlecm

Watch the video on your
PC or Mac at this URL…

HARDWARE
Apple MacBook Pro
RME Babyface
Adam A7X x2
Beyerdynamic DT 770 Pro
Rode NT1000

SOFTWARE
Ableton Live 9
Nicky Romero Kickstart
OhmForce Ohmicide
ValhallaDSP ValhallaRoom
reFX Nexus2
D16 plugins
Waves plugins
Xfer Records plugins
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Big beats  
with OTT  
and Saturator
Piñata’s beats are simple compared to 
some elements of the track, but getting 
them sounding right was extremely 
important to Robbie. “All this stuff is really, 
really simple sounds. Some of it’s from the 
KSHMR pack, a lot of it’s from old Vengeance 
house packs, and things like that,” he 
reveals. “It’s just about combining the right 
sounds, that’s what I struggle most with. 
Then we have this Major Lazer Lean On- 
style percussive loop, and that’s it for the 
drums. I’ve layered two kicks which I usually 
don’t do, but since this was an EDM idea,  
I really really needed that crispy top end. 
The main kick is already punchy as it is, but 
I added this knocking kick on top just to give 
it some more punch. The main kick is going 
through a bit of OTT, a bit of Saturator – 
nothing crazy – and the top kick is just a 
basic kick I’ve sliced all the low-end out of.”

The flute sound in the track is a synth patch created in Xfer 
Records Serum. “It’s basically just a sine wave with a hell of a lot 
of noise that’s gone through a lot of distortion. It runs through 
this vibrato plugin – because it’s not a real flute, we’re doing 
everything that we can to make it sound real,” explains Robbie. 
He applies Serum’s Filter FX in reverb mode, which changes the 
character of the sound: “You can change the cutoff on the reverb 
filter to get all sorts of weirdness. You can also automate it to 
come up with all sorts of crazy stuff. It’s good for making sounds 
weirder, which is what we needed in this case, because the 
sound was sounding very dry and basic.” Serum’s Distortion 
effect is also applied to rough the sound up, then Robbie uses 

Live’s EQ Eight to attenuate the 
signal’s low end. More distortion 
comes courtesy of OhmForce 
Ohmicide, and then the signal  
is multiband-compressed with 
Xfer Records OTT, ducked with 
Nicky Romero Kickstart, reverbed 
with ValhallaDSP ValhallaRoom, 
and delayed with Live’s Ping  
Pong Delay.

Synth flute with Serum

Piñata’s flute sound begins life as a Serum patch
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“The bass is something Niko designed, so it’s
only bounced to audio. It’s a pretty basic saw;
I haven’t really done too much to it, all I’ve
done is ‘de-EDM’ it a little bit. Without the
processing, it sounded a little bit too Martin
Garrix Animals-style, it had that real big room
feel. So all I’ve done is scoop out the midrange,
where that was really punching through, and
just tuck it back a little bit.” Robbie demonstrates
what made the sound so EDM by turning up
the gain on the broad 1kHz cut applied on one
of the EQ Eights. He ducks the bass with Nicky
Romero Kickstart. “I use that for everything,”
Robbie raves. “I’ll only use sidechain
compression if the kick is not four-to-the-floor.

Kickstart will just duck it on every beat – if I
needed to sidechain to a different rhythm, I’d
need to set up a compressor and use a ghost
kick track… but other than that, Kickstart is
great for this!”

Subby bass with
EQ Eight and Kickstart

In one of the most useful in-studio videos ever, Robbie shows us how to de-EDM a sound

We tracked Robbie down to Red Bull Studios
in Amsterdam and forced him to show us

the production tricks behind Piñata
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The first incarnation of Piñata was less straight-up EDM 
than the finished version, but Robbie felt this didn’t 
have the dancefloor impact that he needed.  “I wanted 
to accentuate the Moombah feel that comes in on the 
drop, and these little fills keep it rolling. The pitching 
up on the snares is coming from Waves SoundShifter; 
all I’m doing is automating the ratio and taking it up an 
octave. Other effects are just simple downshifters and 
stuff. It’s all bounced to audio, but I’m sure this was just 
all stuff from sample packs.”

 “Build-ups take me way longer than 
they should. They sound like they take 
about a minute, but they take me 
ages,” Robbie confesses. “A lot of the 
time I’ll try like adding a hundred 
things that are playing the same 
rhythm, and that’s often where I get 
stuck. The key for me is to have stuff 
playing different rhythms, and for this 
track in particular it was important to 

find the balance between all sorts of 
things. There are two riser noises: one 
that Niko sent me, and the other one is 
one I made in Serum which is similar 
but adds a different texture. A lot of 
my processing is very similar on all 
these sounds – a lot of Valhalla reverb 
which I think sounds great; a lot of 
OTT, probably more than I should… 
but if it sounds cool, it sounds cool!”

Risers and rolls with SoundShifter Hard work on risers
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Robbie adds some percussion sounds
to help the track keep its rhythmic feel
during the breakdown. “The song is
insanely percussion- and groove-based,”
he tells us. “Usually what I’ll do is distort
an 808 or something for the
breakdowns, but in this case I couldn’t
get it right, so what I’ve done is
duplicated the track, distorted one and
filtered and EQed the other, just so I could
get it to sit right.”

In order to make Piñata’s drop as
impactful as possible, Robbie uses an
extra layer of processing on the main synth
flute lead on the drop: “In the drop we
bounce the flute down to audio and add
some more distortion and OTT – we just
wanted it to sound a little different in the
drop and just punch through even more”
he enthuses. ”We’re using D16 Devastor,
which just adds a little bit of crunch – it’s not
doing tons, but it helps it stick out and sound
a little different from the break”.

Getting the right tonal consistency between 
the build up and drop is something that Robbie 
is rightly concerned with. “I’ll always try and 
take something from the drop and use that 
in the build-up. In this case it was just a 
matter of chopping up a horn sample. I start 
with the a low-pass filter cutoff turned down, 
which turns up, then I’ll gradually take all the 
low-end out of it with another Auto Filter. I 
used to have a lot of problems where I’d 

make a build-up and then go into the drop, 
and it would feel like where the drop was 
hitting frequency-wise wasn’t matching the 
build-up, and it was because I always had 
these random elements in the build-ups.  
It made it very hard when it came to mixing 
to make it feel like the drop was impacting 
the right way. I think if you try and 
incorporate things that are in the drop in the 
build-up, it just makes a lot more sense.”

Building the breakdown

Adding extra crunch

Filtered horns with Auto Filter

MARCUS MARR, THE MUSIC
“It’s eight minutes of pure funk bliss. I’m easily
bored by longer songs, but The Music is the
most engaging song I’ve ever heard. It’s a journey.
It’s one of those songs I come back to every
month and fall in love with again and again.”

DEADMAU5, RAISE YOUR WEAPON
(MADEON REMIX)
“One of the first tracks that made me want
to produce. It’s intricate and complex, but at
the same time accessible. It’s an inspirational
track for me, the kind of thing that I’ve always
what I wanted to make.”

DJ SNAKE FT BIPOLAR SUNSHINE,
THE MIDDLE
“The Middle is the perfect dance pop song
in my opinion. These days it’s tough for
me to totally fall in love with a song on
first listen, but I was instantly hooked on this
DJ Snake masterpiece.”

DISCLOSURE FT SAM SMITH,
LATCH
“The combination of Sam Smith’s falsetto and
Disclosure’s stripped back production is just
perfect. It inspired a new chapter for me,
wanting to combine big pop hooks with
house. This jam soundtracked many, many
summer nights during my high school years.”

CALVIN HARRIS, THE GIRLS 
“This was the first dance song I ever heard.  
My cousin played it for me on his iPod when  
I was ten or eleven on a family holiday. After 
listening to the whole I Created Disco album,  
I started to understand dance music.”

Throttle’s top 5 
dance records
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“Straight away you
hear it, and you’re
standing in the DJ
booth like, ‘Oh god,
what have I done?!’”
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Robbie’s packed schedule means that he
spends a lot of time on the road, and most
of his collaborations happen online
rather than in person. We asked the
affable Aussie how he makes music with
others while on the move.

: How did this collaboration with Niko
The Kid come about?
RB: “As I was in Australia, we met online…
as I have with every other producer! I think
I reached out on SoundCloud a couple of
years ago. Since then we’ve made three
records together: one remix, one cover –
which has not been approved unfortunately
– and Piñata. So finally, we have a single out
together. We started it in LA a couple of
months ago, then we finished it online.”

: Your collaborations are
predominantly online, presumably?
RB: “Yeah, absolutely. It’s great now that I’m
touring – I get to meet everyone I’ve been
connected with online for five or six years.”

: In the video you talk about recording
the Piñata vocal sample in a hotel room.
How do you cope with making music on
the go?
RB: “I’m lucky – I’m one of those guys that is
happy to sit in my hotel room, put
headphones on and make a song, which
makes life easy. Whenever I feel inspired,
I sit down in my hotel room and work. A lot
of guys have to go into a studio and work on
big speakers and have ten instruments
around them, which makes it very, very

tough to keep making music on the road.
But whenever I can, I make music: in the
airport lounge, on the plane, on the way to
the hotel, the hotel… it’s non-stop!”

: With dance music, the mixdowns
have to be on-point. It must be quite hard
to get a good mix if you’re just using your
headphones and working in non-ideal
circumstances?
RB: “I’ve built up a group of producers that
I really trust, and I’ll always send my stuff
to them for feedback. So CID, who
I think has an amazing ear, I always send
my stuff to him. Also Niko The Kid, and
Get Your Snack On, who’s done some stuff
with Grey and Skrillex. I think it’s really
important to build up a collection of people
whose ears you trust, who know your
music, know what you want your mixes to
sound like, and where it’ll be played. It’s just
too hard to write a song in hundreds of
hours on your headphones and then expect
the mix to be perfect!”

: Before you play a track out, do you
have the opportunity to test out in a
studio environment, or is it just a case of
relying on feedback from others?
RB: “I’ll just test it out at shows, always.
Straight-up: I’ll just go out and play it. I play
stuff for like a year before I release it, often
while tweaking. It becomes bleedin’ obvious
when you drop it in the set – for example the
bass isn’t sitting in the right place, or the kick
drum is wrong. Straight away you hear it,
and you’re standing in the DJ booth like, ‘Oh
god, what have I done?!’ You’re nervous up
on stage, and something small or out-of-
place feels massive.”

: Will you make radical changes to
tracks after playing them out, or is it
more a case of tweaking mix elements?
RB: “I’m not afraid to make massive changes,
but my management and label would rather
I didn’t! I always make last-minute decisions
– I’m not one to schedule a track six months
in advance and then not touch it. I always
update things to fit my sets. Most of the time
it’s tweaking, but every now and again I’ll just
go and scrap something totally. In my latest
track, Baddest Behavior, for a year I was
playing a different drop. Two days before
submitting it I made a whole new drop!”

: That sounds stressful.
RB: “It is! But that one paid off for sure.  
I think if something just doesn’t feel right in 
your sets after six months of playing it, or  
if you get sick of it, I think it’s important to 
change it.”

Laptop rockin’
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twitter.com/throttle
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Hit The Road Jack
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“The mod wheel changes the length
of the loop, and that’s what
creates the slowing-down effect”

04:14 Piñata’s flute lead needs to cut 
through the mix, and Robbie uses a 

clever technique to ensure it’s not muddied by its 
own reverb: “The flute didn’t naturally cut its way 
through the mix when I put the reverb on; it was 
really clouding the sound. So I’ll split the signal into

two channels using the Dry/Wet control on the
reverb, then I’ll sidechain the reverb-only channel
with the dry signal at the source. So, when the
flute is playing, it’s like a dry flute with a wet tail
after. It makes sure the original sound doesn’t get
lost, but you still have this really reverbed feel.”

Sidechained reverb

33:05 Robbie has an unusual approach to
processing brass stabs. “The horns add

a lot to the drop. I’ve started using these massive trap
horn samples that I’ve found, that help add energy
when the track kicks in. It’s nothing too crazy: just
four samples layered,” he explains. “In a lot of sample
packs, the horns will sound a bit ‘tinny’, and kind of
gross. What I do in Live is pitch samples like this
up and down – say, up two semitones – then add a bit
of reverb. I’ll then render this to audio, pitch it back
down, and add distortion – especially on vintage-style
horns like this – to get it sounding weird and different. It
helps the horns fit in the mix, and removes some of
that tinny high-end, which helps it sound a lot less
synthetic compared to before.”

Resampled horns

40:07 Eight bars after the drop, Robbie
adds another layer to the lead synth.

“By this point you’re like, ‘alright, that’s enough!’,
so we had to find ways to keep the track moving
otherwise it became boring. This is just a standard
reFX Nexus lead, it’s just ‘LD Square Lead 1’
– I always take the delay and reverbs off. They’re
great, it’s just if I want to distort or anything like that,
if I have reverbs and stuff already added by the
plugin it goes crazy, so I take everything off straight
away out of habit.” Robbie adds his own reverb
courtesy of Valhalla Room, and uses a selection of
other plugins, including Sausage Fattener and
FabFilter Saturn, to warm the signal up.

Melody layer with Nexus2

48:19Robbie uses the modulation
capabilities of Ableton’s Sampler to

create Piñata’s standout transitional effect.
“Probably my favourite part of the track is this
thing here,” beams Robbie, playing back the
looped pluck effect. “I made a bounce of the
lead from the breakdown and bounced that to
audio, put it into Ableton Sampler, looped it, and
then, in the MIDI panel, I assigned the Loop
Length to the mod wheel. All that means is that
the mod wheel changes the length of the loop,
and that’s what creates the slowing-down
effect. I start it as short as possible, and
automate it to go really, really long.”

Looped plucks
with Sampler

07:46 In order to make Piñata’s leads 
sit together, Robbie uses the 

same level of portamento for each: “We copied 
the portamento and MIDI trills to the other leads 
we used throughout the track – if there’s one lead 
that doesn’t have these trills on, it it makes the 
whole thing sound like crap!” Robbie uses 
Ohmicide and Serum FX’s plugin with the Filter 
effect in Room mode to help the part sound more 
similar to the synth flute, and uses OTT to make 
the sound louder across the whole frequency 
range. It’s also reverbed with Valhalla Room, 
with a high wet level. “That was to add ‘air’ on 
top of the sound,” he adds.

Layered  
portamento synths
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Get the plugin and the video
tutorial on your PC/Mac at

filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

DOWNLOAD

WAVEFORM/
SPECTRUM VIEW 
Monitor the amplitude  
or frequency content of 
the processed signal

WAVEFORM TIME
Extend the visible time 
window up to 15 seconds

A/B COMPARISON 
Switch between two 
discrete modules to 
decide which you prefer

WAVEFORM SCALE
Reduce the visible
volume range of the
Waveform view

MIX
Set the balance between
dry signal and wet

LOAD MODULE
Load any of T-Chain CM’s 
six modules with this menu

SATURATION MODE
Choose from Fuzz and 
Pentode distortion algorithms

RESPONSE CONTROLS
Tweak the Threshold, Attack
and Release of DynaPhuzz-
CM’s dynamic saturation circuit

DYNAMIC SATURATION 
Set the amount of distortion 
applied above DynoPhuzz-CM’s 
input threshold

STATIC SATURATION
Set the amount of
distortion applied
below DynoPhuzz-CM’s
input threshold

Harness powerful dynamics, EQ and distortion  
with your amazing free LVC-Audio plugin

T-Chain CM is the exclusive Computer
Music version of LVC-Audio’s modular

channel strip, T-Chain. While the full T-Chain
lets you string multiple processors from an
extensive library of free and paid-for modules
together into the channel strip of your dreams,
the included T-Chain Single (TCS) plugin
loads a single module at a time for when
that’s all you need. T-Chain CM is essentially
the TCS plugin, with a slightly reduced

version of the $25 DynoPhuzz module built 
in, plus a selection of oversampling options.

A dynamic saturation unit with two distortion 
algorithms onboard, DynoPhuzz-CM is the 
headline act, but T-Chain CM also includes five 
further effects: a compressor, an EQ, a double 
filter, a gate and the innovative ClipShifter 
dynamic clipper. All are available in the plugin’s 
Load menu, and the impact they’re having on 
your signals can be see as well as heard, thanks 

to the dual purpose Waveform/Spectrum display.
In this tutorial, we’ll take a whistlestop tour  

of T-Chain CM, introducing you to the six 
modules and examining the global shell in 
which they’re used. If you like what you hear, 
you can step up to T-Chain and add modules 
(including the full DynoPhuzz) to your rack  
on a buy-them-as-you-need them basis, by 
heading over to the LVC-Audio website.
www.lvcaudio.com

T-Chain CM
> Free software
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Insert T-Chain CM into a channel in
your DAW. The default setup has the

DynoPhuzz-CM dynamic distortion
module loaded. The Threshold, Attack
and Release knobs adjust the input level
and speed at which the distortion amount
(set by the Dynamic knob) kicks in and
drops out; and the Static knob controls
how much distortion is applied below the
threshold. Fuzz and Pentode algorithms
offer two sonic colours.

1
In the global T-Chain CM interface, the
Input and Output knobs and Dry/Wet

slider cover level and mix control, and the
Bypass button disables all processing.
The Input and Output meters combine VU
(in orange), peak (in red) and dynamic
range (the yellow area) monitoring, and
are calibrated to 0dBFS. A range of
oversampling options are also on hand.

2
To switch module, click the Load
button and select from the menu that

appears. At the bottom, T-Chain CM’s
second saturation effect is Phuzz, which
features seven distortion algorithms, each
one governing an underlying multiband
process and dialled in with the Saturation
knob. Phuzz invites experimentation, as
each algorithm has its own particular
response and sound.

3

Two dynamics-related modules are
onboard. The Digital Comp

compressor offers Ratios up to 30:1,
combined attack and release control via
the Timing knob, and a gain reduction
meter. Digital Gate also gives visual
feedback on gain reduction, and can be
set to attenuate the signal below the
threshold by up to 60dB, with up to 100ms
Attack and 1s Release.

4
Equalisation is covered by Digital EQ
and Digital HLP. The former is a four-

band EQ with high and low shelves
flanking two parametric peak filters. Each
band delivers up to 20dB of cut or boost,
and the shelves have two slope settings.
HLP, meanwhile, comprises simple high-
and low-pass resonant filters.

5
ClipShifter is a dynamic clipper. The
Init fader sets an input threshold, and

when this is exceeded, the clipping point
drops to the level set by the End fader.
With Shape at 0%, the clipping is soft; at
100%, it’s hard. The speed and recovery of
the drop are established by the Attack
and Release knobs, while lowering the
Harmonic knob unbalances the clipping
symmetry; and the Lock button reduces
ClipShifter to a conventional static clipper.

6

The display at the top switches
between Waveform and Spectrum

(FFT) views via the right-click menu. As
well as signal level, the Waveform view
also shows a few per-module parameters.
The horizontal slider determines the
amount of time visible in the Waveform
view, from 0.25 to 15s, and the vertical
slider sets the bottom level of the scale
anywhere from -60dB to -1dB.

7
Both view modes are highly
customisable, again by invoking the

right-click menu. The colours of the
waveform and the FFT curve can be
changed using your operating system’s
colour picker, and both the FFT Size and
Window are accessible for modification.

8
T-Chain CM also includes A and B slots
for comparison of two separate

module states. Flip between them with the
A/B button, adjusting the controls in each
to to differentiate them. To copy the state
of one slot to the other, click the A-to-B or
B-to-A button.

9

 > Step by step   Getting started with T-Chain CM 
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Get the videos and tutorial
files on your PC/Mac at

filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

DOWNLOAD

Cook up tearing basses,
woofer-shaking subs and midrange

nastiness with Xfer’s uber synth

“I’d think about the Paradise Garage
[New York Club] and getting

something dark that would work, that
Larry Levan could play.” Inspired by the
brooding aesthetic of dance music’s
underground, Detroit techno legend Kevin
Saunderson synthesised the original
Reese bass by messing around with a
Casio CZ-1000 synthesiser. That rumbling
sound appeared on his track Just Want
Another Chance (released under his Reese
alias), and it later took on a life of its own in
the UK jungle scene once sampled by
producers Ray Keith and Nookie for their
seminal track Terrorist.

Nowadays, the word Reese is a blanket
term for any kind of detuned bass or lead
sound with a menacing edge, and for the
sound designer, plenty of Reese flavours are
only a few moves away. Wobble the width of
a low-passed pulse wave for that classic
rumble. Distort detuned sine waves for
wavering bass pressure. Get oscillators
modulating each other for FM nastiness. Or
stack and modulate multiple wavetable
oscillators for modern, complex tones.

Let’s flip the page and look at a few ways
to synthesise all manner of Reeses using Xfer
Serum – although you can, of course, follow
along using any capable synth plugin.

REESE
RECIPES

WITH
SERUM

reese recipes with serum / make music now <
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Along with the iconic 808 kick, the
old-school wobbly sine is one of

the signature bass sounds of old-school
jungle. To synthesise this basic but
weighty sound, set up two identical sine
wave oscillators in any two-oscillator
synth and detune them in equal
opposing directions.

1

The sine bass from the previous
tutorial will fill out the low end of a mix,

but lacks midrange aggression. Let’s create
a Reese with two identical sawtooth
oscillators. Detuning the oscillators by
equal amounts (-25 cents and the other to
+25 cents) creates that distinctive beating.
Tweak the detune values to taste.

1

The phase inconsistencies of the 
detuned oscillators create a

familiar rhythmic ‘beating’ effect as the 
two waveforms drift in and out of phase. 
Two factors define the speed of the
beating: the oscillators’ pitch, and
the amount by which the two oscillators 
are detuned apart.

2

The wavering saws lack solidity in  
the low end, so lets’ fill out that area 

with Serum’s Sub oscillator. We’ll turn  
it on, choose the Rounded Sine
waveform, and crank up its level until  
you get the desired bass weight
under the main oscillators.

2

To help the rhythmic beating fit with 
your beat’s groove, first program your 

MIDI notes in context with your drums and 
other melodic parts, then fine-tune the 
detune values until the rate of the wobble 
fits your groove and the notes played. 
Push the wavering oscillators through 
analogue-style distortion for grunt.

3

Next, to get our Reese notes  
gliding and bending, we’ll head to 

Serum’s Voicing panel and activate  
Mono and Legato. Now raise Portamento 
as you play overlapping notes on your 
MIDI keyboard to dial in the perfect 
amount of legato glide.

3

Kevin Saunderson’s famous Reese
bass has been sampled and

resampled to death, and if you listen to
those original samples ripped from the
record, you can hear a faint bed of
sampler noise. Let’s replicate that grit
inside Serum: turn the Noise oscillator on.

4
Serum’s noise oscillator is actually a 
small sampler full of sampled noise 

waveforms. We’ll choose the AC hum2 
waveform to replicate system noise. If we 
activate Pitch Tracking, our noise sample 
will be pitched up and down with MIDI 
note input, as if it were baked into a
sampled note.

5
Our core Reese bass is complete. From 
here, feel free to audition different 
waveforms for more distinctive results 

– but remember to keep the two 
oscillators set to the same waveform. This 
sound is also extremely mono and dry, so 
will need a touch of processing to bring 
out its character.

6

> Step by step 1. The classic detuned sine bass

 > Step by step   2. Searing sawtooth Reese  
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Three synthesis tips to spice up a standard Reese

We’ve already established that a Reese is
created by detuning two identical 

waveforms in opposing directions. If your synth 
allows, try mixing in a third, higher-pitched 
waveform for an extra dimension. Here, we’ve 
set Serum’s keytracked Noise oscillator to the 
FP_Inharms » Inharmx 9 waveform, which adds 
a high-pitched ‘whistle’ into the mix.

A Reese usually has fairly slow attack, and
lacks initial punch. If you want to create a

more defined start for each note, you can
always try adding a small pitch ‘bump’ at the
start of a note for a kick-like thump. Set up a
spare envelope with fastest attack, short decay
and minimum sustain; then use this envelope
to modulate both oscillators’ pitch.

For a touch of stereo width, try panning
your two main oscillators in opposing

directions. Be careful, though – panning
them hard-left and hard-right will ruin the
centred, detuned timbre that gives a Reese
its signature mono solidity, so only pan them
out to around 10L and 10R for some subtle
stereo flavour.

Rule of thirds Bump it up Widen your horizon

Let’s soup up our sawtooth Reese with
processing. Create a new return track

in your DAW, then send the Serum channel’s
signal to it. By applying effects in parallel
via multiple send/return setups, we can
maintain the original sound’s solidity and
sprinkle additional flavours on top of that.

1
We can crisp things up with distortion.
Load your favourite overdrive, guitar

amp or distortion on the return, then drive
the Reese’s midrange and top end. For extra
movement, load a tremolo plugin before
the distortion plugin and wobble the input
signal’s level in different ways.

2

Delay-based modulation effects such
as chorus, flangers and phasers are

ideal for adding sinewy motion to Reeses.
We’ll call up a second return with a PSP
cmDelay chorus preset loaded, then send
both our Reese and distortion channels to
it. Carefully balance the return to bury this
blurred effect under the other sounds.

3
This processing brings out lots of
midrange movement and treble

brightness, but this has exposed the
sound’s sub and low-mid inconsistency, so
we go back to the original synth and beef
those areas up with multiband compression.
A sub and low-mid band pin down
dynamics, then we use both bands’ Output
levels to bring those areas up in level.

4

Three tracks 
featuring  
classic Reeses

 > Step by step 4. Processing a simple sawtooth Reese

RENEGADE, TERRORIST 
Ray Keith and Nookie first sampled the 
ominous bass from Reese’s Just Want 
Another Chance, and many ripped and 
resampled the sound from this track.
bit.ly/ReneTerror

SHADOW CHILD, SO HIGH 
Taking inspiration from raw house, speed 
garage and jungle, this dancefloor 
weapon blends skipping drums with 
sampled siren sounds and a pumping 
Reese riff that steals the show.
bit.ly/SCsohigh

LA ROUX, IN FOR THE KILL 
Ex-dubstepper Skream broke through to 
the mainstream with this genre-flipping 
remix, juxtaposing the vocal against 
melancholic synth chords, rolling Amens 
and, of course, that rumbling Reese bass.
bit.ly/LaRouxKill
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Wavetable synthesis can easily
facilitate the creation of much more

gnarly and modern Reese basses. Here in
Serum, we use a free-running LFO to
modulate Osc 1’s wavetable position. The
morphing wavetable oscillator we’ve
chosen has a bright, vocal-esque timbre.

1
Once again, we need to detune two
oscillators for more of a classic Reese

effect, so we duplicate Osc 1 over to Osc 2
(via the Menu » Copy A to B option) and
then fine-tune one to -15 and the other to
+15. Serum doesn’t copy our LFO
modulation to Osc 2, so we set that up for
the second oscillator.

2

When triggering sampled Reeses
from a sampler, the ‘wobble’ gets

faster with higher MIDI notes. To emulate
this, we’ll use Serum’s Note modulator to
modulate LFO Rate. Now, the higher we
play up the keyboard, the faster the
wavetable scanning will waver.

3
Just like in our previous tutorials, we
blend in Serum’s Sub oscillator for

bottom-end weight, and pan out the
oscillators to -20L and +20R respectively. 
This time, we mix in a weird repeating 
‘strum’ noise waveform that, when
Keytrack is activated, creates an odd 
buzzing effect that gets slower or faster 
depending upon the note played.

4

> Step by step 5. Aggressive wavetable Reese Free Serum Reeses
 If you’re an Xfer Serum user, 
head straight to this issue’s 
FileSilo page to download the 
Tutorial Files folder. Inside, you’ll 
find a bespoke collection of 
Reese presets, all synthesised 
from scratch for copyright-free 
use in your productions. There’s 
everything from classic rumbling 
samples reminiscent of the 
original sampled Reeses from the 
90s, through to vicious lead-style 
timbres and heavily processed 
tearout leads and midrange 
wobbles. 

While you’re exploring these 
exclusive patches, head into 
Serum’s FX pane and deconstruct 
our processing. Most of our 
examples utilise the synth’s 
inbuilt distortion and compressor 
modules to get that extra crunch 
and girth that modern bass 
patches require. And we’ve also 
dialled in spatial effects to 
creatively boost and enhance the 
stereo image.

Most importantly, though, is 
the modulation we’ve used. 
Modern-day Reeses rely on 
intricate movement over time, 
and we’ve achieved this by using 
LFOs and envelopes to sweep 
wavetable position, FM amount 
and other parameters. Plus, 
many of the presets have pre-
assigned macros, so you can 
instantly tweak the sounds in a 
performance scenario.

> Step by step 6. Creative filtering for a modern Reese sound 

Designing a tearing Reese gives you
the perfect opportunity to reach for all

those weird, wonderful filter types that
your synth or plugins folder has to offer.
Starting with the wavetable Reese patch
from our previous tutorial, we have a play
with some of Serum’s more esoteric filter
types. We unroute the Sub osc from the
filter, to keep its solidity intact in the mix.

1
Serum’s Ring Mod filter adds in
dissonant ring modulation. We mix it 

in parallel with the Mix knob, then sweep 
the Cutoff around as we play notes. This 
blends in unusual harmonics for more 
nastiness, and our Reese even ‘breaks up’ 
occasionally for glitch effects.

2
Some of the comb-, phaser- and 
flanger-style filters are also useful  

for aggression. We Mix in the Flg H6-  
filter type, and set its HP Freq amount 
quite high. This is almost acting as  
another oscillator, giving the Reese an 
extra dimension of moving noise in the 
high frequencies.

3
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To create more variations for our
track, we head back to the sampler

and move the loop range within the
audio to find a different segment of the
Reese that will complement the first bit.
After a few goes at this, it’s fun and easy
to build up an audio collage of complex
Reese chunks that all work together to
form a more complex pattern.

3

Once we’ve got a nice section
looping, it’s time to jam in some

MIDI over a beat and see what works.
In this scenario, our Reese sounds
good when we play a high note
followed by a low one. Once happy, we
render this two-note section to a new
audio track.

2

Here’s an audio take from our
Reese rendering tip. We’ve dragged

it into Ableton Live’s Sampler (although
any decent sampler will do the job).
The first thing we do is set up a back-
and-forth loop within the sampler,
then scan this loop range throughout
the audio to find a suitable section.

1

> Technique
9. Resampling our Reese

Once you’ve recorded some
Reese noodling, it’s time to
throw the audio in a sampler…

Reeses are known to ‘snake’ and glide
around in pitch, so it’s important that you
program these pitch-bending effects in
correctly for an authentic Reese sound.

Like most bass sounds, Reeses should be
monophonic, which means only one note
can play at a time. With this in mind, one of
the first places you should head for is your
synth’s portamento (aka glide) section,
which is where you define exactly how each
note will bend into the next when you play
in MIDI via your keyboard (or program notes

directly into the piano roll with your mouse).
Adjust the glide time as you play to fit the
sound and your track, and try activating
legato, which defines how overlapping MIDI
notes will bend into the next.

Also, use your MIDI keyboard’s pitchbend
wheel or your DAW’s editor to draw in
precise pitchbends. Start a note high, then
immediately bend it downwards to the
track’s root key; or draw in little upwards or
downwards curves at the ends of notes for
clever ‘winding up’ effects.

> Technique 7. Programming MIDI

 > Technique   8.Reese rendering  

One of the most creative ways to generate 
sonic material for your tracks is to simply 
record yourself ‘jamming’ to an audio file as 
you tweak – and this tactic especially 
applies when working with Reese sounds.

First, hook up your synth’s macros (if it 
has some) to key parameters: LFO rates and 
shapes, filter cutoff, portamento amount 

and effects’ wet/dry mix amounts are all 
valid examples, but find the most important 
tweakable settings for your own sound. 
Assign these macros to MIDI knobs or 
faders, and route your synth’s output to the 
input of a new audio track. Punch record 
and twiddle those settings in real time as 
your synth output is printed to audio.
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 MIDI orchestration 
 for beginners
Discover the techniques you need to whip up 
epic orchestral sounds straight out of the box

When making music in software, the most intimidating 
part might just be the virtual orchestra. How can you 
conjure up the right combination of classical 
instruments from the piano roll in your DAW? And how 
do you make sure it sounds realistic… and good?

In this video, we’ll shed light on the whole process of 
making orchestral music in your DAW. Whether you’re 
adding a tension and drama to an existing track, or 
composing a score from scratch, we’ll show you how 
simple and quick it can be to get those epic sounds. We’ll 
use libraries from ProjectSAM here, but the techniques 
apply to most virtual orchestral libraries.

We start with the very basics of orchestral instruments, 
with a tour of the methods for getting different types of 
sound from one virtual cello and bass patch in NI Kontakt 
or Kontakt Player. Next, we add more string parts, showing 
you how to select notes for viola and violin parts to create 
lush harmonies. Then, we’ll take in a more comprehensive 
orchestra setup, dissecting a full line with winds and brass.

ProjectSAM’s Lumina and Swing! libraries put orchestral 
and big band jazz ensembles at the tips of your fingers, 
giving you instant results whatever your skill level. Head to 
our video now to see them in action, or check out the full 
range at www.projectsam.com.

> advertorial / midi orchestration for beginners
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With keyswitching, you can program
any articulations into your DAW’s

sequencer as well, safe in the knowledge
that the patches will switch automatically
when it comes to playback. Here’s a patch
of violas and violins. We’ve set it to the
Arco Non Vibrato patch,

ProjectSAM’s Symphobia libraries run
in Native Instruments Kontakt or the

free Kontakt Player. Let’s get started by
looking at this patch, which combines
both cello and bass into one simple,
playable instrument.

The patch gives us viola in the
bottom half, and violins at the top.

We’re going to record in a viola part, but
what notes should it play? Let’s start by
recording in an A� to match the cello, just
an octave above it.

As we play notes down at the low end
of the keyboard, we get the sound of

both a cello and a bass an octave below it.
We can play, record and edit this
instrument just like in any synth, sampler
or other virtual instrument.

The lowest instruments – the cello and
bass from the first patch – are already

separated by an octave, which is good
practice. As we move further up to higher
instruments, though, we can start
introducing other intervals. Fourths and
fifths can work well up here, so let’s see
how the viola sounds a fifth up, playing at
E� compared to the cello’s A�.

Instead of having lots of parameters to
tweak like a synthesiser, the cello has

performance articulations. These give
access to playing styles such as Pizzicato,
Staccato, Sustained and layered patches.
We can select them by clicking on the
interface or by keyswitching – using notes
in a dedicated octave of the MIDI keyboard.

Now we’ll add in some violin in the
higher register. An orchestra usually

splits the violins into two sections, and
since we’re getting up a bit higher, we can
keep the notes closer together, using
intervals like thirds, and even making
close chords.

So we’ve put together the strings, how
does the rest of the orchestra work

together? For our full setup, we add low
winds to play the same low notes as our
cello and bass, reinforce the viola with
some brass, and pick out the top violin
notes with a flute line – check out the
whole sequence in the full video.

But what if you don’t have hours and
hours to compose your masterpiece?

ProjectSAM’s Symphobia and Swing!
multi-instruments can help you get results
fast. With different MIDI note regions
commanding ready-mixed instruments
and riffs, you can get up and running
straight away.

4

1 2

6

3

7 8 9

Watch the video at bit.ly/CMorch
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Steinberg have taken us entirely by
surprise with the new Cubase 9.5 update.

Oh, we knew it was coming – Cubase
updates have become something of an
annual tradition. This year, though, Steinberg
showed up early to the celebration and with
an overflowing bag of new party favours.

It seems that they’ve been paying close
attention to their users’ wishlists, too, as
Cubase 9.5 manages to pack in just about
everything we’d wanted, with a few

unexpected gifts thrown in for good measure,
the most significant of which may be the new
64-bit mixing engine. This provides a massive
upgrade to Cubase’s already-excellent sound
quality. That’s twice the precision and accuracy
of the old version. Now we’ve only ourselves to
blame when our tracks sound bad!

Audio isn’t the end of it. Steinberg have
upgraded the video engine, too – a welcome
brush-up, given how many of us are combining
audio and video in our productions. They’ve

still got some work to do, here, but it’s well on
its way.

Also in the ‘keep watching this space’
category is support for Softube’s popular
Console 1 hardware controller. This version of
the Cube also brings Production Presets, a
collection of prefab effects chains, many of
which are aimed at mastering. Neat.

Want more? No problem – we’ve got four
pages worth of new goodies to show you,
starting with the Media Bay.

Steinberg have been paying heed to the demands
of Cubase users, adding the most requested
features to the new iteration of the mighty DAW

One of Cubase 9.5’s most obvious 
changes occurs in the right zone. If we 

show the right zone, we’ll see that there 
are now four tabs along the top. Where we 
previously had the MediaBay and VST 
Instruments, we now have VSTi, Media, CR, 
and Meter. Let’s click  the Media tab.

1
It looks very similar to the MediaBay in
the previous version, with icons for

Instrument, Loops & Samples, Presets, and
User Presets. However, they’re now joined
by two new icons – Favorites and File
Browser. Let’s click the latter. We now have
access to all of our Cubase-related media.

2
We can also dive into our computer’s
innards and pull out whatever we like

from our own folders. Here, we’ve opened
up our Documents folder and found a
folder containing an audio loop collection.
Clicking it reveals the contents in the
lower half of the Media window.

3

 > Step by step   1. Keeping tabs with Cubase 9.5’s new Media browser

Cubase 9.5
The  guide to 

the cm guide to cubase 9.5 / make music now <
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At long last, with version 9.5, Cubase’s 
automation curves get Bezier control. 

No longer restricted to linear movements, 
parameter changes can now be easily
customised to follow whatever curve you 
like. And that’s the just the start of the new 
automation features…

1
We’ll click the downward arrow in the 
track header to open the track 

automation. By default, it’s honed in on 
track volume. That’s fine for our needs.
We’ll draw a couple of nodes in. A round 
handle appears between our nodes. This 
can be used to adjust the curve.

2

You can make all sorts of curves using 
this one handle. Experiment by

dragging it left, right, up down to create
different shapes. Note that there is also a
little diamond-shaped handle at the top of 
the track and between the nodes we
created. We can use that handle to drag
the whole curve. Very useful!

3
Now for our favourite new automation 
feature: use the mouse to draw around  

and select our created automation 
actions. The selected area will become 
‘greyed out’. Now we can use the mouse to 
grab it and move it around the track as we 
like. Better yet, the selected area can be 
copied and pasted wherever you like!

4

Control Room
The right zone offers access to
more of what you need than ever
before. This is especially true for
Cubase Pro users, who can now
tab directly to and activate their
Control Room from the right
zone. Yes, this means engineers
can now adjust Control Room
settings without leaving the
Project window – a huge
improvement for those of you
that record live bands or operate
Cubase in a studio setting.
Engineers can now set up their
Booth, Live Room and even tweak
the Talkback settings more easily
and quickly than ever before.
Downmix presets, Monitor control
and the Main Control Room
functions are all conveniently
and smartly arranged to give any
producer instant access without
interrupting a take.

These are the sort of features
we love. In an industry that all too
often focuses on the needs of the
bedroom producer, it’s easy to
forget that there are commercial
studio owners who have made
the choice to build their business
around Cubase. The ability to
keep the Control Room functions
in view at all times helps to justify
the ‘Pro’ in Cubase Pro.

> Step by step 3. New automation tricks in Cubase 9.5 

We never thought we’d be excited
about a metronome. Yet Steinberg

have taken Cubase’s far beyond that
annoying, robotic click and made it more
of a creative ‘partner in time’. Level faders
now make it much easier to adjust the
metronome’s various parameters. Let’s go
to the Transport menu and call up the
Metronome Setup.

1
We see the General settings. The Click 
Sounds tabs allows us to customise the 

metronome’s sound. You can replace the
standard Cubase click sound with any
sample in the Audio Click Settings area,
or if you prefer, you can call up one of the 
new prefab sounds from a list of preset
Default Sounds.

2
Cubase Pro users can take this 
newfound flexibility even further by 

customising the accents used in the 
pattern. Clicking the Click Patterns tab 
brings up a host of new toys to play with. 
Here we can use one of the existing preset 
Click Patterns, or make our own, placing 
the accents wherever we like.

3

> Step by step 2. Cubase 9.5’s maxed-out metronome

Get the Control Room in the Right Zone

> make music now / the cm guide to cubase 9.5
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Three overhauled effects

While 9.5 isn’t bursting with new plugins,
three of the best have been given an

overhaul with new looks and features. Every
Cubase user’s favourite tape saturation plugin
gets a significant stroke of the brush, with
bigger, bolder controls. Most obvious is the
pair of actual knobs provided for Low and Hi
Frequency Range.

MAGNETO MKIII
This one must be the most welcome
revamp of the lot. The gaudy, garish

brushed-metal look of the old version has
thankfully been dispatched, swapped out
for a more austere, almost-Avalon facade.
The sidechain features can be revealed or
hidden with a single button click, and a
Character function is now onboard.

TUBE COMPRESSOR
We have to confess being a little
disappointed in this one. Not because it isn’t

improved – it is. However, we always dug the
familiarity of the faux 1176 interface, which
made it easy for old studio hounds to get
around it! Still, the newly Neve-ish veneer is
pretty swanky, and it does have that new Mix
knob to make the change easier to swallow.

VINTAGE COMPRESSOR

DAW updates often come packed with
new instrument and effect plugins.

Version 9.5 contains a doozy in the form of
Flux, an ultra-modern synth. However, to
access it, we must fire up an instance of
HALion Sonic SE.

1

There are two waveform displays near
the top. There are two Osc buttons for

activating the oscillators. Let’s deactivate
Osc 2 (the one on the right) so we hear
only Osc 1 (along with a very short burst of
noise at the start). There is still some
motion in this oscillator and the waveform
changes when we hold a note.

4

With the Load window open, we’ll click
the orange All Instrument Data slot

above the Load browser to reveal several
instruments, with Flux among them. This
is no mere sample-playback library, but a
full-on wavetable and granular synth with
all the trimmings. Let’s select and open it.

2

Wavetables are strings of single-cycle
waves chained end-to-end. Interest is

generated by modulating through those
waves. Let’s turn the Position knob all
the way down, so that we hear only the
first wave with no modulation. That
sounds like a standard subtractive patch
now. Let’s click the Mod button above the
waveform display.

5

The browser now shows only the Flux
preset patches. We’ll choose one from

the Synth Leads category – Tremors
should do nicely. For our demonstration,
we’ll zero out the Multi Delay Mix and
Reverb Mix knobs below. Next, we’ll click
the Edit tab to access Flux’s parameters.

3

This accesses the Modulation Matrix.
In the top slot, we see that an envelope

is assigned to modulate the wavetable
position of Osc 1, but negatively. Because
we turned our Position all the way down, it
no longer works. Try cranking the Depth
amount slider fully to the right. We can
now hear Flux cycling through its waves in
the reverse direction. Very intriguing!

6

 > Step by step   4. Loading and using Cubase 9.5’s Flux wavetable synth  
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Cubase has always offered some form 
of offline processing – meaning audio 

files are not processed in real time, but
rendered to the actual audio file. Those
functions were buried under the Process
menu. Cubase 9.5 introduces Direct
Offline Processing, a more immediate
way to apply those same processes.

1
We access Direct Offline Processing by 
selecting the bit of audio we want to 

process and then going to the Audio 
menu and choosing Direct Offline 
Processing (or with the F7 keyboard 
shortcut). We’ll see the Direct Offline 
Processing window appear. Our selected 
audio is listed with a checkmark next to it.

2

We can click the Plug-in button to
access our VST plugins. We’ll choose a 

Dualfilter. It’s GUI will appear on the right. 
Select the preset called Small Beats.
Because we’ve got Auto-Apply checked,
the processing begins as soon as we select 
the process. A checkmark under Status
lets us know when it’s complete.

3
Let’s de-select Auto Apply. Now, we’ll 
click on the Process button. We can 

see all of our offline audio processing 
tools in the menu. We’ll choose the Pitch 
Shifter process. Now, we’ll see all of its 
parameters on the right. We can lower the 
pitch, click the Apply button and the 
processer will work its magic.

4
MIDI Device import is back in Cubase 9.5!

The fix is in
Cubase began life as a MIDI
sequencer some thirty decades
ago. The decades-long dedication
to MIDI still shines through – in
fact, a number of Cubase users
cling onto the hoary old DAW for
that very reason.

It was, therefore, somewhat
dismaying when version 9 broke
one of the coolest MIDI features
on some systems: MIDI Device
Panels, those nifty faux front
panels designed to allow control
over hardware MIDI devices from
within Cubase. Many Device
Panels are included with Cubase,
and those that aren’t can be
designed. Plenty of users have
taken it upon themselves to create
custom Device Panels and have
made them available to others.

Unfortunately, the MIDI Device
import function was broken on
some systems in Cubase 9, and
afflicted users had to keep an
older version of Cubase installed
for when they wanted to use their
MIDI devices. Thankfully, this is
no longer the case. Cubase 9.5
rights this wrong, and we
couldn’t be happier about it!

> Step by step 5. Offline processing in Cubase 9.5  

Three of Cubase 9.5’s coolest new features

The introduction of the Sampler Track in
Cubase 9 made integrating and manipulating

audio samples much easier by allowing users to
drag and drop audio files right into the built-in
Sampler Control editor. Now users can likewise
drag ’n’ drop MIDI files from an instrument track
into the Sampler Control, where it will be
instantly rendered to audio for playback.

It’s a simple idea, really: zooming in or
out on the project should increase the

resolution of the visible grid. Now it does, and
better yet, Snap resolution can follow suit. This 
feature is familiar to users of Ableton Live and, 
frankly, we wonder why it took so long for it to 
be implemented in Cubase. Now that it is, we’re 
certain we’ll be using it all the time!

We love the new versions of our favourite 
Cubase plugins, and now we can access 

even more of them at once, thanks to the 
doubling of the number of inserts available per 
track. There are now a full 16 insert slots per 
track. Better still, users of Cubase Artist and 
Cubase Pro can now dynamically adjust the 
number of pre and post fader slots.

MIDI drag in the Sampler Track Adapt to Zoom More inserts!
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>Step by step Using Roman numeral notation to describe chord progressions

If you’re a regular reader or viewer of the
Easy Guide series, you’ll have seen loads

of Roman numerals scattered liberally all
over the place, and while I’m always at pains
to point out what they mean when I use
them – in case this is your first time – I thought
it would be good to look into them in-depth
once and for all, and properly explain not just
what they’re all about, but why we use them
so often and how they make music theory a
little bit easy to communicate.

The main purpose for using Roman
numerals is when talking about harmony,
ie, chord progressions. For single notes, we still
tend to use regular individual note names like A,
B�, C, and so on. But when talking about how
chords relate to one another in a sequence, we
use Roman numerals.

One of the main reasons we favour Roman
numerals over the arabic numbers we use on a
daily basis outside of music theory is that you
can use upper or lower case numerals to

differentiate between major and minor chord 
shapes – upper case means major chords, lower 
case means minor chords. This makes it easy to 
spell out progressions without referencing a 
particular key, as the numerals relate to a 
chord’s relative position in the harmonised 
diatonic scale, rather than the name of the chord 
itself. With all these Roman numerals scattered 
about, things can look a little confusing at first, 
but once you know how to apply them, you’ll 
find it pretty useful. Let’s check them out.

Let’s start off in traditional fashion by
looking at the C major scale – seven

notes from C to B, played on the white
notes of the piano keyboard. When talking
about scales such as this, we refer to the
notes not just as notes, but as ‘degrees’.
So we can also say that there are seven
degrees in a major scale.

1
This is what it looks like when we
number these degrees from 1 to 7

using Arabic numerals. The root note of C
takes the number 1, D is number 2, E is
number 3 and so on, up to B as number 7.
But what happens when we harmonise
the major scale by adding alternate notes
from the scale to each degree to make
three-note chords, or ‘triads’?

2
Here’s where the Roman numerals 
start to become useful: if we replace 

the Arabic numerals with the Roman 
equivalents, we can use upper or lower 
case Roman numerals to denote whether 
a chord is major or minor. This frees us 
from the constraints of the current key, 
allowing us to construct a formula for a 
chord progression that works in any key.

3

Let’s illustrate this a bit more clearly
by looking at a basic progression in

the key of C major. We’ve got the chords
C major, F major, G major and C major.
These are all chords taken from our
harmonised C major scale, making it
what’s known as a ‘diatonic’ progression
– all the notes in all the chords are taken
from the C major scale.

4
Because the chords are diatonic – they
belong to the harmonised scale – we

can swap their names for Roman numerals.
So our tonic chord, C major, is going to be
the I chord. F major is the fourth chord in
the harmonised scale, so this will become
the IV chord, while G major, by the same
process, becomes known as the V chord,
making this a I - IV - V - I progression.

5
But what if we now switch the key 
from C major to, say, D major? We still 

have the same progression, but the chords 
that we’re playing are going to be different 
because we’re now in a different key. 
Here’s what the harmonised D major scale 
looks like, with our diatonic chords 
labelled with Roman numerals.

6

Download the accompanying
video and the MIDI/audio files at
filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

DOWNLOAD

TUTORIAL

FILES

Dave Clews’

 Roman numeral notation
Dave illuminates what’s so useful about the notation system  
that came, saw and conquered the world of music theory

#62
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TRANSPOSITION MISSION
One thing Roman numerals are useful for is
transposition when transcribing the chords
for a song you want to play along to or cover.
Figure out the song’s base key, work out the
chords, translate the progression to Roman
numeral form, and now you can play your song
in any key by applying the numerals to whichever
key you like.

THE II - V - I PROGRESSION
A mainstay of jazz standards, the ii - V - I
progression is found in hundreds of tunes,
but what does ii - V - I mean? It just refers to a
sequence of three specific diatonic chords
that’s usually used to round off a phrase - the
minor ii chord, the dominant and the tonic.
In the case of C major this would be Dm - G - C,
or in A major, Bm - E - A.

PRO TIPSRECOMMENDED LISTENING

In a studio career
spanning almost 25
years, Dave has
engineered,
programmed and
played keyboards on
records for a string of
artists including
George Michael, Kylie
Minogue, Tina Turner
and Estelle. These

days, in between writing articles
for and other magazines, he
collaborates on occasional songs
and videos with singer/songwriter
Lucy Hirst, aka Polkadothaze.
www.daveclews.com

Dave Clews

Note how the pattern of major, minor 
and diminished chords is the same for 

D major as it is for C major. So applying the 
formula for our original progression, the  
I chord of D major is D major, the IV chord 
will be G major and the V chord will be  
A major.  So in this key, our I - IV - V - I 
progression is played as D major, G major, 
A major and D major.

7
How about something a little bit more
complex in, say, F

�
 major? Here’s a

progression that goes F
�
 - B�m - E�m - B -

A�m - C
�
 - F

�
. When we match these chords

up against the harmonised F
�
major scale

(F, A�m, B�m, B, C
�
, E�m, Fdim) and label

them with Roman numerals, it translates
into the progression I - iii - vi - IV - ii - V - I.

8
Let’s now switch to a different key –
how about A major? The diatonic

chords for this key are A, Bm, C
�
m, D, E,

F
�
m and G

�
dim. So, if we apply our Roman

numeral formula for the progression
(I - iii - vi - IV - ii - V - I), we get the chords
A - C

�
m - F

�
m - D - Bm - E - A.

9

So far we’ve been looking at diatonic 
chords, made up only of notes from 

the scale relating to the key we’re in. But 
how do we label non-diatonic chords – 
ones that don’t belong to the key, like 
borrowed or modal interchange chords, 
for instance? This progression in the key 
of C major contains an A� major chord which 
doesn’t belong to the key of C major.

10
With chords like this, where the root
note has been sharpened or flattened

relative to the regular diatonic major scale
chords, we place a flat or sharp symbol in
front of the Roman numeral for that chord.
So since A is the sixth chord of C major, our
borrowed A� major chord gets labelled as�VI. Upper case because it’s a major chord,
with a flat to show it’s a flattened VI chord.

11
To round off, last month’s Easy Guide,
which dealt with modal interchange,

featured a chord chart of all the chords
available in all of the harmonised modes
based on the root note of C. This version
of the chart uses Roman numerals instead,
meaning that it can be applied to any key,
not just the key of C.

12

AXIS OF AWESOME,  
4 CHORDS
This compilation of tunes that 
use the same I V vi IV 
progression is a clear illustration 
of how Roman numeral notation 
can help us transpose a song.

TAYLOR SWIFT,  
BLANK SPACE
Just one example of  
hundreds of pop tunes  
that use the diatonic  
I vi IV V progression.

bit.ly/4_chords

bit.ly/TSblank
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In my productions, I use automation to get
the most out of each sound across the 

different sections of a track. I increase tension 
with filters and reverb for dramatic growth, or 
use sharp volume cuts to allow the main 
elements to breathe. Here, I’ll demonstrate 
how automation can bring energy and drive 
to a composition when arranging.

To achieve this, I’ll begin by wiggling different 
parameters such as volume, mute and pan on 

certain events. Over the next couple of pages, I’ll
start with a rising white-noise sweep, before 
moving on to filtered vocal loops and other 
arrangement tricks.

Automating the pitch of elements can 
produce great musical variety, alongside time-
based effects such as delay and reverb. I love to 
use techniques like these on sweeps, stabs and 
vocals, as you can enrich sparser intros and 
breakdown sections with movement.

As I mentioned last month, I like to get hands-
on with my automation by using MIDI controller 
pots and sliders to give a physical feel when 
programming fiddly parameter lines and curves 
like this. Depending on the situation, l may go 
more in-depth and precise with mouse edits 
after – or I may leave imperfections as they are. 
Variation is key – I always try to ensure that each 
‘event’ in the track is different to the last, which 
gives things a more natural progression.

To start, I’ve written a simple 48-bar 
liquid loop at 174bpm, with a focus on 

drums and bass. I’ve gathered a variety of 
sounds that work tonally with my track’s 
groove – there’s a sweeping noise riser, a 
musical pad line and two vocal loops.

1
To create build-ups and tension in 
each section, I begin with the white 

noise sweep. Here, I’ve rendered a simple 
white noise sample from FXpansion 
Strobe, then bounced the sound as a WAV 
and dragged it into a Cubase Sampler 
Track. Now I have easy control over 
filtering and volume.

2
Inside the Sampler Track, I’ve drawn in 
an eight-bar C3 note at the end of the 

first 16 bars. I’ll automate the volume to 
rise up subtly, to gently fade the effect into 
the track. Setting the Resonance to 50% 
provides a peak around the filter’s cutoff 
frequency, which I’ll automate next…

3

Moving onto the filter, using my MIDI 
controller, I’ve recorded in a rising 

sweep from 700Hz up to around 4kHz. 
Now I have my simple filter sweep, at the 
end of the next two 16-bar sections, I’ve 
duplicated the sound and loaded up 
Cableguys ShaperBox, which will help  
vary the build-ups throughout.

4
In ShaperBox, I’ve Bypassed the  
effect for the first 16 bars, and turned it 

on for the next 32. Now, I’ll begin to 
generate different versions of volume  
and pan modulation – the first a synced 1/2 
rate for a tremolo effect, then the same 
with panning. I’ll then automate the Rate 
of each in alternating sections.

5
Next, this pad line has been designed 
by triggering a stab sample via 

Cubase’s Sampler Track, then coating it in 
reverb. I’ve automated the Sampler Track’s 
Filter Cutoff, starting from 4000Hz down 
to 100Hz to curve the pad’s tone into the 
next section of the track.

6

Arrangement automation
How useful is automation when arranging a track? Pro producer 
Ed:it shares his secrets for keeping a track rolling in this tutorial

#18

with Ed:it
strategies
Studio

 >Step by step  Getting the most out of automation in the arrangement process 
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As the pad sound has a long reverb 
tail, I don’t want this to carry over to  

the next section. A nice dramatic cut will 
allow the track to ‘breathe’ into the next 
segment. Here, I’ve simply automated the 
Mute parameter (the bottom automation 
lane in the screenshot above) to switch 
the ‘verb off at the beginning of the next 
16 bars. Try this for abrupt switch-ups!

7
A practice I commonly use – and one 
that’s a familiar technique in dance 

music – is to filter your drum bus. For a 
quick climb in tension, I’ve loaded Camel 
Phat at the end of my drum group chain. 
I’ve automated the band-pass filter using a 
low-cut rise from 20Hz to 1000Hz, 
building up at the end of the first section.

8
Next, I’ve loaded in a pitched-down 
vocal stab, and inserted Ohm Force’s 

OhmBoyz tape delay over it. To generate a 
looping delay sound, I’ve automated the 
Filter Resonance to morph the sound 
over time, being careful not to overcrank 
the Feedback in the loop.

9

For the next sound, I’ve sourced a new 
vocal sample and created a fresh loop. 

Here, I’ve used automation to introduce an 
ambient reverb from VahallaRoom, 
providing an extensive tail that drops into 
the next section. To generate a feeling of 
‘large-to-small’, I’ve automated the bypass 
on and off quickly over two beats, adding 
ambience to the drop.

10
Within the last phrase of the 48-bar 
loop, I’ve used automation to increase 

the pitch of my vocal loop over time. I’ve 
adjusted the Glide parameter within the 
sampler, to bend the pitch of one note into 
the next. I’ve then precisely automated 
the Pitch control, moving the notes up to 
create a quirky alternate melody.

11
To fine-tune all the automation, I’ll solo 
each part and ensure that all the edits 

sound smooth and precise. I check for any 
clicks and timing issues along the way. 
After, I’ll usually bounce all the automated 
parts and drag them into my sample 
library for use in future projects.

12

BOUNCING MIDI
Depending upon the project, I generally use tons of 
softsynths, plugins and automation across many MIDI 
tracks, which can be a major strain on my CPU. 
Therefore, I like to bounce or render the tracks down to 
audio once I’m completely happy with the tune in its 
current state. I’ll then import these audio files back into 
a brand new version of the project. Alongside this, I 
keep the original project saved, allowing me to go back 
into the MIDI arrangement to make changes if needed. 
This speeds up my workflow, and gives me visual 
control over the sounds in the session. Plus, I can 
manipulate things even further – for example, I can 
chop up audio samples and apply quick clip fades.  
Over time, it’s also a great way to broaden your sample 
library, as you can throw these audio clips into a 
custom folder for later use!

PRO TIPS

MIXDOWN AUTOMATION
As many engineers will agree, automation is my best 
friend at the mixdown stage. Subtle changes to 
different effects can truly eek out that perfect mix. 
For example, in busy segments of a track, I automate 
the level of important elements to make those 
sounds more prominent than others in the mix. This 
allows the track to breathe and sound less cluttered. 
For example, with an important element like a brash 
stab or percussive loop, I’ll push up its volume by a 
dB or so when it first enters the track. After that 
moment, I bring that level back down slightly to 
keep its natural space alongside the other mix 
elements. Overall, less is more when it comes to this 
trick, but simple volume rises and dips really do 
assist the movement and sonics of the whole song: 
you can draw your listeners’ attention towards the 
sounds that have to take centre stage.

With releases on labels 
such as Hospital, Med 
School, Critical, CIA 
and Dispatch, and now 
signed exclusively to 
Shogun Audio, Ed 
Warrener’s brand of 
deep, dark drum ’n’ 
bass is making waves 
in the scene. Between 
DJing around the 

globe and topping up his studio 
tan, Ed brings you insight into his
cutting-edge production tricks
and tactics every month in .
www.soundcloud.com/edit-music
www.facebook.com/edit0dnb

Ed:it
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NEXT MONTH Ed gives us some atmospheric sound design tips



With so many superb prefab cinematic 
loop libraries on the market, working 

massive, Hollywood-style drums into your 
desktop productions has never been more 
instant and effortless a process. However, 
next time you find yourself looking to  
infuse a track with that epic blockbuster  
feel, why not give yourself the satisfaction  
of programming your own percussion 
section rather than take the creative path  
of least resistance? All you need are a few 
well-chosen samples and an instrument  
from which to play them back. You don’t  
even have to create that many parts – it’s 
amazing how big a sound can be achieved

with just five or six sparse elements and a 
dose of reverb.

In this tutorial, I’ll put together a tense, 
cinematic percussion loop of the kind that might 
herald, say, an army approaching at the start of a 
historic battle scene. I’ll be using a selection of 
sounds from Rob Papen’s Punch plugin drum 
machine, and a snare drum from EZdrummer 2, 
but both have been chosen for convenience 
more than anything – you’ll be able to get 
perfectly equivalent results from any basic 
sampler loaded with a similar set of samples.  
My DAW of choice for this endeavour is Bitwig 
Studio, again for no particular reason, and my 
project tempo is a moody 62bpm…

Having
previously 
served as Editor 
of drummer’s 
bible Rhythm as 
well as 
Computer 
Music, Ronan is 
clearly the right 
man for this 

particular gig. He’s been playing drums 
for over 30 years and making music 
with computers since the 90s.

Ronan Macdonald

with Ronan Macdonald

 >Step by step   Programming a pounding cinematic drum part  

Taiko are large, barrel-shaped Japanese 
drums, usually played in an ensemble. 

I load a set of three in Punch, and program 
one playing a constant semiquaver pattern 
with accents on the beat, another marking 
the beginning of each bar with a flam, the 
third providing a short crescendo at the 
phrase’s end. Subtle panning adds width.

1
The semiquaver taiko sounds far too 
robotic, so I work through the notes, 

varying the velocities of each, then apply 
a velocity-controlled filter to introduce a 
bit of dynamic tonal movement. I also 
make sure no two or three taiko hit at 
exactly the same time by dragging 
stacked notes slightly off the grid.

2
There’s no percussion sound quite as 
epic as the orchestral bass drum – a 

much larger equivalent to the kick drum, 
struck with a big, soft beater. My pattern 
comprises a hit at the start of every bar 
with two velocity-ramping hits leading into 
beats 2, 4 and 1. Dragging the notes a touch 
behind the beat adds timing variation.

3

Next, I draw in a delicate high-
frequency layer using a three-note 

egg shaker pattern. This employs two 
samples in Punch’s Sample module, set up 
so that hits below the Split velocity 
threshold trigger the shorter ‘Egg Up’ 
sound, while hits above the threshold fire 
off the longer ‘Egg Down’ sample.

4
My final element is a military-style 
snare drum, using EZdrummer 2’s 14" 

Gretsch snare, pitched up to simulate a 
marching side drum, with an authentic 
two-bar pattern incorporating flams, drags 
and a roll. Note positions and velocities 
are manually humanised again, and the 
channel is panned slightly right for width.

5
So far, my simple percussion track 
sounds pretty good, but it’s lacking 

that essential sense of space to make it 
truly cinematic. eaReckon’s EAReverb 2 
delivers the goods via a tweaked version 
of its Megalo Drums preset, loaded on an 
auxiliary channel and fed using the Send 
controls on the two main channels.

6

TUTORIAL 
FILES

Dr Beat

 Cinematic percussion
Evoke a little movie magic with just a handful of percussion sounds

#40
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See it in video and get the
tutorial files on your PC/Mac at
filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

DOWNLOAD
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He was a founder member of Depeche
Mode and conqered the singles chart 

with Erasure, but is he a digital convert?

Mention Essex these days and most people 
automatically think of Lauren, Megan, Gemma, 

Diags and Arg as they pit their wits against the 
mighty challenges of modern life – buying shoes, 
using cutlery and the complexity of Ab Initio 
quantum computation of bulk properties. But, 
believe it or not, this much-maligned county has 
had a sizeable part to play in the development of 
British electronic music. 

 There’s the Prodigy, of course; formed in Braintree. 
Underworld are based in and have occasionally 
namechecked Romford; frontman Karl Hyde refers to 
Romford as his ‘New York’. There was a dark side to 
Essex’s history, too: it was the entry-point for much of 
the E that landed here during the rave years.

 But we can go back even further than that. To 1980, 
when Basildon schoolfriends Vince Clarke, Andy 
Fletcher and Martin Gore joined Dave Gahan in the 
strangely named Depeche Mode. In quick succession, 
the band signed to a fledgling record label called Mute, 
released three singles, and made the UK Top Ten. 

 In 1981, they appeared on Top of the Pops for  
the first time. This was the classic four-lads-in-a-band 
line-up, but there was no posturing, no guitars and  
no drum kits – just bleeping synths accompanied  
by the incessant rhythms of a Korg KR55 and a  
ridiculously young-looking Dave Gahan introducing 
the world to ‘geek dancing’. 

This was proper pop music – effervescent, catchy, 
singalong, verse-chorus pop music, played by boys 

VINCE
CLARKE
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time, but they didn’t play any instruments – me
and my brothers and sister ended up going to
this music club on a Saturday morning. I was
messing around on a guitar, but I’d also come
across a piano in the local church hall; I used to
go to Boys’ Brigade there.”

: No synths?
VC: “I started writing songs and playing in bands
when I was about 15, but it was very much in the
traditional framework of guitar-bass-drums. The
first time I really remember taking notice of a
synth was when I heard The Normal [the name
Daniel Miller used to release records on his own
tiny independent label, Mute; his bleak,
minimalist synthesised soundscapes fused
technology and punk, and were hugely
influential on the late-70s musical underground].

“You’d also got the early singles by
Human League [the much-admired Travelogue
album was released a year before the chart-
topping success of Dare] and OMD. In fact, it
was OMD that convinced me to switch to synths.
The first time I heard Almost, which was the
B-side to their single Electricity.

“Up until then, even though I loved music, it’d
seemed like a world far, far away from Basildon.
Yeah, it was great listening to Sweet on Top of
the Pops, but that would never be me; I couldn’t
be a rock star. For a start, being a rock star was
expensive… you needed all that gear and the

outfits. Then you had to spend six months in a
fancy studio somewhere. But when I heard OMD
and The Normal, I thought, ‘I can do that. I can
write songs like that’.

“Obviously, I’d lived through punk, and I’d
heard the Sex Pistols and the Stranglers, but that
still sounded a bit ‘rock ’n’ roll’. Synths sounded
different. They sounded interesting. When
you’re a kid, that’s what you’re looking for;
something that captures your imagination.”

: When we spoke to Gary Numan
recently, he talked about taking his guitar
riffs and playing them on a Moog. Is that
what you did… transfer your music to this
new medium?
VC: “I’ve always written on the guitar – I still do,
even today. I’m not a good-enough keyboard
player to write on the synth, and I’d probably get
distracted, twiddling knobs and going off on
tangents.

“The problem is that I’m not really a very
good guitar player, either, so all the songs I wrote
when we first formed Depeche Mode were
based on simple chords. And they were firmly
rooted in what people would think of as the
classic song structure of intro-verse-chorus etc.

“When it came to playing those songs on
our newly acquired synths, we quickly realised
that we only had monosynths, so we couldn’t
actually play any chords. I think that’s where

“I’ve always written on the guitar – I still 
do, even today. I’m not a good-enough 
keyboard player to write on the synth”

who looked good on bedroom walls – but its 
sound was electronic.

Unfortunately, it seems that not everyone 
was happy with the ‘boy band’ success. Founder 
member and main songwriter Vince Clarke  
– Clarke was responsible for the still-superb Just 
Can’t Get Enough – left after one album. Initially 
teaming up with fellow Basildon alumnus Alison 
Moyet, he scored another series of pristine hit 
singles – Only You, Don’t Go and Nobody’s Diary 
all made the Top Three – before forming Erasure 
in 1985 with singer Andy Bell. Over forty singles 
and 25-million album sales later, the duo 
recently released number 17, World Be Gone.

Clarke left Essex many years back and is now 
based in Brooklyn, where he puts together the 
nuts and bolts of Erasure’s music on a collection 
of vintage synths. As he prepared for a
forthcoming UK tour, he spent a morning with

, talking about obsession, sequencers and  
the timeless joy of a catchy song.

: Is there any evidence to back up that 
Essex theory? Something in the water, 
ancient ley lines… decent music shops?
Vince Clarke: “Ha ha! The main reason I became 
interested in music was boredom. It was the same 
for most of the people I knew, and I think it was 
the same in towns and cities up and down the 
country. Basildon didn’t have a cinema, a theatre… 
not even a restaurant. Music was something to 
do. It was something to get excited about. 

 “Watching Top of the Pops was one of the 
most important events in any kid’s week back in 
the 70s. I watched it religiously and loved the 
way that the glam bands stood out against the 
greyness of that era. Yes, you had Bowie and 
Roxy Music, but there was also Sweet and Alice 
Cooper. Great songs, too. 

“Although we weren’t a particularly musical 
family – my parents listened to music all the 
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Kit list
HARDWARE

Apple Mac

Eurorack system

Synton Syrinx

RSF Kobol

Roland Jupiter-4

Roland Jupiter-8

Roland System-700

ARP 2500

ARP 2600

Polyfusion Modular

SOFTWARE

Apple Logic

Waves Platinum bundle

Sonnox Oxford Dynamics

Apple Alchemy

Logic EXS24

Vember Audio Surge

u-he Ace

Soundtoys plugins
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I got into the idea of all these melody lines and
counter-melody lines – I needed to suggest
chords and chord-changes without being able
to play any chords.

“In the early days, we didn’t even have
any way of linking the gear together or
sequencing it, so everything had to be played
live. Getting everything in time took a lot of
work. I wonder if that’s why I’m still a bit
nervous when I do gigs; I still worry that
something’s gonna go wrong.”

: For years, you were well-known for
running a BBC Micro and the UMI sequencer
at the heart of your setup. When did you first
come across the BBC, and did it radically alter
the sound of your music?
VC: “To be honest, we need to go back before
the computer and talk about the sequencer.
That was the real revolutionary step for me…
that was the eureka moment. Daniel Miller
introduced us to the sequencer when we signed
to Mute and, after I left Depeche Mode, I started
writing with a Roland MC-4.

“For me, that was more important that the
computer or the synth, because it was the first
time I’d been allowed to make music that I
couldn’t physically play. I wasn’t limited by how
good a musician I was. Like I said, I was never a

great keyboard player, but with the sequencer, I
could play anything I wanted.

“That was when the electronic door
really opened and I got a glimpse of what
was possible. Even after I started working
with the BBC Micro, I would occasionally switch
back to the MC-4. It’s just so tight.”

: There’s been a lot written about  
why you left Depeche Mode. Did you enjoy 
the success? 
VC: “It was great to be in the studio and properly 
record our music. To hear it on the radio for the 
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With 32 years and 17 albums 
under their belt, Erasure are  
still going strong and flying the 
flag for analogue technology

“Even after I started working with the BBC Micro, I would 
occasionally switch back to the MC-4. It’s just so tight”
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first time. To find out you were in the charts.
Being on Top of the Pops, the programme
that had been such a big part of my life. Playing
gigs was great, and watching the audience grow
so quickly. Without a doubt, it was a very
exciting time.”

: Had you got an idea of what you wanted
to do after you left?
VC: “Not at all. There was no big plan.
When I met Alison and we recorded
Only You, it was nothing more than a rough
idea – a demo.”

: If you look back at your singles career
– I Just Can’t Get Enough with Depeche Mode,
Only You with Yazoo; right through to the
massive run of Erasure singles like
Sometimes, Victim of Love and A Little
Respect – it’s impossible to ignore just how
catchy they are. Had you always worked with
the idea that singles needed to be instant,
memorable… hummable?
VC: “Honestly, it was never anything so
calculated. And I think that if you do sit down
and say, ‘I’m going to write a catchy single’, it’ll
never happen.

“I don’t know how to explain it. I loved
music and I’d been listening to it all my life.
What I had worked out was how to ‘make’ a
song… a strong song. I didn’t know anything
about harmonies and all that kind of stuff.
I learned about that as we went along. Every
time I went in the studio, I’d learn something
new, and that gave me the opportunity to try
different things.”

: Having said that, the new album shows a
much darker, melancholy side of Erasure. At
times, it almost feels… sad.
VC: “Yeah, there’s a sadness there.”

: Inspired by anything? The age of
austerity? The failure of global politics?
VC: “[Chuckles] If anything, it was inspired by
cabin fever, like most of our albums. I’ll be in the
studio, messing around, and it feels like the right
time to make some music. I get together with
Andy and an album will emerge, but neither of
us has any idea of what it will sound like.”

: Was it all put together in your studio, the
famous Cabin?
VC: “Since me and my wife moved to Brooklyn
– she’s American, that’s how we ended up in the
US – the studio has been in the basement. It’s not
a huge space, and there’s not really room to set
up a proper vocal booth; Andy tends to record
his vocals elsewhere and then send them over.

“I didn’t know anything about
harmonies and all that kind of stuff.
I learned about that as we went along”

Has modern 
technology  
made the live  
show easier?
“The short answer is yes. I no longer  
have to carry around a bunch of synths  
that are 40 years old… but that also  
means I’ve not got very much to do on 
stage. I’ve never been able to dance,  
which is why I use the guitar.

“Eurorack is possibly the way  
forward. I’ve got a few bits in the studio  
and they did get used on the new album. 
What I really like about them is that, like  
my old synths, they’re slightly 
unpredictable; you expect them to do  
‘this’, but the sound is way over here.  
Then you’ve got the new generation of 
‘analogue’ synths. Analogue sound without 
the danger that you’ll damage a transistor
when it falls out of the tour bus. There’s a
chance I might be taking one or two of
those out on this tour.

“Even though I can’t dance, it
would be nice to twiddle the odd knob
now and again.”

Vince bought loads of BBC Micros so he’d always have 
one available. You might say he Just Can’t Get Enough
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“I’ll never stop using analogue synths, no 
matter how good the software gets. They’re 
tactile… they don’t always do what you want”

www.erasureinfo.com

soundcloud.com/erasureinfo

twitter.com/erasureinfo

facebook.com/erasureinfo

A Little Respect
bit.ly/EraALR
Love You to the Sky
bit.ly/EraLYTTS

HEAR MORE

WWW

“I even had to get rid of a few synths when  
I set it up, mainly the spares that we used to  
take out on tour. What I’ve got now is every 
synth ready to go, all plugged in and running 
from Logic.”

: When did you finally get rid of the BBC 
Micro/MC-4 combo? 
VC: “We used it right up until 2002 or 2003. At 
one point, I’d bought about 15 Micros, still in 
their boxes, so I always had another one if 
something went wrong. The actual technical 
process of ‘making’ a song didn’t change for 
donkey’s years. I’ve tried MIDI, but I still don’t 
think it’s as tight as CV/Gate. Even though I use 
Logic, all the synths are controlled via CV/Gate.”

: Having worked with hardware, outboard,
a sequencer and cables for so long, was your
move to Logic a difficult one?
VC: “It happened when I moved to the US and 
found myself with nothing more than a guitar, a
laptop and Logic. We were getting ready to start
work on a new album, so I had to learn Logic 
and I had to start writing songs. I’m crap at just 
trying to sit down and learn something, but if 
there’s something I need to do, I’m very good at
getting stuck in.

“The main problem was programming  
with a mouse, but once I’d mastered that,  
things settled down. I still wrote my songs  
on the guitar, but instead of transferring them  
to a hardware sequencer, I transferred them  
to Logic.”

: Did it change how your songs sounded?
VC: “Ha ha! The softsynths didn’t sound as good.
I know this is very personal for each musician,
but we did do one album entirely with
softsynths and it felt different to me. The quality
of the sounds was… just not as good.

“I have done the comparison test with
some basic models like the Moog, and there’s
no doubt that the sounds are getting better
all the time. I guess it’s a bit like when
Yamaha first introduced a digital synth, the
DX7. At first, digital synths sounded quite
crude, but technology pushed the sounds
further and further.

“I’ll never stop using analogue synths,
though, no matter how good the software gets.
They’re tactile… they don’t always do what you
want. I like that.”

: Any soft synths used on the new album?
VC: “A few. Alchemy – which comes with Logic –
provided the odd sound here and there. I think
my intention was to replace them when we 
started putting the album together, but I never
got around to it. 

“In terms of effects, that’s much more 
weighted towards software. Most of the Logic 
native stuff is excellent, plus I’ve got Waves 
and some of the Oxford plugins. I was never a 
collector of analogue hardware like I was with 
the synths. That got a bit obsessive for a while. 
I had people all over the world looking for 
stuff. I think I’m cured… well, I would still like a 
Wasp, but that’s it.”

: So, analogue makes all the noises  
and you put those noises together  
with software?
VC: “Exactly. The two worlds working 
together. I have all the synths running live 
until I’ve got a fairly finished version of the 
song, then I send that to the computer, one 
synth at a time. As I’ve got deeper into Logic, 
I’ve also started to mess around with audio 
inside the computer. That’s the side of this 
technology that really excites me. I can take 
the main ingredients of a song and put them 
together in a way that would be impossible in 
the analogue word… well, it would be possible, 
but it’d take you a hell of a long time.”

: As an electronic pioneer, do you still 
keep tabs on what’s happening out there?
VC: “Yes and no. I’ve been listening to a lot of 
techno; I like that dark groove. I flick through a 
lot of stuff on Beatport and find myself 
constantly amazed by the way people are 
manipulating sound. But what I always find is 
that, no matter what genre it is or how many 
fancy techniques you’re applying in the 
studio, you still need a song. It’s the strength 
of the song that makes all the difference.”

Erasure’s album, World Be Gone, is out now. 
Look out for their UK tour starting January 29.

Vince and Andy are  
playing back-to-back dates  

on their UK tour this year
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Awarded to products  
that challenge existing 
ideas and do something 
entirely new

If the product
exceeds expectations
for its price, it will
receive this gong

In the opinion of the
Editor, the best product
reviewed in the
magazine this month

A product has to really 
impress us with its 
functionality and  
features to win this one 

86  PROPELLERHEAD
 REASON 10

After the addition of VST support,
what comes next for Reason?

Dmitry Sches
Thorn

88

UA Empirical Labs
EL8 Distressor

96
Newfangled Audio
Elevate Bundle

90
Unfiltered Audio
SpecOps

92
IK Multimedia
iRig Keys I/O 49

94

D16 Group
Toraverb 2

97
Sound Radix
Powair

99
Mini Reviews
101

Plugin Boutique
Scaler

98

Our promise
We bring you honest, unbiased
appraisals of the latest computer
music products. Our experts apply
the same stringent testing methods
to all gear, no matter how much
hype or expectation surrounds it.

1-4 A seriously flawed product
that should be avoided

5 This product’s problems
outweigh its merits

6 A decent product that’s only
held back by a few flaws

7 Solid. Well worth considering

8 Very good. A well-conceived
and executed product

9 Excellent. First-rate and
among the best you can buy

10 Exceptional. It just doesn’t get
any better than this!

What the
ratings mean
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The latest computer music gear tested and rated!



new soundware will either prove to be an 
inspiration or a permanent blight on your hard 
drive. Fortunately, the new content is optional, 
though, and we can’t fault the quality of the 
sounds themselves, so better in than out, we say.

So version 10 is about additions. With the 
exception of a Content Manager to organise 
your soundware add-ons, and a new favourites 
function in the browser, Reason itself hasn’t 
changed. So how decent are the instruments? 

Take me to Europa
First up is Europa. Seemingly positioned as the 
jewel in Reason 10’s crown, this wavetable synth 
seems to be a direct response to legendary 
megasynths like Serum and Massive. Its three 
‘Engines’ combine wavetable oscillator, spectral 
filter and unison modules, which are then piped 
through a master filter and amp envelope.

Europa’s stock of waveforms includes plenty 
of analogue-style entries, (Saw-Triangle, Pulse 
Width), and a few more interesting options 
(Karplus-Strong, Vocal Cord and more), but 
there’s a distinct lack of actual wavetables in the 
traditional sense – and you can’t import your 

own wavetables – so Europa feels a little lacking 
in this regard. The per-engine Spectral Filter, on 
the other hand, is no slouch, giving plenty of 
interesting options for sonic sculpting.

Europa has four envelopes (these are 
loopable and can be custom-drawn) and three 
LFOs. Modulation is assigned via a matrix that’s 
eerily close to the one we know from Thor, and 
gets the job done, but the lack of drag-and-drop 
modulation is conspicuous by its absence here 
in 2018. Elsewhere, the synth is rounded off by a 
choice of six reorderable effects – Distortion, EQ, 
Modulation, Compression, Delay and Reverb.

In use, Europa sounds epic in a ‘Reason’ way, 
with results ranging from thick poly patches and 
EDM supersaws through to realistic metallic 
plucks, evolving soundscapes, electro bass 
complexity and much more.

Against the Grain
The other new Propellerhead-designed 
instrument in Reason 10 is Grain, which brings 
granular sampling to the DAW. Load in a sample 
– alas, just one sample per instance – and Grain 
extracts small snippets of the audio and plays 

Propellerhead Software
Reason 10  €349
The Swedish virtual studio finally reaches double digits – but does  
a selection of new instruments and content justify the upgrade?

In 2017, Propellerhead announced that they 
were bringing onboard the private equity 

firm Verdane Capital. You’d forgive us for thinking 
that this meant a Mitt Romney-style dismantling 
of assets and slow sell-off of the legendary 
Swedish developer, but in May we realised this 
might not be the case, as Reason finally did the 
unthinkable, changing their tack of 17 years and 
integrating VST plugin support into the 
staunchly-one-format DAW for version 9.5.

Version 10 marks the first whole-version 
upgrade since these events, and it might be the 
true litmus test for what the future of Reason 
could be. Anyway, this isn’t The Economist – let’s 
check out Reason 10!

Five all-new instruments have been added to 
the rack, and two previously paid-for REs are now 
built-in for free: Radical Piano is a piano modeller 
for mixing and matching acoustic models into a 
custom patch, and Synchronous offers four effects 
controlled by custom-drawn LFOs, for rhythmic 
distortion, filter, delay and reverb. There’s also a 
bunch of new sounds in the form of the included 
Loop Supply and Drum Supply packages. 
Depending on the type of producer you are, the 

SAME
INTERFACE
The interface
hasn’t changed
save for the
new instruments
hanging out in
the rack

SOUNDIRON INSTRUMENTS
Pangea, Humana and Klang bring a
touch of reality into the Reason rack

RADICAL
PIANO
The custom piano 
modeller, once a 
paid rack 
extension, is now 
free for all

GRAIN
A granular synth (obvs) excelling at 
modulation and playhead manipulation 

EUROPA
This three-
engine 
wavetable synth 
was built for 
super-thick
unison lead
sounds.The 
spectral filter 
impresses 
especially
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them back. You can govern Grain’s playback in 
several ways: choose one of four playback styles; 
dial in granular characteristics such as grain size, 
repeat rate, crossfade, etc; apply Jitter to 
modulate playback; and control the playhead’s 
position using Envelope 1 (another draw-your-
own affair). There’s also an additional simple 
oscillator onboard to blend with the sound for 
thickness.

Loading a new sample into Grain retains the 
rest of the device’s settings, but for an 
instrument so… er, engrained into its DAW as is 
Grain, it’s a shame that you can’t drag in audio 
clips directly from Reason’s sequencer.

Graphically, Grain is far more on-point than 
anything else in the collection, toting no-nonsense 
flat graphics, with just enough of the look of real 
hardware to keep things enjoyable and realistic. 
Modulation-wise, you get the exact same 
envelopes, LFOs, Thor-style mod matrix and 
effects from Europa – although this uniform 
approach is a good thing for Reasonists, we can’t 
help wishing for something a little less ‘cookie 
cutter’. But sonically, Grain is on point, capable 
of metallic sample-mangling, glitch-heavy 
stutters, complex pad design and other esoterica.

Europa and Grain are joined by the decent 
SoundIron sample-based instruments (see right),  
which offer a similar proposition: three different 
sound generators each flanked by an identical 
Filter, Amp, Delay and Reverb combo. Considering 
the small number of sounds available in each, it’s 
not a stretch to consider Klang, Humana and 
Pangea as one instrument split into three.

Instrumental update?
For newcomers to music production, or those 
on the lookout for a virtual studio that comes 
with everything you need to make music, 
Reason’s still a great option thanks to its 
hardware ‘rack’-inspired interface and raft of 
bundled devices. And, of course, it’s now free 
from its self-contained shackles thanks to the 
much-heralded VST support from v9.5. Yay!

Yet, for a major DAW update, it feels as though
this instruments-only upgrade has fallen a little 
short of the mark in comparison to previous 
updates. Beyond new synths, samplers and 
content, there are tons of minor niggles that still 
haven’t been addressed: more mixer options, 
automation curves, quicker call-up of VSTs, and 
a new take on the multiple views are just some 
of the things we were hoping for. Existing users 
considered, it’s hard to recommend this upgrade

Spot the 
difference: 
Europa and 
Grain share 
lower halves

Reason 10 brings us three sampled 
instruments from SoundIron. In contrast 
to the futuristic new synths, Humana, 
Pangea and Klang add some acoustic 
instrument sounds to the bargain. 

First up is Humana, a ‘vocal ensemble’ 
instrument that spits out sampled male 
and female “ooh” and “ahh” sounds – 
although we’d like more vowels in stock. 
It’s not what you’d call an ‘everyday’ 
instrument, but for a splash of sonic 
humanity, it hits the esoteric spot.

Pangea, meanwhile, is a multisampled 
collection of 11 rare instruments from 
around the world. Again, these probably 
won’t appear in your everyday club 
bangers, but they can provide some 
crucial inspiration when you’re running 

dry in the heat of production.
Then there’s Klang, which features ten 

multisampled tuned percussion 
instruments, and feels more relevant 
and well-suited to Reason. As a source 
for metallic percussion, it’s good fun to 
play with, and feels more sonically 
versatile than the other two instruments.

All three instruments feature the 
same layout, with performance, filter, 
amp, delay and reverb modules flanking 
the parts of the interface that actually 
differ – the sound-generation modules. 
In these, you get the standard sampling 
functions of Start time and tuning. 

Imagine Klang, Humana and Pangea 
as ID8’s more culturally-inspired 
cousins, and you’ve got the right idea.

SoundIron sampled instruments

SoundIron’s three 
esoteric instruments 
might not spark off a 
track, but they’ll surely 
bulk it up a bit

for all but the most die-hard Reason-heads, 
especially with the wealth of third-party VST 
plugins and Rack Extensions that are available 
for the same money as (or less than) this 
particular upgrade.

Web  www.propellerheads.se
 Upgrade  From any version, €129

Verdict
For Grain is a fun, transformative tool
SoundIron’s instruments – particularly
Klang – can be inspiring devices
Europa has unique talents and sounds

Against Europa and Grain
share the same bottom half
It’s tough to justify the upgrade price,
unless you need the new instruments…

Reason is still a viable all-in-one solution

those who don’t own it already, but v10 feels 

like a very minor upgrade for power users

7/10

Alternatively
Apple Logic Pro X

195 » 9/10 » £199
Logic is stuffed with features, works 
great, and costs remarkably little

Bitwig Studio 2
243 » 9/10 » €379

DAW with deep modulation, 
hardware integration and more
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Dmitry Sches’ second virtual instrument
after the superb Diversion ( 173, 9/10) is a

spectral synthesiser vying for ‘super synth’
status alongside the forward-thrusting likes of
Serum, Dune 2 and VPS Avenger.

Thorn’s (VST/AU/AAX) architecture centres on
three Harmonic Oscillators, the combined
output of which is manipulated using a familiar
arsenal of subtractive ‘analogue’ processors,
and polished into a final sound with effects, an
arpeggiator and the very cool Glitch Sequencer
(see A Glitch in the system).

Sweet harmony
The three identical oscillators each generate a
waveform from an editable series of 128
harmonics. In the pop-out Harmonic Editor,
these are represented by vertical orange
(amplitude) and blue (phase) bars, above and
below the horizontal dividing line, and edited by
drawing curves across the spectrum in one of

four modes (Free, Odd, Even and Organ), or 
clicking in discrete settings for individual 
harmonics. A menu of shaping functions can be
called on to transform the whole harmonic table
(Boost Lows or Highs, Shift Octave, Randomize, 
etc), and a collection of preset tables is on hand 
for starting-point inspiration or use as is. You 
can even import the frequency profile of an 
audio file, which often yields interesting results.

That’s really only the beginning, though, as 
up to 16 harmonic tables can be defined per

Dmitry Sches
Thorn £119
Every once in a while, a new synth comes along with the potential to 
change the sound of electronic music. Could this one be a contender?

“Modulation in Thorn 
isn’t animated at all, 
and that includes the 
oscillator waveforms”

DUAL FILTERS
Zero-delay 
feedback filters in 
series or parallel

MASTER OUTPUT
Features a limiter, 
high-pass filter and 
the Boost circuit

OSCILLATOR FX
Apply spectral
effects at the
oscillator level

GLITCH
SEQUENCER
Thorn’s secret
rhythmic weapon

HARMONIC
EDITOR
Click the waveform
to open the editor

NOISE
OSCILLATOR
Generate noise or
load up a sample

EFFECTS
Nine top-notch 
effects – drag to 
change the flow

ARPEGGIATOR
Every synth should have one,
and Thorn’s is great

MODULATORS
Three envelopes, three 
LFOs and two MSEGs

MOD MATRIX
View and tweak 
up to 27 
modulation 
assignments

HARMONIC 
FILTER
Directly shape the 
Harmonic Oscillators

oscillator, loaded into the row of ‘frames’ at the 
bottom of the Harmonic Editor, for sweeping 
through, wavetable-style, with the Position 
knob. When tables are loaded into non-
contiguous frames, the greyed-out intermediate 
frames smoothly interpolate between them; so 
even with just two tables set up, complex 
spectral shifts and sweeps are easily realised. 
Needless to say, the Position parameter is 
available as a modulation target, although we 
were disappointed to discover that modulation 
in Thorn isn’t visually animated at all, and that 
includes the oscillator waveforms.

Beyond the Harmonic Editor, Thorn’s 
oscillators are very well appointed. Up to eight 
unison voices are on tap for each, as is a slaved 
Sub Oscillator with three waveforms, Phase and 
Vibrato control, and a wicked set of Oscillator 
FX. These spectral and modulation processes 
shape the waveform at the oscillator level and 
include Phaser, Chorus, Wah, Comb, FM, PWM, 
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Ring Mod and Sync. They’re incredibly useful, 
providing an intermediate ‘enrichment’ stage 
between the raw oscillator output and the filter.

There’s a dedicated Noise oscillator, too,
featuring a range of noise and percussive attack
waveforms, and able to load external samples. It
also serves as the FM/RM source for Oscillator 3.

The Harmonic Filter directly processes the
harmonics generated by each Harmonic
Oscillator, offsetting their amplitudes and
phases according to the curve drawn in its own
8192-harmonic editor. The Shape knob moves
the entire curve up and down the spectrum,
while Balance tilts it towards the high or low
frequencies. It’s essentially a very high-res EQ.

Every rose
After the Harmonic Oscillators and Harmonic
Filter, the rest of Thorn’s signal path is fairly
standard fare. Each oscillator routes to either or
both of two luscious resonant filters, featuring
overdrive, a variety of low-, high- and band-pass
types plus the formant-shaping Hypercomb, and
arranged in series or parallel.

Modulation sources consist of two main
LFOs, a Vibrato LFO, three ADSR envelopes,
two very capable multi-stage envelopes/step
sequencers, and all the expected MIDI
messages. The usual ‘front-panel’ assignments
are in place – ie, amp and filter envelopes – but
every modulator can be freely linked to any
number of parameters from throughout the
synth. The list of targets takes in literally every
single control, buttons included! Assignments
are made by drag-and-drop or via a right-click
menu, and viewed in the 27-slot Modulation
Matrix, where ‘via’ sources can be added. It’s a
spectacularly comprehensive system, although
the aforementioned lack of real-time visual
feedback on parameter movement really sucks.

Thorn’s Arpeggiator and nine onboard effects
(Reverb, Delay, Distortion, Flanger, Chorus, EQ,
Compressor, LoFi and Phaser) are every bit as
impressive as the rest of the synth. The arp
features note ties, adjustable gate time and step
velocity, and Shuffle. The effects – which can be
reordered as you see fit – are like full-on plugins

in themselves, with comprehensive control sets
including dry/wet Mix for every one and host
sync where appropriate. Each effect even sports
its own preset library.

Finally, the Master output section
incorporates a limiter, a Low Cut filter for
eliminating DC offset, and the excellent Boost
circuit, which gives the low and high frequencies
a bit of a kick for a bigger sound.

Thorn by my side
Much like other high-end soft synths in its class,
Thorn’s massive, dazzling, hyper-real sound is
largely down to the wild mobility of its
oscillators, its copious and accessible effects,
the pervasive modulation scheme, and the
convincing analogue mojo of its filters. Where it
breaks new ground is in that innovative
combination of spectral synthesis and
wavetable-style ‘framing’ – a setup that works
beautifully – and the amazing Glitch Sequencer.
While edgy digital basses, leads, keys and FX are
high on the agenda, it’s in its endless potential
for unique pads, bonkers sequences and other
modulation-heavy noises that Thorn is most
engaging, inviting artistic experimentation
while remaining admirably easy to program. A
new classic in waiting.

Web www.dmitrysches.com

Verdict
For Harmonic Oscillators and Filter are
powerful and easy to use
Fabulous filters
Deep modulation
Glitch Sequencer and effects are ace

Against Modulation isn’t visualised
Very heavy on CPU usage

Thorn is a world-class soft synth that

we confidently predict will become

a dance music production staple

9/10

Alternatively
Xfer Records Serum

213 » 10/10 » $189
Arguably the greatest soft synth of
recent years, Serum puts wavetable
manipulation front and centre

KV331 Audio SynthMaster 2
231 » 9/10 » $99

The recent v2.9 update makes 
SynthMaster a wavetabling 
monster of an instrument

Rooted in Sches’ Tantra effects plugin, 
Thorn’s Glitch Sequencer is a gleefully 
filthy step sequencing multieffects 
section comprising six rhythmically 
modulated audio processors: Gate, Low 
Pass and High Pass Filters, Bit Crusher, 
Sample Rate Reducer and Repeater.

The sequencer runs at rates from 
1/32 to 4/1, through up to 16 steps. Each 
module is controlled by a single slider 
in each step, governing gate time, filter 
cutoff frequency, bit depth, sample 
Rate, and number (and thus speed) of 
repeats. Modules are switched in and 
out using the power buttons at the  
left-hand end, while the R buttons on 
the opposite side randomise the sliders 

in each lane. A choice of two Sync 
options have the sequencer 
retriggering with each new note, or 
after the amp envelope Release stage; 
and the global Mix control blends the 
wet output with the dry signal.

The Glitch Sequencer is utterly 
brilliant, whether you just want to add  
a bit of funky pulsation to a pad by 
flinging the Gate and filters around,  
or go all-out with the Repeater or 
distortion modules to construct a 
searing lead or bassline. The icing on 
the cake is that it can be placed pre  
or post FX, enabling reverb and delay 
tails to be included or excluded as you 
see fit.

A Glitch in the system

Create a series of harmonic table configurations for 
interpolated sweeping in the Harmonic Editor

The Glitch 
Sequencer is 
immense fun, and 
sounds mental

“The list of modulation 
targets takes in literally 
every single control, 
buttons included!”
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This two-plugin (VST/AU/AAX) bundle from
ex-Eventide engineer Dan Gillespie’s new

company comprises an EQ and an adaptive
limiter: EQuivocate and Elevate. Both are based
on Newfangled’s “auditory filter bank”, which
divides the input signal up into 26 bands
designed to model the frequency response of
the human ear – see Mel’s myth. You may have
already picked EQuivocate up when it was made
available for free briefly last year, in which case
(and, indeed, if you bought it) you can avail
yourself of a $99 upgrade to the full bundle.

Clouding the issue
EQuivocate is the most straightforward of the
two plugins, realising the auditory filter bank
concept as a 26-band linear phase EQ. Simply
select the number of bands you want to work
with, from 1 to 26, and apply up to +/-12dB of
cut or boost to each one using the sliders.
Dragging the centre frequency of a band left or

right displaces any other bands it comes into 
contact with, stretching and compressing the 
two sides of the filter’s triangular response 
‘curve’, as visualised in the filter display at the 
bottom. When any frequency range changes are
made, the plugin switches to Custom mode, 
indicating that the Mel scale is no longer being 
used. Solo buttons on each band enable

Newfangled Audio
Elevate Bundle  $199
This professional-grade EQ and mastering processor duo thinks  
it knows how to make the listener happy – but will it catch our ear?

“In Mel mode,
EQuivocate delivers 
the promised natural-
sounding, transparent 
equalisation”

SUB-MODULES
Access the multiband 
controls for each section

SPECTRAL 
CLIPPER
Clip the signal for 
extra loudness

MAIN PAGE
Edit top-level
controls and switch
in Adaptive modes

TRANSIENT 
EMPHASIS
Reinvigorate 
crushed transients

MATCH LEVEL
Compare limited
and dry signals at
equal volume

CENTER METER
Monitor the input and output
signals in three styles

LIMITER
Apply limiting across
up to 26 bands,
ideally in Mel mode

ADAPTIVE MODES
Adapt each module to sonic context

BAND MENU
Set the number of
band filters
between 1 and 26

AUTO OUTPUT
Compensate for 
output gain to keep 
the volume level

isolation of chosen frequencies, and the Match 
EQ function imposes the frequency curve of a 
live sidechain input on the source signal to a 
user-specified depth. Finally, separate global 
and per-band input and output meters provide 
useful info on levels, while the optional Auto 
gain setting compensates for volume changes 
at the output.

In Mel mode, EQuivocate is undeniably 
impressive, delivering the promised natural-
sounding, transparent equalisation via an easy 
and responsive interface. The ear-mimicking 
setup of the filters always sounds ‘right’, even 
with extreme gain changes, and the science in 
which the plugin is rooted clearly succeeds. 
Start messing with the frequency ranges, 
though, and things aren’t quite so clear cut, as 
EQuivocate becomes akin to a weird 
paragraphic EQ thanks to its unusual filter 
shaping and totally discrete band processing. 
Not ideal for conventional mixing duties, then, 
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but of potential interest to electronic 
experimentalists looking for a new approach  
to filtering and EQ.

Going up
Expanding greatly on EQuivocate’s core
premise, Elevate is a mastering limiter and
maximiser that works its dynamics-shaping
magic on each of the up-to-26 bands
independently, without – it’s claimed – distortion,
pre-ringing or other artefacts. You can stick
to the top-level Main page and have Elevate
do all the hard work for you, or dig into the
Sub-Module pages and tailor the processes to
the specific needs of you master.

In the Main page, the Limiter Gain and Ceiling
sliders govern the threshold and maximum
output level, while Speed adjusts the attack and
release times together. Activating Adaptive Gain
applies more compression to louder parts of the
signal as it approaches the threshold, with the
numeric parameter setting the maximum
distance in dB with which a given band is
permitted to stray. Adaptive Speed pulls off
similar trickery for the attack, release and look-
ahead, to reduce pumping. After limiting, the
signal hits the Transient Emphasis stage, where
lost transients can be restored and even
boosted, again with an Adaptive setting for
automated per-band control. At the end of the
path, the Spectral Clipper serves up transparent
clipping, the Drive slider piling on the loudness
and distortion, and Shape transitioning from
soft to hard clipping.

The first three of the four Sub-Modules
let you hone each process by tweaking
various parameters on a per-filter basis. On the
Filter Bank page, the triangular filter frequencies
can be detached from the default Mels scale
exactly as they are in EQuivocate; while the
Limiter/EQ page offers 6dB of bipolar gain
adjustment for each band, with metering of
gain reduction as well as I/O levels. On the
Transient page, the transient emphasis of each
filter is set between 0 and 200%, adapted in
terms of multiband width, and metered. The
fourth Sub-Module, Clipper, duplicates the
Spectral Clipper controls and adds a visual
clipping curve and metering.

Lastly, at the top of the interface, a trio of
global meters monitor input and output levels
or gain reduction/transient emphasis for all
active bands over time, or repeat the metering
from the Limiter/EQ page; and the main I/O
meters report both peak and RMS levels.

High as a kite
As you might expect, Elevate is much more
comfortable working outside Mel scale mode
than EQuivocate, but that particular filter
distribution is – by design – still very much the
sweet spot, as it were. The adaptive algorithms
are quasi-sorcerous, yielding uncannily
smooth and transparent limiting with minimal
tweaking, and we absolutely love the Transient
module, which is just as welcome as a creative
tool as it is a corrective one. The Clipping section
is perhaps less compelling, but, handled with
care, it can add plenty of loudness.

While EQuivocate could reasonably be
described as a deal-sweetener (if Elevate
included the Match EQ, you wouldn’t really need
it at all), Newfangled’s bold, innovative limiter/
maximiser is worth every penny of the asking
price on its own – and then some. It’s one of the
most exciting, radical mastering plugins to hit
the desktop in quite a while.

Web www.eventideaudio.com

Verdict
For Central auditory filter bank
concept is a winner
Consistent, intuitive interfaces
Incredibly transparent, natural sound
Three diverse colour skins

Against EQuivocate is clearly geared
up primarily for Mel scale mode
EQuivocate’s filters are inflexible

EQuivocate is awesome, but Elevate is the

real story – it’s a dynamics sculpting beast

9/10

Alternatively
DMG Audio Limitless

230 » 10/10 » £150
Stunning and versatile limiter with
a two-stage architecture

iZotope Ozone 8 Advanced
251 » 10/10 » £389

Much more expensive, but a 
comprehensive mastering suite – 
the industry standard, no less

The notion of auditory masking 
phenomena first emerged in 1933, 
when Bell Labs’ Harvey Fletcher 
demonstrated that for humans to 
discern two simultaneously audible 
frequencies, they have to be a certain 
distance apart. That distance depends 
on the paired frequencies in question, 
but for practical purposes, the 0-20kHz 
range can be divided up into 26 very 
specific bands, within each of which we 
can only hear one sound at a time. If 
you play the centre frequency of every 
band in sequence, a listener will 
perceive them as equidistant from each 
other. This series was eventually 
formalised as the Mel (‘melodic’) scale.

By applying the Mel scale to the field 
of audio signal processing, 
theoretically, you’re playing perfectly 
into the, er, hands of the human ear, 
eliminating what it might hear as 
clutter – even if only at a subconscious 
level – and slotting everything into its 
comfort zones. In EQuivocate and 
Elevate, the Mel scale is adhered to by 
having every one of their tightly 
defined bands operating entirely 
independently of those on either side. 
Newfangled describe it as “each slider 
directly tickling a different section of 
your inner ear”. It’s a novel, ingenious 
approach that – perhaps unexpectedly 
– works brilliantly in the real world. 

Mel’s myth

Match the frequency curve of one track with  
another using EQuivocate’s Match EQ mode

Both plugins 
feature three 
different colour 
schemes

“You can stick to the 
top-level Main page 
and have Elevate do all 
the hard work for you”
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A spectral multieffects plugin from the
makers of Sandman Pro (9/10, 237) and

Fault (8/10, 236), SpecOps (VST/AU/AAX)
works by dividing the input signal up into
hundreds or thousands of frequency ‘bins’ using
a FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) algorithm, then
processing those bins independently using
three effects modules at a time from a library
of 36. It’s complicated, deeply transformative
stuff – indeed, the manual goes into some
depth on ways of avoiding various
technologically inevitable issues that might
crop up when using SpecOps, including CPU
usage, latency and phasing on playback start.
We found none of these to prove problematic
when using the plugin, it should be pointed out,
although the CPU hit is indeed hefty.

Analyse this
At the start of the signal path, the Analysis
section is where you set one of SpecOps’

most important parameters: FFT Size. This  
is effectively the ‘resolution’ of the FFT 
frequency analysis algorithm, and it ranges  
from 128 to 32768 samples. The higher it  
gets, the smoother the sound, at the  
expense of transient impact; at low settings,  
the sound becomes positively crunchy. 
However, the specifics of all of this are down  

Unfiltered Audio
SpecOps $129
With pitch and frequency shifting, 36 spectral effects and a huge 
modulation scheme onboard, this creative plugin shoots from the hip

“At 0%, the buffered 
frame is looped, 
turning it into a synth 
oscillator, for on-the-fly 
manipulation”

SPECTRAL COMPANDER
Apply per-bin dynamics processing

EFFECTS
Load each slot with
one of SpecOps’ 36
spectral effects

SPECTRUM
DISPLAY
View your spectrum
in one of six modes

AMOUNT
Raise and lower the 
processing depths 
of the three effects

FFT SIZE AND
WINDOW
Set the analysis
style and resolution

SPEED
Adjust the rate at
which new frames
are generated

WIDTH
Set the extent 
of the 
processed 
frequency range

START
Set the bottom of 
the processed 
frequency range

MIX
Blend the dry 
and wet 
signals to taste

MODULATION
Get things moving with the 
modular modulation setup

FILTER
A two-pole 
analogue-style 
filter at the 
output

GEOMETRY
Pitch- and
frequency-shift
the spectral bins

to what effects processes are actually applied,  
of course.

The FFT Window menu offers a range of 
windowing styles, named Leaky, Shiny, Glitchy, 
etc, the default being Clean. No explanation is 
given as to the literal differences between them, 
but each one has its own sound, acting a bit like 
a global filter in very loose terms.

After analysis, the signal hits the Speed 
section. Turning the knob anticlockwise reduces 
the rate at which new frames are generated and 
fills the spaces in between them with feedback. 
At 0% (or when the Freeze button is activated), 
the buffered frame is looped, turning it into a 
synth oscillator of sorts, for on-the-fly 
manipulation as a constant source signal.

On the spectrum
The next stage of processing is the Geometry 
section. The Pitch Shift knob dials in up to 12 
semitones of pitch shifting (ie, maintaining the 
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harmonic integrity of the sound) in either 
direction, while Slide delivers a far greater  
range of ‘inharmonic’ frequency shift, raising 
and lowering all bins in a linear fashion, all the
way to the very top or bottom of the audible
range at either extreme. The Stretch knob
compresses and expands the distribution of
the bins for an alternative, grungier style of
tonal shifting.

Having tailored the processing spectrum of
the signal with the Analysis and Geometry
sections, attention turns to SpecOps’ main
event: the three multieffects slots, into each of
which one of 36 spectral processing algorithms
can be loaded. The frequency range covered by
each effect is established using the Start and
Width sliders (moving the former shifts the
whole range up and down), while the depth is
set by the Amount slider. The first two are
represented visually in the display by colour-
coded vertical lines, with what appear to be
draggable handles at the bottom. Alas, these are
just cosmetic – you can’t edit the ranges directly
with them.

Happily, the effects themselves are excellent,
and with three of them available at a time, each
covering its own discrete frequency range,
there’s endless scope for combining them.
They’re divided into six categories…

The Filters consist of full-bandwidth and
region-targeted low- and high-pass filters,
and two Noise filters, for removing all
frequencies below or above the amplitude
specified by the Amount slider. The Mixing
effects include various boosting, attenuating
and ‘thinning’ modules. Geometry comprises
region-targeted versions of the Slide and
Stretch algorithms; while Freezers plays
host to six ‘time-stopping’ devices that
expand on the main Freeze function with
variable triggering probability, amplitude
threshold triggering, scaled resonance and
more. The Effects category brings together
eight distortion, noise-boosting, smearing and
reversing processes; and Glitchers pull off all
sorts of deconstructive tricks.

After all that, the Spectral Compander section
applies compression and expansion to every bin

individually for wild dynamic treatments, and an
analogue-style two-pole low-pass filter provides
a final stage for reining in any high-end
craziness that might well be occurring.

Special forces
It’s immediately obvious on first launching
SpecOps and blasting through the presets that
it’s designed with the adventurous electronic
musician in mind. Some work usually needs to
be invested in getting things focused, but the
rewards rarely fail to impress, whether you’re
looking to add a flamboyant textural layer to a
pad, robotise a vocal, colourfully crush a drum
loop or sweep the entire breakdown of your
latest opus. The wet/dry Mix control is crucial, of
course, and the mesmerising FFT display is
highly informative, showing spectral power
across the frequency bins using colours or
animated vertical bars.

Ultimately, while we’re not totally sold on
SpecOps’ claimed utility as a conventional
mixing aid (it’s just too edgy), as a creative
spectral toolbox, it’s a triumph. The core concept
works beautifully, the 36 effects are intuitive and
spectacular, and the modulation system makes
for a veritable playground of rhythm and
motion. Unmissable.

Web www.pluginalliance.com

Verdict
For 36 diverse spectral effects
Speed, Geometry and Spectral
Compander are awesome on their own
Versatile modulation system
Informative display

Against  Very CPU-intensive
Main display ‘handles’ aren’t interactive

A brilliantly conceived spectral effects 

plugin for sound designers and 

progressively-minded electronic musicians

9/10

Alternatively
Soundhack Spectral Shapers
N/A » N/A » $75
A four-plugin bundle  
dedicated to spectral filtering, 
dynamics and binaural processing

MeldaProduction 
MSpectralDynamics
N/A » N/A » €199
Compress, expand and/or gate 
specific frequencies, and more

SpecOps’ amazing modulation setup 
lets you animate every control within 
the plugin, for rhythmic and dynamic 
changes over time. The pop-out 
Modulation panel houses up to six 
modulators, each configurable as an 
LFO, an envelope follower, a sample-
and-hold generator, a step sequencer, a 
macro knob, or an input receiver for 
Roli’s Lightpad hardware controller. 
Routing modulators to target controls 
is done by dragging virtual patch cords 
between input and output ports, and 
there’s no limit to the number of 
outputs each modulator can serve or 
connections that can be made to or 
from any given port. Modulators can 

even be assigned to modulate each 
other and/or themselves.

The LFO comes in Sine, Saw/Tri and 
Square variants, and runs at up to 
20Hz, synced or unsynced. The 
envelope follower features variable 
smoothing; and the S+H Noise module 
includes Phase and Slew controls for 
detailed shaping of the output. The 
Macro control does double duty as a 
straightforward offset knob for 
targeted parameters and a modulation 
summing bus for routing multiple 
modulators. The Step Sequencer is the 
highlight, though, running synced to 
tempo or free, with up to 16 steps and 
Slew control for adjustable smoothness.

Modulation station

The display offers six modes, each one indicating the 
amplitude of the frequency bins in a particular way

SpecOps’ six powerful modulators bring the effects to life

“The Stretch knob 
compresses and 
expands the bins for 
an alternative, grungier 
style of tonal shifting”
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Described by IK Multimedia as their “all-in-
one music production station”, the iRig

Keys I/O combines a MIDI controller keyboard
(49- and 25-key; we’re looking at the 49 here)
and audio interface in a single unit, designed to
be as compact as possible without
compromising on playability. It also comes with
a seriously impressive line-up of bundled
software – see Soft sell, right.

Small and mighty
First impressions of the iRig Keys I/O are fine.
It’s not the prettiest keyboard we’ve ever seen,
and it looks and feels quite plastic-y, but it
acquits itself as sturdy enough. Hook-up to
PC, Mac or iPad is done via IK’s archaic USB-
or Lightning-to-mini-DIN cable (both are in
the box), which we don’t like at all, as regular
USB cables are much more easily replaced.
What we do dig, though, is that the unit can be
powered via USB or four AA batteries (oddly,
only two are included), so you don’t have to
invest in a separate power adaptor for use with
your iPad. The included one-piece tablet stand
is another very nice touch.

Despite packing 49 full-size synth action
keys, the iRig Keys I/O 49 measures just 208mm
deep and 693mm long (the £190 25-key model
is 208x373mm). That is, indeed, about as small
as a full-spec ’board is ever going to get,

although for all the groovy promo shots of
tat-covered hipsters skateboarding around
with it tucked under their arm, it’s obviously
not what you’d describe as ‘portable’ in the
truest sense of the word. It won’t fit in your
backpack like a mini key-equipped – but less
playable – alternative.

The unweighted keys are light and
responsive, with satisfying travel and minimal
lateral movement. The whole bed does bend
noticeably with even moderately heavy playing,
but that doesn’t prove to be a problem beyond
detracting somewhat from the hardware’s
perceived solidity.

Complementing the keys are eight backlit,
velocity-sensitive drum pads. These are very

IK Multimedia

 iRig Keys I/O 49  €360
Combining a MIDI keyboard with an audio interface can only ever  
be a great idea, but does the execution live up to the concept?

“The keys are light,
responsive and
playable, with satisfying
travel and minimal
lateral movement”

small but certainly up to the job of basic beat 
entry and MIDI button control.

The onboard audio interface operates at up 
to 24-bit/96kHz, and sounds good doing it. 
Latency bottoms out at 7.55ms round-trip at 32 
samples, and sits at 17ms at a more practical 256 
samples – standard stuff for any USB interface. 

On the back panel, a combi input socket 
accepts an instrument-, line- or microphone-
level signal, with 48V phantom power if 
required, and a Gain knob for volume 
adjustment. In the other direction, balanced 
quarter-inch outputs feed a mixer or monitors, 
and headphones are catered to by a minijack 
socket. Alongside, there’s the expected pedal 
input jack for MIDI expression/sustain control.

Stripped back
Rather than take up valuable space with  
regular pitch and mod wheels, IK have instead 
opted for a pair of short touchstrips. Likewise, 
the Octave shift, Program Change, and dual-
purpose transport/editing buttons are 
touchpads. The transport buttons can be set  
to output MIDI Machine Control, CC and Real 
Time data.

Although we understand the design 
reasoning behind it, we’re not huge fans of all 
this touch-sensitivity, preferring the honest 
tactile response of real wheels and buttons. That 
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is, of course, a matter of taste, though, and 
others will no doubt love the futuristic vibe. 

The Data knob doubles as a menu navigation 
and selection rotary, and the Volume control for 
the audio interface, the latter switchable to any 
MIDI CC. The other four knobs shift between two 
banks (1-4 and 5-8), enabling delivery of up to 
eight MIDI CCs. They’re touch-sensitive, too, and 
separate MIDI CCs are assignable to touch input 
and rotation.

Editing is only moderately fiddly. The Data 
knob is used to step though menus, a range of 
numbered keys are pressed for data entry and 
cancellation, and a three-digit numeric LED 
provides the requisite visuals. Plenty of 
customisation is possible, including 
reassignment of the touchstrips to output MIDI 
CCs; setting individual pads to output MIDI 
notes, CCs or Program Change messages; 
adjustment of velocity sensitivity for pads  
and keys; and keyboard transposition. Up to  
99 user presets can be stored alongside the  
four factory setups, giving live performers  
more than enough memory slots to cover  
their needs.

The complete package?
On the whole, the iRig Keys I/O is a great 
success, but there are a few areas where it falls 
short. Most notably, with only one mono input, it
doesn’t exactly add up to a comprehensive 
recording solution – it should be enough for 
singer-songwriters and guitarists, but it’s never 
going to be a main audio interface for serious 
production purposes. Also, as mentioned, we’re 
not into the mini-DIN connector at all; and while
we appreciate the need to substitute pitch and 

Verdict
For MIDI control and audio I/O in one
Mac, PC and iOS compatibility
Impressive bundled software
Tablet stand included

Against Just a single mono input
Entry-level keyboard
Mini-DIN connector is irritating

A solid production setup, combining  

MIDI control and audio interfacing  

with a knockout software bundle

8/10

Alternatively
Akai MPK249
NA » NA » £350
No audio interface functionality,
but a much more capable MIDI
controller keyboard

Novation Impulse 49
179 » 8/10 » £235

This flexible MIDI keyboard 
integrates tightly with Live,  
Logic, Pro Tools and more

In terms of VFM, the iRig Keys I/O is a
pretty good deal on its own, but IK have
sweetened the pot big time by
throwing in €750 worth of software.

The package kicks off with Live Lite
and Studio One Prime – cut-down
versions of Ableton and PreSonus’
acclaimed DAWs that give the
newcomer to computer music
everything they need to get started.

Much more exciting than those,
however – and of more relevance to
those who already have the DAW side
of things covered – are IK’s own
contributions. For starters, you get
Miroslav Philharmonik 2 CE (€180), a
10GB orchestral ROMpler featuring

over 700 instruments, edited,
processed and mixed in an easy-to-use
interface. Then there’s Syntronik Pro-V
(€60), a sample-based emulation of the
Sequential Circuits Prophet-5 and
Prophet-10 synths.

The headlines, though, are T-RackS
Deluxe and SampleTank 3 (€420). The
first includes nine modules from IK’s
superb mixing and mastering suite,
and SampleTank 3 (8/10, 210) is a 
jaw-droppingly massive (33GB) 
ROMpler, packed with over 4000 
multisampled acoustic, electric and 
electronic instruments of all kinds, 
endless effects, powerful pitchshifting 
and timestretching, and much more.

Soft sell

SampleTank 3 is 
worth more than 
the iRig Keys I/O 
on its own!

“Rather than take up 
valuable space with 
regular pitch and mod 
wheels, IK have opted 
for short touchstrips”

The audio I/O is handled 
round the back. You get  
two line and one headphone 
out, and just one input

mod wheels with touchstrips as a space-saving 
measure, we still prefer the mechanical ‘real 
thing’ when it comes to performance.

In summary, the iRig Keys I/O 49 is an entry-
level MIDI controller keyboard attached to a 
decent but channel-limited audio interface, and 
including a very tidy collection of software. It’s 
small enough to find a space on even the most 
hectic of studio desks, equipped to handle basic 
recording duties and general purpose MIDI 
control on stage and in the studio, and 
comparatively good value, particularly if the 
excellent bundled software appeals.

 Web  www.ikmultimedia.com
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Honestly, you wait an age for one quality
software Distressor to arrive, then three

come along at once…
Universal Audio’s virtualisation of Empirical

Labs’ seminal 1993 compressor for UAD-2 and
Apollo systems (VST/AU/AAX) is described by
original inventor Dave Derr as the definitive
version, suggesting that it’s “probably
indistinguishable from the hardware”. With EL8
Distressor sharing market space with his own
supercharged emulation, the Empirical Labs
Arousor (9/10, 244), as well as Slate Digital’s
staggeringly realistic FG-Stress (10/10, 251),
that’s quite an endorsement.

’Stressed out
While Arousor completely reimagines the real
Distressor’s 1U rackmount front panel to take its
numerous extra features into account, and
FG-Stress squeezes it comfortably into its own
proprietary ‘lunchbox’ format, EL8 Distressor
snaps it in the half and layers the original layout
over two tiers. The bottom half houses the right-
hand end: Input, Output, Attack and Release
dials, plus a wet/dry Mix knob for parallel
compression, the last, of course, unavailable in
the hardware. Above that, the ‘left-hand’
controls comprise Ratio selection, sidechain
Detector mode selection, and Audio distortion
and filtering mode selection. The full array of
metering LEDs are in place, too: Gain Reduction,

1% THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) and Redline
(3% THD and clipping). It looks exactly like a
‘folded’ version of the real thing.

Alongside the Mix control, EL8 Distressor also
adds to the established parameter set with the
Headroom calibration screw. This sets the
internal reference level of the plugin, enabling
the distortion characteristics and dynamic
response to be tweaked independently of the
input level – a ‘sensitivity’ control of sorts.

The nuclear option
Any virtual Distressor is destined to live or die
by the accuracy of those eight all-important
ratios, the quality of its distortion, and its attack
speed, particularly at low ratios. Selecting a ratio
also switches in an accompanying compression
threshold and knee shape, and the top three
options shift to entirely separate detection
circuits, 10:1 emulating an opto curve and the
20:1 and “Nuke” setting serving up ultra-heavy
compression and full-on limiting.

As one would hope, given Derr’s unbridled
praise of it, EL8 Distressor comprehensively
nails that familiar sound and response, from the
gentle lower ratios, through the versatile middle
settings to the characterful Opto and crushing
Nuke. No doubt about it, Universal Audio have
successfully captured every nuance and wrinkle
of the hardware, right down to the mono Linked
“dead patch” behaviour.

It’s odd, then, that the “Brit” mode of the EL8X 
hardware model isn’t also featured. This apes
the ‘all ratio buttons in’ mode of the Urei 1176
(one of the several vintage compressors that
informed the design of the Distressor), for extra
impact and aggression, and its omission here is
a downer.

Still, in every other regard, EL8 Distressor is a 
blinder. Like so many other UAD emulations, it’s
utterly convincing, feeling and sounding as
close as it’s surely possible to get to the real deal 
in software, whether used for tracking in the
UAD Console or mixing in a DAW.

Web www.uaudio.com

Universal Audio
Empirical Labs EL8
Distressor £249
The latest in a stream of Distressor sims is endorsed by
the manufacturer of the real thing, but is it the final word?

Verdict
For Probably the best Distressor
emulating plugin yet
All the versatility of the original
Mix control for parallel compression
Headroom control for extra tweaking

Against No Brit mode

Like having a real Distressor inside

your DAW, EL8 Distressor brings one

of the greatest dynamics processors

ever made to Apollo and UAD-2 in style

10/10

Alternatively
Slate Digital FG-Stress

251 » 10/10 » $199
Runs in Slate’s Virtual Mix Rack
and was the last word in
software Distressor emulation…

Empirical Labs Arousor
244 » 9/10 » $349

Breaks away from the literal 
Distressor template with some 
cunning new additions

With three truly excellent Distressor plugins 
now available, how does the hapless in-the-
box producer choose between them?

First of all, we can emphatically state that 
if 100% flawless emulation is your primary 
concern, UA’s EL8 Distressor is the one to go 
for… assuming, of course, you’re packing the 
necessary DSP hardware: an Apollo or UAD-2 
interface. If you’re not, you’ll need to factor in 
at a minimum of £590 on top of the price of 
the plugin.

For those who prefer to keep things native, 
FG-Stress runs in Slate Digital’s Virtual Mix 
Rack plugin and stands as a cheaper but near-
indistinguishable-in-the-mix alternative.

Arousor is now a bit of a puzzler. It adds a 
few new features to the Distressor core, 
including the brilliant Attack Modification 
parameter and variable soft clipping, but 
feels rather less like the hardware because of 
it. Perhaps that one should be viewed as the 
next generation of Distressor.

Too much choice
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Still, we assume, a member of their
affordable SilverLine family of plugins, the

second generation of D16’s spangly algorithmic
reverb plugin comes eight years after the launch
of the first. Toraverb (10/10, 146) blew us
away with its stunning sound and great value,
and while one of the biggest changes made for
Toraverb 2 (VST/AU/AAX) is a doubling in price,
the hope, of course, is that the new features will
balance the scales and maintain the VFM factor.

On reflections
For v2, Toraverb’s layout has been rethought
and rebuilt from the ground up, not only to
accommodate several added knobs, but also
to streamline workflow and make it more
logical. The Early and Late Reflections controls
– previously all visible at the same time but now
too numerous in the ER department for that to
be practical – are each tabbed in a shared panel.
As before, both incorporate a single parametric
EQ band, but this has been expanded to include
high and low shelving options alongside the
established bell filter shape.

The rest of the adjustable Early Reflections
parameters now number six (they totalled just
three in version 1), with Size, Diffusion (the
‘flatness’ of the reflective surface, affecting the
multidirectionality of the reflections) and
Attenuation (the absorption of the reflective
surface) joined by Bass Cut, Crosstalk and

Modulation. Bass Cut is the same as its
equivalent in the Late Reflections section,
applying a high-pass filter with cutoff sweepable
from 0Hz to 22kHz; while the all-new variable
Crosstalk emulates the real-world phenomenon
of sound directly audible in one ear being
reflected within the physical space to be heard
in both ears.

In the original Toraverb, modulation could
only be applied to the tail, but Toraverb 2 puts
independent Modulation parameters in both the
Early and Late sections, bringing a touch (or a
fistful!) of organic wobble, richness and colour
to both elements of the sound.

Apart from the Modulation knob, the Late
Reflections section remains unchanged from
that of v1, comprising Size, Bass Cut, Diffusion,
Attenuation and Feedback controls, the last
stretching the tail out to a continuous wash at
high levels, and partnering nicely with the new
Ducking parameter (see Mixing and ducking).

Tora! Tora! Tora!
The rest of Toraverb 2’s enhancements are less
weighty, but all welcome. The Pre Delay time
can now be synced to host tempo; the Big GUI
option makes the plugin usable on high-res
displays; and D16’s proprietary preset browser
enables searching and tagging of patches.

Toraverb was already a first-class reverb, but
the finer control offered up by the sequel makes

it even more of a must-have. The separate
modulation of early and late reflections, ducking
and mid/side mixing justify the price rise on
their own, and the new GUI significantly
improves usability. Sonically, Toraverb 2 is all
about the flexibility, solidity and overall quality
of its diffusion network, which makes it easy to
conjure up spaces and ambiences of all kinds. A
couple more EQ bands wouldn’t go amiss, and
clearer differentiation between the Early and
Late sections with coloured backgrounds seems
like an obvious tweak, but once again, D16’s
superb algorithmic reverb scores full marks.

Web www.d16.pl

D16 Group
Toraverb 2 €69
The reverb of choice for countless electronic producers around
the world gets its first full version update. Let’s see what’s new…

Verdict
For Beautiful sound
Versatile and adaptable
Separate ER/LR modulation
Mid/sides mixing and ducking
Real-Time and Offline quality settings

Against Only one EQ band in each
Reflections section

Even at its increased price-point,

Toraverb 2 is still one of the biggest

bargains in music software – don’t miss it

10/10

Alternatively
ValhallaDSP ValhallaRoom

166 » 8/10 » $50
Another irresistibly cheap  
pro-quality reverb plugin,  
with four algorithms onboard

PSP Audioware EasyVerb
NA » NA » $69
Nine quality reverb  
algorithms wrangled in a 
straightforward interface

Toraverb’s mixing functions took in a balance 
(X-Fader) control for the Early and Late 
reflections, plus knobs for Wet Gain and Dry/
Wet FX mix. Toraverb 2 goes much further.

The Early and Late signals are now 
governed by their own Gain dials, and can be 
individually panned from left to right, or 
adjusted in terms of mid/sides stereo 
balance. Then there’s the FX Curve knob, 
which alters the mix curve of the Dry/Wet FX 
control, from a regular crossfade to both 

signals outputting 100% at the centre point, 
with the dry signal attenuating as FX is 
twisted clockwise, and wet falling away as it’s 
turned anticlockwise.

Best of all, though, is the Ducking section. 
Raising the Ducking parameter increases the 
amount of compression applied to the wet 
signal whenever the dry signal is present, 
regardless of Dry/Wet mix, with the Att/Rel 
knob setting the attack and release timing. 
Perfect for decluttering overwhelming tails.

Mixing and ducking
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For the computer-based musician
uneducated in the complexities of music

theory, the construction of chord progressions
can be a serious sticking point. Plugin Boutique’s
new release aims to present a solution to that
problem – and empower the trained composer
– by detecting the best-fitting scale for an
incoming MIDI note sequence, suggesting sets
of chords to fit it, and enabling those chords to
be strung together into a progression.

Depending on your DAW, getting started with
Scaler (VST/AU) will or won’t involve a simple
setup procedure – see But how does it work?
Once you’ve got it up and running, load one of
its many genre-based preset chord progressions
(including artist contributions by the likes of
Carl Cox, MJ Cole and Opolopo), or hit the
Detect button and feed it some MIDI in real time
by playing your MIDI keyboard or via a clip on
the hosting track. Scaler captures the incoming
notes and chords as a series of blocks in the
panel below the keyboard, and suggests a
number of scales and modes to which they
belong, ranked by the number of notes and
chords in the sequence that fit each suggestion,
and complete with mood descriptions (‘Jazzy’,
‘Bluesy’, ‘Sentimental’, etc). Helpfully, the blocks
for notes and chords that don’t fit the scale are
bordered in grey. With a scale or mode selected,
its chords are laid out in the next panel down as
another set of blocks – either the seven diatonic

chords in Diatonic Chords view, or every chord
(including suspensions, extensions, etc) for
every degree of the scale in the Chord Variations
view, along with possible substitutions.
Alternatively, there’s the Voicings menu, where
any of 11 preset voicing sets for the selected
scale can be loaded (‘Voicing 1-7’, ‘6ths and 7ths’,
‘Minor 7ths, 9ths’, ‘Triads inverted’, etc).

Moving the mouse pointer over a chord block
lights up its constituent notes in the keyboard,
and all note and chord blocks can be triggered
by mouse or MIDI input (in Bind MIDI mode),
making it easy to instantly jam out a progression
with one finger for immediate recording.

Once you have a set of chords that you like
the sound of, you can sequence them into a
progression in the Progression Builder by
dragging chord blocks (from the input set or the
suggestion set) into the eight mouse/MIDI-
triggerable slots. The controls below are used to
shift each block up and down in octaves, and set
them to all possible inversions. Hit the Play
button to hear the progression played as a fixed-
tempo series of block chords, then save it as a
preset and/or export it as a MIDI file.

On the scales
Scaler is a fast, intuitive and genuinely
educational compositional assistant that
delivers a limitless diversity of chord
progressions with no music theory or keyboard

skills required. However, the inflexibility of
previewing and MIDI file export is an issue. You 
can’t even set a note length for each chord, let 
alone edit velocity, spread notes out in time for 
‘strums’, or anything else. We understand and 
appreciate that the exported block chords are 
just a starting point for working up in a MIDI 
editor, but hopefully more functionality is on the 
cards for future updates.

That said, despite its rudimentary export 
options, Scaler is an incredibly useful tool for 
composition novices and experts alike.

Web www.pluginboutique.com

Plugin Boutique
Scaler £40
If you often find yourself stuck for ideas when it comes to music
composition, this new plugin could be the answer to your prayers

Verdict
For Clever scale detection system
Smooth, logical workflow
Effortlessly build in-key progressions
Huge variety of scales and voicings
Gives lots of information and feedback
One-finger chord triggering

Against Inflexible MIDI export

It falls flat at the offline export stage, but in 

every other regard, Scaler is a powerful 

aid for musicians of all ability levels

9/10

Alternatively
RF Music Scale Player

252 » 8/10 » $59
Generate custom arpeggios
and sequences by playing around 
with just a handful of notes

Xfer Records Cthulhu
191 » 8/10 » $39

Build and manipulate  
chord progressions with  
single-note keyboard input

Scaler is a plugin instrument capable of 
outputting MIDI as well as audio. With regard 
to the latter, a piano and three sampled synth 
sounds are built in for scratch work, so you 
can quickly get a chord progression together 
for export as a MIDI file entirely within it.

Obviously, though, the idea is to trigger 
other instruments via Scaler, and how this is 
set up depends on the host DAW. For VST 
hosts, Scaler loads as an instrument plugin 
onto a MIDI track, the output of which is sent 

to a second track (hosting the target 
instrument) using the DAW’s routing system.

For Audio Unit hosts (ie, Logic Pro), the 
included ScalerControl MIDI effect plugin is 
loaded up instead. This is identical to the 
regular Scaler, but sits in front of the target 
instrument on the same track, outputting 
MIDI directly to it. It’s certainly the more 
elegant of the two approaches, although it 
only captures the raw triggering notes to the 
track, not the chords output by the plugin.

But how does it work?
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Powair (VST/AU/AAX) is a two-stage
dynamics processor for mixing and

mastering, from the makers of the equally
innovative Drum Leveler (9/10, 214) and
SurferEQ2 (8/10, 237). Its futuristic graphical
interface gives the expectation of a similarly
modern workflow and end result – and happily,
it delivers on both counts.

Brains and brawn
First in the signal path is the BS 1770-compliant
Leveler, discussed in On the level, below.

After that, it’s on to the compressor itself.
A fixed-threshold design with a soft knee, this
keeps things admirably simple with its big
central Compression knob: simply turn this
clockwise to increase the input into the
compressor and thus the amount of gain
reduction applied. The detection circuit can be
switched between Stereo and Mid/Side analysis,
and the separation between left/right and mid/
sides is adjusted using a percentage slider,
enabling everything from fully linked to fully
unlinked stereo response.

The Attack and Recovery controls range from
0-100ms and 10-5000ms respectively, and the
latter is syncable to host tempo, at note values
from 1/64T to 2 bars. This is something we’re
always surprised more compressors don’t do, as
it can be a real boon for setting up rhythmically
defined envelopes.

The Punch and Adaptive Compression
parameters are Powair’s two not-so-secret
weapons – both, as far as we’re aware, unique to
the plugin. Punch is, to all intents and purposes,
a transient limiter, letting you alter the level of
the attack stage as well as its shape. At zero, it’s a
brickwall, clamping down fully on the attack; but
as Punch is raised, the limiting is backed off,
increasingly emphasising the transients. The
flexibility this brings to the table when
processing drums, bass, guitar and other
transient-heavy sounds is truly eye-opening.

With the Adaptive slider at 0%, the amount of
compression applied is entirely governed by the
gain of the input signal, as described above.
Dragging Adaptive upwards, however, pushes
the compression towards an increasingly
averaged amount (guided by the Target setting
in the Leveler section), until at 100% it’s
constant. The idea behind this is to maximise
transparency by preserving the dynamic feel of
a part while limiting its dynamic range, and it
works a treat, most notably on vocals.

Rather cleverly, the sidechain filter offers
band-pass and band-reject options, for focusing
compression within or outside the limits of the
two frequency sliders (20Hz to 20kHz). The
sidechain itself can be keyed off the input, of
course, or an external signal.

Finally, the Dry/Wet control allows for parallel
compression, and the “smart” Auto Makeup

Gain algorithm takes the work out of post-
compression level compensation.

Something in the ’Air
Powair is every bit the cutting-edge software
compressor, designed to actively assist today’s
mixing and mastering engineer in transparently
levelling and compressing signals of all kinds.
The Leveler is brilliant; the big Compression dial
keeps basic operation wonderfully simple; the
syncable release time is ideal for use on loops
and drums; and the Adaptive compression and
Punch features are powerful and
groundbreaking. It’s beautiful, and we honestly
wouldn’t change a thing.

Web www.soundradix.com

Sound Radix
Powair $149
With its two stages of dynamics sculpting, state-of-the-art engine and
inventive feature list, this amazing compressor walks its own path

Verdict
For Wonderfully transparent and
precise compression
Punch and Adaptive features are superb
Leveler is very useful
Mid/side functionality
Versatile sidechain filter
Comprehensive metering throughout

Against Moderately high CPU hit

An absolutely stunning compressor and

leveller that no one should be without

10/10

Alternatively
FabFilter Pro-L 2
NA » NA » £149
The sequel to the fabulous Pro-L
(10/10, 160), yet to be reviewed

Newfangled Audio Elevate
253 » 10/10 » $199

Highly adaptive Mel scale-tuned 
mastering limiter

The first of Powair’s two processing stages is 
an ITU-BS 1770-compliant K-Weighted 
Perceived Loudness (LKFS) Leveler. BS 1770 is 
one of the most widely accepted and ‘proven’ 
of broadcast standards – indeed, many other 
standards used around the world are based 
on it – so the Leveler is a very handy inclusion 
for mastering.

Deployment is straightforward enough. 
Set a Loudness Unit target and the Leveler 
effectively ‘rides’ the volume level of the 

signal to keep it consistent, lowering it when 
it exceeds the target and increasing it when it 
falls below. The detection and response 
speed is adjustable between 400ms and 5s, 
and the Noise Floor slider establishes the 
threshold above which it operates, 
preventing background noise from bringing 
the level up. Last but not least, the Gain Range 
lever limits the amount of positive and 
negative gain change the Leveller can apply, 
from 0 (off) to +/-20LU.

On the level
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RF Music

Chord Player  $49
 Web  www.rfmusic.net
 Format  PC/Mac, VST/AU

The sister plugin to 
Rahman Fotouhi’s
Scale Player (8/10,

252), Chord Player 
loads as a VST/AU 
plugin on an 
instrument track and 
forwards processed 
MIDI data to an 
actual instrument on a separate track – except in Logic Pro, 
where it works as an AU MIDI Effect. While Scale Player dealt 
with the effortless generation of complex melodies and 
arpeggios, Chord Player turns single-note input into strummed 
and stacked chords. Chord roots, modes, voicings and octaves 
are keyswitched with one range of notes, while an array of 
playing styles (stacked note combinations and up/down strums 
at four speeds) is navigated using another. With a few chords 
defined and a handful of playing styles set up, expressive 
progressions are easily performed and recorded.

As with Scale Player, there’s a bit of a learning curve, and the 
manual’s not much help, but when you get into its particular 
flow, Chord Player reveals itself to be a clever, well conceived 
compositional assistant and performance tool that music theory 
novices and experts alike will get plenty of mileage out of.

n8/10n

Heavyocity

NOVO Pack 1: Intimate 
Textures  £134
 Web  www.timespace.com
 Format  PC/Mac, Kontakt Player

The first in a new line of Kontakt 
Player instruments powered by 
Heavyocity’s NOVO engine, 
Intimate Textures captures a small 
string ensemble in a 14GB 
samplebank. Six of the seven NKIs 
comprise four- and three-player 
violin, viola and cello groups in two 
playing styles: all hitting the selected articulation (Sul Tasto, 
Sul Ponticelli, Spiccato, etc) together, or each player gliding 
into one of a rather more unusual set of articulations 
(Butterfly, Octave Pulse, Shudders, etc) from a sustain, one 
after another. Processing and playback features include three 
mic channels, each with its own per-articulation EQ and filter, 
plus delay, reverb, envelopes, an arp and a step sequencer.

The seventh NKI – Texture Designer – enables up to three 
articulations to be layered, split, processed and ‘rhythmised’ 
with the excellent Cycle sequencer and Macro control. A ton of 
snapshot presets put all of this to great use.

Sounding stunning and capable of everything from tasteful 
chamber group emulation to textural sound design, Intimate 
Textures is a deeply wonderful instrument.

n10/10n

A rapid-fire round-up of sample libraries, ROMplers and music gear
mini reviews

Web www.soundtoys.com
Format PC/Mac, VST/AU/AAX

If you didn’t pick up Soundtoys’ first ever
dedicated reverb effect when it was made
available for free last year, you have our express
permission to kick yourself. Little Plate is an
emulation of the legendary EMT 140 plate
reverb, and in the process of making it, the
Burlington-based boffins roped in no less than
five versions of the enormous original hardware,
all of them informing the sound of the resulting
plugin to some extent.

The (unnecessarily wide) GUI affords access
to a mere four main controls, plus a preset
menu, undo function, Bypass button and
support menu (manual, website, etc). The Decay
knob sweeps from 0.5 seconds of tail time
through a finite maximum of around 1 minute,
then on to infinity, where the signal effectively
‘freezes’, with further input piling up into a huge,
dark wash. With long and infinite Decay times
potentially getting wildly out of hand, the Low
Cut filter (ranging from 20Hz-1kHz) proves

useful for reining things in, as well as sculpting
shorter tails in order to fit them into the mix. The
Mod switch applies pitch modulation, and even
though no control is given over the specifics or
depth of this at all, it invariably sounds delicious,
adding instant life and colour to the reverb.
Lastly, the Mix knob sets the wet/dry balance,
and – like all of Little Plate’s controls – can be
locked to stay put through preset changes for
consistent auditioning.

Little Plate successfully captures the essence 
of the EMT 140 in a plugin that takes no time at 
all to set up and sounds quite glorious. Sure, it 
could do with a bit more in the way of 
modulation and frequency shaping controls, 
and is arguably a little on the expensive side 
given that deficit, but it sounds absolutely 
terrific, particularly on drums and vocals, with 
all the lushness and density of the real thing. 

n8/10n

Soundtoys

Little Plate  $99
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Mode Audio
Grid Racer  £18
Mode Audio love synthwave, and this 
bundle of samples, MIDI files and Live 
projects – produced with their in-house 
trove of analogue and digital gear – hits 
the retro-influenced nail on the head. 
Each project and its component loops, 
one-shot drums and tails is very much 
its own thing, but there’s a common 
theme of 80s-style emotiveness and 
bombast throughout that fans of the 
genre will love. The 150 main loops are 
full of plunderable material, and the 121 
MIDI files enable reassignment and 
editing of Grid Racer’s melodic and 
rhythmic themes.
www.modeaudio.com
n9/1

Sample Magic

Synthwave 3 £30
The third in SM’s Synthwave series (the last scored
9/10 in 225) continues down the same 80s road as 
its predecessors. 40 driving, stemmed drum loops 
get things underway, then it’s on to a smorgasbord of 
evocative melodic construction kits, synth loops and 
FX. There are no bass loops (we’re starting to wonder 
if Sample Magic have implemented a policy on that) 
but you do get 99 bass one-shots rolled into a Live 
Instrument Rack – and 58 one-shot chords are given 
the same treatment. Scintillating and neon-tinged, 
Synthwave 3 is a fantastic addition to the range. 
www.samplemagic.com
n9/10n

RV Samplepacks

Smoker’s Blend £30
Billed as a golden era hip-hop library, Smoker’s Blend 
turns out to be somewhat more than that. The drum 
loops are MPC-style programmed grooves rather 
than sounding in any sense ‘live’, the electric and 
synth basses are rich and funky, and the plethora of 
melodic elements (guitars, keys, synths, vocals and 
more) are diverse and fun to explore. The balance 
between classic and contemporary feels is well-
judged, too, and our only complaint is that some of 
the scratching loops aren’t great, and the effects get 
a bit heavy-handed in places.
www.loopmasters.com
n8/10n

Zero-G

Heavy Industry £45
Zero-G’s 1.1GB library of sampled ambiences, textures 
and FX does little to break new ground in its fairly 
crowded field, but maintains a consistently high 
standard from start to finish. The angle is dark and 
industrial, with categories including alarm-style 
sounds, Atmospheres, Drones, FX and Short FX, plus 
some puzzlingly out-of-place kick and hi-hat loops; 
and the files average between 6 and 24 seconds long. 
Unoriginal it may be, but Heavy Industry represents 
decent value for money, with 320 samples presenting 
a wealth of sound design options.
www.timespace.com
n8/10n

Sample Magic

Melodic Future Bass £30
This 1.6GB urban library is a mixed bag. The main loops 
– stemmed drums (just 20 full beats in total) and 25 
stemmed melodic sections – are okay, but the nine 
Inspiration construction kits, complete with Cubase 
projects, MIDI files and presets for Xfer Records’ Serum, 
are supremely well crafted. You also get ten fully 
Racked-up multisampled instruments for Ableton 
Live, and an added bonus in the shape of a further 51 
‘standalone’ Serum presets, complete with custom 
wavetables. Not one of Sample Magic’s best, but you 
can buy just the presets and instruments for a tenner…
www.samplemagic.com
n7/10n
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Famous Audio

Cosmic Funk & Soul £35
Aimed at producers of soul, R&B, disco and the like, 
Famous Audio’s lovingly produced pack of loops and 
one-shots glides seamlessly from organically retro to 
sparklingly modern. For us, the highlights are the 
awesome electric bass and guitar riffs, but the 92 
drum and percussion loops – comprising variations 
on a set of core grooves – are ear-grabbingly 
characterful as well. A ton of melodic clips includes 
chords, lead lines and vocals, and the one-shot foley 
and FX sounds serve up an intriguing collection of 
incidental bits and bobs. Vibey!
www.loopmasters.com
n9/10n

Sample Tools by Cr2

Phat House £16
The centrepiece of Cr2’s bargain-priced tech house 
library is a set of six Songstarter construction kits, 
each housing the meat of a full track for deconstruction, 
remixing or lifting samples and/or MIDI from. They’re 
brilliantly produced, for sure, but their utility is 
obviously limited. Fortunately, the rest of the loops and 
hits are equally high-quality, taking in stemmed 
beats, basslines, synth leads, FX and male MC-style 
vocals. The 20 presets for LennarDigital’s Sylenth1 
synth don’t hurt, either, and it all adds up to a lot of 
usable content for the asking price.
www.sampletoolsbycr2.com
n8/10n

Puremagnetik

Aleph II $20
Puremagnetik’s second collection of multisampled
Roland Alpha Juno patches for Live, Kontakt and
Logic Pro follows up Alpeh I (7/10, 247) with more 
of the same. The gamut of sound types is covered, 
from basses and organs to strings and guitar, and the 
scripted Kontakt interface enables basic editing of 
filter, envelope, LFO and effects for those who can’t 
make use of the more flexible Live and Logic ones. It’s 
the Alpha Juno alright, and if you’re in the market for 
a small but perfectly captured set of factory presets 
therefrom, you won’t go wrong with this one.
www.puremagnetik.com
n8/10n

Gothic Instruments

Dronar Vintage Synth £60
Regular  readers will need no introduction to 
Gothic’s Dronar range of Kontakt libraries, and the 
latest puts the developer’s four-layer scripted engine 
to work on an unnamed “classic 80s synth” through 
259 NKIs. As ever, Dronar’s main strength lies in the 
creation of complex ambiences and drones via its 
powerful mixing, processing and modulation engine, 
with chords generated automatically from single or 
multiple notes, and up to 12 keyswitched patches in 
an NKI. The samples employed here, though, feel 
particularly at home, making this one of the best yet.
www.timespace.com
n9/10n

Native Instruments

Basement Era £44
Produced in collaboration with Raw Cutz, Basement 
Era is a quintessential classic hip-hop expansion for 
Maschine 2. 50 complete Kits come with their own sets 
of patterns (even if they are mostly reductive iterations 
of each one’s single ‘master’ pattern), and the producers 
have aimed for a ‘crate-digging’ approach that really 
pays off. Everything sounds like it’s been sampled from 
vinyl, and the range of mostly-live instrumentation is
represented by Basement Era’s 800 sampled one-shot
licks and hits – guitars, basses, flute, keys, etc. A must-
have for Maschine users looking to get heads nodding.
www.native-instruments.com
n10/10n

Loopmasters

Immersion – Electronic 
Chill Vol. 2 £30
The sequel to Immersion (8/10, 241) packs in even 
fewer samples for your 30 quid than we drew attention 
to last time round, at just 182 loops and 180 one-shots. 
It’s a shame, as what is here is largely superb. The 20 
stemmed beats are dynamic and interesting, the 32 
synth and keys parts capture that chilled mood 
perfectly, and the 27 processed vocals are ace. We 
won’t dwell on the 11 rather drab bass loops. Lovely 
sounds for the most part, but not enough for the price.
www.loopmasters.com
n7/10n

Jupe

Article Of Sound Subscription
Just the one trap library this month, surprisingly and 
– if we’re honest – refreshingly, but it’s a good ’un. The 
basslines are pretty standard trap fare, but the drums
are confident and impactful, and the synths have a
distinctive style that we like a lot – bright and spiky, 
with a sense of humour. A small gathering of piano 
loops makes for an interesting diversion, too, and we 
always appreciate a quality set of risers, fallers and 
impacts. Throw in a handful of vocal cuts and you 
have another compelling reason to consider signing 
up for a Noiiz subscription.
www.noiiz.com
n8/10n

Sample Diggers

Particles – 80s Vaporwave £25
With the 80s electronic music revival clearly in no 
danger of ending any time soon, this outstanding 1GB 
library demands to be heard by all who operate 
within it. We can’t get enough of the knowingly 
processed and programmed synth, bass and guitar 
parts, and we’ve never heard a bank of drum loops 
quite so resolutely old-skool as this one, calling, as it 
does, on a who’s-who of vintage machines. An 
impressive host of one-shot drums, vocals and tape 
FX is also onboard, along with 20 handy bass and 
synth multis. Great stuff!
www.loopmasters.com
n9/10n



Bonus Workstation samples
Plucked from the archives, this
megapack of royalty-free soundware
fodder consists of just over a thousand
samples hijacked from classic workstation
instruments – from classic one-shot drums
and bass guitar hits though to orchestral
stabs, pads/strings, pianos and more. As
ever, download the collection from
filesilo.co.uk/computermusic now, or
find them on the DVD that comes with the
print edition of 253.

106 Bass
32 Keys
16 Pads
16 Organ

48 Percussion hits
85 Piano
32 Strings
65 Synths

648 ElectronicGardensamples

1028 WAV SOUNDS

WORKSTATION
SAMPLES PART1

R-r-r-rewind! This month brings 
you a 500-strong collection of 
roughed-up retro samples that 
have been recorded and 
processed via the lo-fi medium 
of cassette. Get the fuzzy 
sounds of gritty saturation 
with this repository of loops, 
hits and FX; or add the 
nostalgic background hiss of 
compact tapes to any track 
with these royalty-free WAVs. 
Grab them from FileSilo, or from 
the print edition’s DVD. 

Get these exclusive samples
on your PC/Mac over at

filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

DOWNLOAD

CASSETTE
CLUB

      SAMPLES GIVEAWAY
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including…
 191 Driven beat loops
 147 Bass loops
 20 Tape hiss loops
 24 Keys chords
 56 Pad chords
 109 Taped drum/perc hits
 86 More taped beat loops
 13 Varispeed atmospheres
 5 Mechanical tape FX
 2 Multisampled instruments

511 EXCLUSIVE SAMPLES



Loopmasters CM253 samples
Get them on the  DVD or download from filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

01 Singomakers Smack My Trap Up
02 ISR Underground Psy-Trance
03 Andrew Weatherall & Nina Walsh 

WRF Lab Test
04 Psytrance Intelligence Vol 2

05 Analogue Overdrive
06 Samplestate James Dexter

Underground Deep House Volume 2
07 Nu Cumbia Vs Trap
08 Hy2rogen EDM/4
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FREE DVD EVERY ISSUE
PACKED WITH OVER 3 HOURS F V USIV OYALTY-FREE SAMPLE

Future Music is the mag for the latest gear and how today’s cutting-edge music makers use it. 
We’ve been making the future since 1992. Make sure that ou’re part of it.



Enough talking! Where do I get
these plugins?
You can grab them all on the cover
DVD with our print edition, or as a
download from FileSilo (see p5 for
instructions on how to access).

How do I install Plugins?
It depends on the plugin. Some have
dedicated installers, while others

just drop into your plugin folders.
There’s a bit more info on p113,
and there are specific installation
instructions for each in the How To
Install file in the CM Plugins folder.

What do I need to use them?
A PC or Mac and a music program
(aka DAW) to host them. You need
a DAW that can host VST or AU
plugins, such as Ableton Live,
Reaper, FL Studio (PC), Cubase,
Sonar (PC), Logic (Mac) or
GarageBand (Mac). One free option
is Tracktion 6.

What happened to…?
As of 209, almost all Plugins
are 64-bit compatible. The few
older  Plugins that remain 
32-bit-only – such as Amplifikation 
CM, Rhino CM and KR-Delay/
KR-Reverb – are now included in 
the 32-bit only subfolders. These 
plugins require either a 32-bit host 
or a suitable ‘bit bridge’ (eg, 
jBridge) for use in a 64-bit DAW.

Still got questions?  
See the full FAQ at  
bit.ly/cmpluginsfaq

The  Plugins collection is a 
suite of complete, limitation-free

instrument and effects plugins. It’s 
an incredible resource, boasting 
more than 75 pro-quality plugins 
that you won’t find anywhere else, 
all for PC and Mac, in VST and AU 
formats. All of the included 
software is created exclusively for 
us by respected commercial 
developers such as D16 Group,  
u-he, AudioRealism, Ohm Force, 
KV331 Audio, Cableguys, XILS-lab, 
AudioThing, Vengeance-Sound, Rob 
Papen, zplane and more.

You get more than 75 instruments and
effects with every issue of . Keep on top of  
this exclusive plugin suite with our directory

 PLUGINS

FEATURED PLUGIN

zplane 
VIELKLANG 2 CM
Need a low-cost pitch editor and 
harmony generator? You got it! Edit the 
tuning and timing of monophonic audio 
on the instrument’s graphical display, 
detect the key and scale you’re in, then 
create up to three instant harmonies.
www.zplane.de

FREQUENTLY
ASKED
QUESTIONS

As well as on our DVD, you’ll
find all these plugins at

filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

DOWNLOAD
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Cableguys Curve 2.6 CM
Design-your-own-waveforms synth
New waveform capabilities for v2.6
Phat 16-voice Unison mode
Based on Cableguys Curve 2.6
AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.cableguys.com

Synapse Audio Dune CM
VA and wavetable oscillators
Powerful per-voice modulation
12-slot modulation matrix
Based on the full version of Dune
AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.synapse-audio.com

u-he Zebra CM
Blendable oscillator waveforms
Super-programmable step LFOs
Slick delay, reverb and chorus
Original synth designed just for CM
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.u-he.com

Enzyme CM
Scanned synthesis sound generator
Easy-to-use preset-based synth
Assign parameters to controls
Based on the full Enzyme synth
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

humanoidsoundsystems.com

KV331AudioSynthMasterCM
Dual wavescanning oscillators
Multimode filter and built-in effects
FM/AM synthesis modes
Based on SynthMaster 2.5
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.kv331audio.com

Klevgränd Enkl CM
Classic monosynth design
Modulation, arpeggiator, effects
FM, AM and LFO/envelope combo
Based on the full Enkl synth
AU/VST 32-/64-bit

www.klevgrand.se

u-he Bazille CM
Patchable modular synthesiser
Sequencer and Mapping Generator
Audio-rate modulation, Fractalizer
Huge how-to guide in 232
AU/VST 32-/64-bit

www.u-he.com

LinPlug Alpha CM
Dual oscillators with wave blending
Mod matrix, slick chorus effect
Polyphonic glide between notes
Based on the commercial Alpha
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.linplug.com

DopeVST Beat Machine CM
50 ready-mixed royalty-free kits
50 MIDI beats included
Kick, Snare, Hi-hat and Misc parts
Level, Pan, Pitch and Reverb
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.dopevst.com

XILS-lab PolyKB II CM
Models the ultra-rare PolyKobol
Packed with mix-ready presets
Assign knobs to main parameters
Based on XILS-lab’s PolyKB II
AU/VST/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.xils-lab.com

AudioRealism ADM CM
Old-school-style drum machine
Emulates Roland’s TR-606
Also contains custom samples
Based on the full ADM
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiorealism.se

brunsandspork Grooove CM
Load in two samples per sound
and set their velocity response
50 built-in Micro Kits to play
Based on the full Grooove
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.brunsandspork.com

XILS-lab StiX CM
  Drum synth with sequencer
 Load preset kits and grooves
 Apply effects and mix each sound
 Polystep modulation and more
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.xils-lab.com

Madrona Labs Aalto CM
Unusual oscillators with FM
Intuitively patchable modulation
Onboard reverb Step sequencing
Based on the full Aalto synth
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.madronalabs.com

XILS-lab XILS 3 CM 
 Modelled on the EMS VCS 3 modular
 Authentic circuits of the original
 Added chorus and delay effects
 Pin matrices to ‘patch’ signal flow
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.xils-lab.com

Our synths have been created
by the best software developers
in the world to bring you a
suite of sound-making tools for
all music production scenarios

Get heads
nodding
and design
better beats

Get the sounds
of sought-after
circuits with our
classic collection

VIRTUAL ANALOGUE SYNTHS

DRUM MACHINES

HYBRID SYNTHS

INSTRUMENTS
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Satson and on

t can t ha e e caped your
at ent on hat we ve used the
Sa son CM p ugin on almost
eve y rack in our tune Th re s a
good reason for his It s
awesome Satson CM emu ates
the sound of a hardware m xer
channel and t s designed to be
p aced on eve y rack in your
mix o end its ub le s gnature
sound to we l everyth ng

It s ight on CPU and can make
pre ty much any tr ck ound
warm r and more rounded The
p ug n can also help o smooth
out the somet mes harsh sound
of d git l synths Driven harder
Sa son CM an p ovide some
authen ica y v ntage sounding
d stor ion ef ects The gen le
h gh and ow cut i ters g ve us a
qui k and easy way o thinn ng
out muddy ows or ro l ng off
t nny highs and you can swit h
of the drive unct on f you just
want to use it or the f l ers or a
c oser look at Sa son CM take a
ook at our YouTube v d o at

www bit l /Ov2WMF

We ve got a m st a l he mu i al deas
we need to c ea e a fu l une ut we

need to pi e t up w th ex ras nd e r
candy Fi st et s p ocess a p ano pa ch so
tha it ounds a b t i e t s b en sampl d
f om an o der une We s ar by lo ding a
M DI ra k anned 9R wi h a p tch rom
the Key »Gran P ano pre et n Alc emy
Pl yer CM

1
We pl y ome hords n o he t ack
Piano mid and copy some ove f om

the s r ngs ra k The p ano s und is qu e
sho t o we a se the Re ease o 70% to
le gthen t m ki g t more ui ab e for
our t ack We l o urn he Del y M x o 0
to kno k out o f the nbu l echo e fe t

2

We Q he pi no in qu te a d s in t ve
way n I QPro us ng the cu ve shown

here cu t ng o f the ow r quenc es a d
add ng a big boo t at round 8kHz fo a
th nned out v n age k nd of sou d The
pi no sound s f n shed o f by Sa son CM
w h he Ga n in rea ed to +4 and High
Pass s t at 400Hz to ose e en mo e
low end

3
Next a v n age syn h le d ne
Gl de m d) f om P lyKB I CM wh ch

boas s some t uly g eat na ogue st le
sounds We choo e ead»A l» D So ri g
Gl der JRM and pl y in a melo y ne
us ng the p t hbend whee to add nte est
(G ide m d) We add S ts n CM wi h -3
Gain 750Hz High Pa s and 16kHz Low
Pass enab ng the igh er 2dB/o t mo e

4

> Step by step 11 Piano and vintage syn h sounds

> Step by step 12 Risers and e fects with Alchemy Player CM

We re go ng to need a ew ne- hot
pe cus ion FX o pr nk e th oughout

the ra k and a ea ly s mple way o cre te
them is o l ad Alc emy P ay r CM on a
new tr ck and se ec the Drums» our
Way D um Morph pr set Add
KR-D la CM s t to P ngPong mo e nd
1 4 eat Sync De ay t me A Fee back and
Dry Wet ev l of 40% is p r ect

1
We ta e he ea y pt on fo the r verb
us ng Re erbe a eCM s Ca hedr l

pre et wi h he Dry W t at 10dB Wet o
cr ate s me b g pl shy h ts and c as es
An n tan e f Sa son CM et to 400Hz on
the H gh ass d al em ves some of he
mo e boomy el me ts whi h ould
con l ct w th he ki k drum and bass

2
The e s a good whi e no se r se sound
n A ch my P ay r: ound

Ef ect »Bre kdown Bo om This atch
uses our d f e ent aye s o we u e the
X/Y 1 m t ix o man pu a e t Dra ging
the co t ol to he top igh of t e anel
me ns th t on y the wh te no se swe p
la er of he samp e is p ay d n he t ack
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DopeVST Bass Engine CM
45 authentic hip-hop bass patches
Three eras of faux-sampled bass
50 MIDI riffs included
Envelope and note controls
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.dopevst.com

Rob Papen RG-Muted CM
Create realistic funk guitar grooves
Onboard sequencer
Effects and modulation options
Based on Rob Papen RG
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.robpapen.com

Kirnu Cream CM
Get more out of plugin instruments
and master arpeggios with this tool
Program and store complex patterns
Musical controls for rhythm/notes
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.kirnuarp.com

AudioThing miniBit CM
15-waveform chiptune synth
Envelope and LFO modulation
Bit-depth/sample rate reduction
Based on the commercial miniBit
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiothing.net

Camel Audio
Alchemy Player CM
200 awesome ready-to-play patches
Loads SFZ patches, often included
in our own CM sample collections
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.camelaudio.com

zplane vielklang 2 CM
Pitch-correct and retune audio
Harmonise melodies with ease
Level and pan harmony voices
Algorithms by zplane’s experts
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.zplane.de

Eisenberg Einklang CM
Morph between a trio of oscillators
Envelope and timbre controls
Modulate tone with the LFO
Based on the full Einklang synth
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.eisenberg-audio.de

Squaredheads Nora CM
Input up to four notes,
output chords and arpeggios
Program velocities & store patterns
Mac users require macOS 10.8+
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.squaredheads.com

AutoTonic CM
Always stay in key with this MIDI app
White keys play notes while black
keys select the scale you’re in
Choose from a variety of scales
Standalone, acts as your MIDI input

www.autotonic.net

Monoplugs B-Step CM
Step sequencer for beats and chords
Easily creates chord progressions
Seven pages of controls to dial in
Based on the commercial B-Step
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.monoplugs.com

Expert Sleepers
XFadeLooper CM
Creative crossfade-looping sampler
Hard Sync mode and modulation
Saturation section, flexible looping
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.expert-sleepers.co.uk

Loomer Cumulus
Granular sampler with sequencing
Scenes function to sequence slices
Not based on an existing plugin
AU/VST 32-/64-bit
RTAS/Standalone 32-bit

www.loomer.co.uk

To help you get the most out of our immense
plugin collection, we’ve assembled the Plugins
Tutorial Bank, containing over 100 guides and
tutorials for our Plugins, specially selected from
past issues. You’ll find Getting Started PDFs and
videos for most of the individual plugins, along

with tutorial PDFs and videos on using  Plugins 
for sound design, mixing, and even creating entire 
tracks. You’ll find all of this as a handy download 
from FileSilo – go grab it now and start getting 
more out of your plugins!
www.filesilo.co.uk/computermusic

CM PLUGINS TUTORIAL BANK

Import, slice and loop your audio 
files with these creative and 
highly customisable instruments

 SAMPLERS

 OTHER
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Check out this huge collection of
processors – from classic
compressors to modern digital
creations, we’ve got everything
you need to shape your signals

Rule the waves and make
your music come alive before
your very eyes with the help
of these pro visualisation tools

Blue Cat Audio  
FreqAnalyst CM 
Pro-quality, feature-packed analyser 
Numerous customisation options
Based on Blue Cat FreqAnalyst
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit, RTAS 32-bit

www.bluecataudio.com

Photosounder Spiral CM 
 Musical, note-based analyser
  Useful for figuring out notes in 
audio and grasping music theory
 Based on the full Spiral plugin
 AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.photosounder.com

Vengeance-Sound Scope 
 Spectrum for frequency analysis
 Oscilloscope for waveform view
 Stereo phase and level metering
 Tons of advanced analysis options
 AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.vengeance-sound.com

Toneboosters 
Barricade CM
Intelligent mastering-grade limiter
Dynamic response controls
Stereo options, versatile metering
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.toneboosters.com

SKnote Snap 
 Boost or tame transient brightness
 Brighten or dull a sound’s sustain
 Uses two intelligently-linked filters
 Not based on any existing plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.sknote.it

eaReckon CM-COMP 87  
Slick, punchy compressor
Mix knob for parallel compression
Limiter to keep the output in check
Clear VU- and LED-style metering
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.eareckon.com

LVC-Audio Transector CM
 Transient tweaking and saturation
 Define and process envelope stages
 Useful metering/display functions
 Mix control for parallel processing
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.lvcaudio.com

Unfiltered Audio G8 CM
Get tight dynamics or creative FX
Includes advanced gating controls
Real-time waveform display
Use MIDI as a trigger or output
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.unfilteredaudio.com

D16 Group Frontier
Superb mixing/mastering limiter
Set Threshold and Output
Choose detection and release styles
Soft Clip control for drive/distortion
AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.d16.pl

HoRNet Fat-FET
FET-style compressor
Similar to the classic Urei 1176LN
Ultra-fast attack as low as 0.02ms
Based on HoRNet MultiComp
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.hornetplugins.com

Ignite VST Vice One
Talented compressor sold for $49
Choose between analogue or
digital response characteristics
In/out and gain reduction metering
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.ignitevst.com

HoRNet DrumShaper 
Instant EQ & compression for drums
Dial in effect amount & in/out gain
7 algorithms: kick, snare, loops, etc
Based on HoRNet TrackShaper
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.hornetplugins.com

audioD3CK SunRuys CM 
 Characterful bus compressor
 Dry/wet mix and blend controls
 Advanced options to go deeper
 Based on the full SunRuys plugin
 AU/VST/RTAS/AAX, 32-/64-bit

audio.d3ck.net

Toneboosters 
Sibalance CM 
 Pro-quality de-esser and de-harsher
 Four modes for different use cases
 Select Reduction & Attack amounts
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.toneboosters.com

Audiority TS-1  CM 
 Flavoursome transient shaper
 Set attack and sustain gain
 Blend control for parallel processing
 Based on the full TS-1 plugin
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiority.com

DYNAMICS

ANALYSIS

EFFECTS
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Acustica Audio Pink CM
 Analogue-modelled API-alike EQ
 Four EQ bands, two with shelf toggle
 Output adjusts to match Input Trim
 Cut from the full Pink channel strip
 AU/VST/AAX

www.acustica-audio.com

DDMF CM EQ Pack 
 Two superb equalisers
 IIEQ Pro CM: 19 filter types
 LP10 CM: Linear phase EQ
 Based on commercial DDMF plugins
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.ddmf.eu

eaReackon CM-EQUA 87
Three-band EQ with high/low shelves  
(AU/VST, 32-/64-bit)
www.eareckon.com

Vengeance-Sound Philta CM 
 Dual high- and low-pass filters
 Four slope settings: 12/24/48/96dB
 Resonance and width controls
 Link function  and notch mode
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.vengeance-sound.com

OverTone DSP  
Program EQ CM
  Pultec-style vintage EQ emulation
  Dual bass boost/attenuate knobs
 Tube amplifier circuit-only option
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.overtonedsp.co.uk

AudioThing ValveFilter CM 
 Gorgeous filtering and drive
 Low-pass filter circuit emulation
 Vintage valve saturation section
 Based on Valve Filter VF-1
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiothing.net

Overtone DSP  
AF2-10 CM
 Four-band EQ with ten filter types
 Band gains adjustable +/-24dB
 Flatten and clear curve, resize GUI
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.overtonedsp.co.uk

AudioThing The Orb  CM 
 Morphing vowel formant filter
 Choose five vowels from a list of ten
 Move the dot to change the sound
 Smooth, Gain and Mix to refine 
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audiothing.net

Get your creativity all in one place 
with these three comprehensive 
panels of all-purpose effects

From basic clean-up filters to 
juicy, analogue-style EQ units  
and creative effects, get your 
spectrum sorted with these 
virtual signal-sculptors

Add space  
and ambience, 
or throw your 
sounds into  
a completely 
new dimension

Acon Digital CM Verb
 Simple-but-versatile operation
 Five modes: hall, plate, studio, etc
 Built-in high- and low-pass filters
 Based on Acon Digital’s Verberate
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.acondigital.com

LiquidSonics 
Reverberate CM  
  Convolution reverb with real-world 
presets and processing controls
 Import your own impulse response
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.liquidsonics.com

PSP Audioware  cmDelay
 Modulatable delay with LFO
 Dial in delay time, filtering and width
 Feedback and ping-pong operation
 Based on the full stompDelay
 AU/VST/AAX/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.pspaudioware.com

Ignite VST Areena
 Beautiful algorithmic reverb
 As sold for $49, but yours for free!
 Room and plate algorithms
 Width, Damping and Modulation
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.ignitevst.com

Subsonic Labs 
Wolfram CM 
  Pitchshifting, distortion, phase-
shifting, panning, delay and filter
 Flexible modulation
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.subsoniclabs.com

Inear Display Eurydice CM 
  Stutter, buffer and edit signals
  Buffer override, repeat, delay, 
bitcrusher and filter with modulation
 Custom signal routing
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.ineardisplay.com

Tek’it Audio CrossDr CM
 Three independent bands of drive
  Drive, Warp, Crush and Clip signals 
in three parallel bands
 Per-band Balance and Level
 AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.tekit-audio.com

 More EQ/ Filter plugins 

 EQ/ FILTERS

 MULTIEFFECTS

 
DELAY/REVERB
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Cableguys WaveShaper CM
Graphically editable distortion
Design curves by dragging nodes
Input vs output oscilloscope
Not based on an existing plugin
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.cableguys.com

Lindell 6X-500 CM
Classic preamp emulation with EQ
High/low boosts for musical tone
Modelled on Lindell’s 6X-500
hardware preamp/EQ
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.lindellplugins.com

Sonimus Satson CM
Classic mixer channel emulation
Subtle warming saturation
Gentle, musical high/low filters
Full Satson Buss also available
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

dsp.sonimus.com

Auburn Sounds
Panagement CM
Psycho-stereo toolkit plugin
Place sounds with Binaural Pan
Edit perceived distance and width
Stereoise mono sounds
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.auburnsounds.com

Mercuriall U530 CM
Emulation of ENGL’s E530 preamp
Customisable Clean & Lead circuits
Presence, Contour, Chorus & Gain
Changeable mic/speaker position
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.mercuriall.com

Rop Papen RP-Distort CM
Five crunchy distortion algorithms
EQ, dynamics, widener, modulation
Filter and parallel
processing controls
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.robpapen.com

JST & Boz SideWidener
Add stereo width to mono sounds
Signal retains mono compatibility
Goniometer for stereo visuals
Three widen modes, Width & Tone
AU/VST/AAX/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.joeysturgistones.com
www.bozdigitallabs.com

New Sonic Arts Freestyle CM
Host and chain together
your  Plugins VSTs

  Route and split signal paths
  Event Player to simple sequences
  Save snapshots of whole setups
  Runs as AU/VST/Standalone

www.newsonicarts.com

Nyrv Agent CM 
  Create custom effects chains  
with this valuable utility plugin
  Host your VST/AU plugins
  Design your own interface 
  Based on the full Agent plugin
  AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.nyrvsystems.com

Dotec-Audio DeeMonitor 
  Handy monitoring utility plugin
  Emulate NS10, Genelec and  
Auratone 5C speakers in your DAW

  Invert and Solo left and right feeds
  Mid/Side balancing + Output gain
  AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.dotec-audio.com

Inear Display Litote CM 
  Granular effect to slice and dice 
signals on a microscopic level
  Tweak speed and introduce jitter
  Adjust the Timbre Frequency, 
Feedback and Diffusion
  AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.ineardisplay.com

Audio Vitamins Life CM 
  Modulation and widening plugin
  Vary pitch or amplitude with LFOs
  Widen, sweeten and improve audio 
to a mix-ready state
  AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.audiovitamins.com

HoRNet FreMo 
  Mini frequency modulator effect
  Oscillator frequency can be set 
manually or follow input pitch
  Scale the oscillator from 1x to 10x
  Set mod amount and osc waveform
  AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit

www.hornetplugins.com

HoRNet Graffio CM
Flexible three-flavour distortion
Saturator module with DC offset
Exciter with odd/even harmonics
Bit reducer to degrade sounds
AU/VST/VST3/AAX/RTAS, 32-/64-bit

www.hornetplugins.com

Audio Assault
GrindMachine CM
Five amp and ten cab emulations
3-band EQ plus depth and presence
Djentbox to toighten low tunings
AU/VST, 32-/64-bit

www.audioassault.com

Fuzz up your signals with custom 
dirt – from waveshaping  
to saturation and soft clipping,  
this diverse bunch of plugins are 
guaranteed to play as rough as 
you like with any audio material

More esoteric 
and incredibly 
useful plugins 
from recent 
issues of

EFFECTS
 DISTORTION/SATURATION

 OTHER

Kuassa PreMix CM
Get subtle saturation or screaming 
overdrive from this preamp model 
(AU/VST, 32-/64-bit)
www.kuassa.com

Audiffex STA Enhancer CM
Valve-style signal exciter/enhancer 
(AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit)
www.audiffex.com

Audio Assault  
BassAmp CM
Ampeg-inspired bas amp simulator 
(AU/VST/AAX, 32-/64-bit)
www.audioassault.com

 Plus… 
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Though there are a wide variety of DAWs, each 
with its own unique interface, there are 
similarities when it comes to loading up and 
using plugins, and most stick to one of two 
approaches. The first – as seen in Steinberg’s 
Cubase, Apple’s Logic, and Cakewalk’s Sonar – 
involves insert slots on a track or mixer channel. 
These are used in the same way as an insert 
effect would be used on a hardware mixer. In 
other words, the effect is placed ‘in line’ on that 
mixer or track channel. Plugins might be loaded 
in by use of a dropdown menu tree or right-
clicking in the effects slot. Clicking in the insert 
or effects slot in some DAWs – Cockos’ Reaper, 
for instance – will reveal a dedicated browser 
from which the desired plugin may be selected. 

It’s common to stack multiple effects plugins 
together to form an effects ‘chain’, much in the 
way a guitarist might connect various 
stompboxes together to form a custom sound.
In some DAWs, these effects chains may be
saved and recalled at a later time.

If your DAW uses a sidebar browser, here you
can find your plugins displayed and possibly
arranged into categories. The plugins may be
dragged into the project and placed directly
onto a track or channel. Ableton Live, Bitwig
Studio, Cakewalk’s Sonar and PreSonus Studio
One can all open effects and even instrument
plugins in this manner.

On the subject of instrument plugins, we
should discuss the different methods you might
encounter when loading up instruments. As
mentioned, sometimes they can be dragged and

dropped from a browser onto a specific track.
However, many DAWs distinguish between
instrument and audio tracks, so you’ll need to
keep this in mind. Those that allow you to drag
instruments in from a browser might offer the
choice of using an existing instrument track or
creating a new one. Some DAWs (Cubase, Sonar)
allow you to open instruments in a ‘rack’ and
then connect to them from MIDI or instrument
tracks. Others (Logic) make a plugin menu
available from the track itself.

We’ve prepared videos for eight major DAWs 
showing you the basics of loading plugins, along 
with a few handy tips you won’t want to miss:
> Cockos Reaper – bit.ly/LPIreaper
> Cakewalk Sonar – bit.ly/LPIsonar
> PreSonus Studio One – bit.ly/LPIstudioone
> Apple Logic – bit.ly/LPIlogic
> Image-Line FL Studio – bit.ly/LPIflstudio
> Steinberg Cubase – bit.ly/LPIcubase
> Bitwig Studio – bit.ly/LPIbitwig
> Ableton Live – bit.ly/LPIableton

 Loading plugins in your DAW

So how does your DAW know where to look
for your plugins? Actually, it might not. Mac
users have it easy, as there are OS-specified
folders into which plugins are installed. These
folders can be found by going to your Library
folder (if you can’t find it, go to the Finder’s Go
menu, hold Alt, and a Library option should
appear). find the Audio directory, and then
the Plug-Ins folder within. There you will find
more folders still. One will be labelled
Components – this is where your AU plugins
reside. Other folders will be found alongside it
for VST and VST3 plugins. If you’re a Pro Tools
user, you’ll find your plugins in an Avid or
Digidesign folder. If your installers don’t
automatically install the plugins into the
proper folder, you should manually copy them
into the relevant folders listed above.

One caveat: there will likely be two sets of 
folders under two different Library locations. 

One is for all users, the other is for
administrator use. If your DAW has trouble
seeing a plugin, you might need to move it

from one Library to the other, though the
system folder is usually the one to use.

Uninstalling plugins from OS X usually 

requires little more than putting the 
Component or VST file in the Trash. 
Sometimes an uninstaller will be offered, 
though.

On Windows, you can choose the location 
of your VST plugins folders. Some DAWs will 
create one when you install them, but both 
DAW and plugin installers will often give you 
an option of pointing to the plugin directory 
you’d like to use. It usually looks something 
like C:\Program Files\Steinberg\VST Plugins.

Some plugins are delivered as only DLL 
files, and need to be copied to your chosen 
directory. Once you’ve installed your plugins, 
think twice about moving them. Some plugins 
rely on support files installed into the same 
directory. To duplicate plugins elsewhere on 
the drive, use shortcuts on Windows (right-
click to create one) or aliases on Macs (Cmd-
Alt-dragging).

Plugin folder locations

See how to load plugins in eight different DAWs with our videos at the URLs below

If you’re using Apple’s OS X, all your VST, VST3 and 
Audio Units go into pre-determined locations
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Modern electronic music studios more
often than not contain a hodgepodge of

equipment from different manufacturers that
– thanks to MIDI – can all communicate. This
wasn’t always the case. Before MIDI, very few
synth manufacturers offered communication
between instruments, and then it was via gates,
triggers and voltages. Most followed the 1-volt-
per-octave pitch standard put forth by Moog,
while others, like Korg and Yamaha, chose an
entirely different, incompatible approach.

Roland, Oberheim and PPG further complicated
the issue by incorporating digital communication
busses designed to be used with their own gear.

The proprietary Oberheim Parallel Buss
allowed that company’s flagship devices to be
interconnected to form the ‘Oberheim System’.
At its heart was the DSX, a polyphonic sequencer
that offered nine tracks, at least one of which
was intended for use with one of the company’s
synthesisers. In fact, the DSX couldn’t be used
without one of their pricey synths, putting the
System well out of reach of the gigging musician.

Of particular interest were the 16 gate/CV jacks
around the back, providing control of up to eight
CV-capable analogue synths. Only volts-per-
octave instruments were supported – no Korgs

or Yamahas. Sync jacks allowed the DMX or DX
drum machines to lock up to the DSX, allowing
for the creation of complete productions.

The DSX offered up to 6000 notes of storage,
ten patterns and ten songs. Real-time and step
entry could be performed, with varying
amounts of quantisation applied, if needed.
Looping and transposition were offered, as was
the ability to store and send patches changes
and key split/layer info to an Oberheim synth.

Though the DSX was introduced in 1981,
Oberheim didn’t begin hawking its System until
1982 – a year before MIDI was standardised.
Needless to say, the allure of the proprietary
System couldn’t compete with the onslaught of
interconnectable MIDI devices to come. Those
that ponied up for an Oberheim combo could
eventually have their System retrofitted with
MIDI ports, but the analogue instruments the
DSX was designed to control were rapidly falling
out of favour, so it was hardly worth the effort.

Today, the Oberheim System’s requirements
make it even less practical than it was in 1981.
However, you no longer needs access to an
Oberheim keyboard to get sequences into a DSX,
thanks to Dan Nigrin’s DSX Hack (bit.ly/DSXhack).
This cross-platform app can translate standard

Oberheim DSX

Three great plugin alternatives

EXPERT SLEEPERS SILENT WAY
Let’s face it, any DAW can do everything the
DSX could do and better. However, most
DAWs can’t communicate with the many
CV-capable analogue instruments currently
on the market. For this, a plugin suite like
Silent Way offers the ideal solution with its
ability to shuttle CV and gate voltage through
a compatible audio interface.
www.expert-sleepers.co.uk

The brain that powered Oberheim’s pre-
MIDI ‘System’, the DSX ‘Digital Polyphonic
Sequencer’ offered nine tracks of
recording and unprecedented flexibility

MIDI files into an audio file that can be fed into
the DSX via its cassette interface. It’s a bit of a
kludge, but it could make the DSX a powerful
playmate in a modern modular rig.

Current practitioners will likely want to
skip the middle step altogether, choosing
one of the many software options that allow
communication between computer and
CV-capable instruments. After all, as
appealing as the DSX’s single-line LED display
may have been in 1981, it can’t compete with a
modern computer or tablet. The DSX and the
System it commanded were an interesting
footnote in the history of computer-assisted
electronic music, to be sure, but it’s probably
best left to collectors.

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS REAKTOR
With its recent introduction of the Blocks
concept, Native Instruments brought
Eurorack-style modular synthesis to Reaktor.
Better still, some of those Blocks are designed
specifically to interface with a real modular
system – or any CV-capable hardware, for that
matter. Again, an interface with DC-coupled
outputs is required.
www.native-instruments.com

$19
9

BITWIG STUDIO 2
This nifty DAW offers all mod cons,
including built-in tools that allow gate,
trigger, and control voltages to be sent
back and forth between computer and
analogue hardware. Like Silent Way, it’ll
work best with specific (DC-coupled) audio
interfaces, but you can manage to do some
cool stuff with any interface.
www.bitwig.com

$399
$59
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TECH SPECS
Year of manufacture
1981
Original sale value 
$1995
Current price 
£500
Number made 
unknown
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